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Executive Summary
Name: Belinda Cook
Address: PO Box 117, Fitzroy Crossing, 6765, Western Australia,
Organisation and Position: Mangkaja Arts Resource Agency, Manager.
Telephone: 08 9191 5833
Project Description: To research the growing global Indigenous fashion industry, to support
the building of an Indigenous Kimberley textile industry.
Overview and Recommendations:

Since the 1960’s there has been development of an Australian Indigenous fashion
industry that encompasses fabric printing, clothing design, small and large business
models and supports the growth and training of indigenous younger generations in
varying capacities. Some regions have been more invested than others. There has
been decades long textile and fashion development in the Northern Territory art
centres and more recent establishment of art centres and programs focused on
textile and fashion development in the Kimberley region of WA and northern QLD.
There are also individual artists particularly those based in urban regions of the
country producing their own lines of fashion and accessories. The alignment with the
fine arts sector and current art centres models are connecting forces that has seen
the development of different models in regional and remote communities.
There is great potential to build and support economic, cultural and social
developments for indigenous artists, their families and communities through further
strengthening of the industry. To support investigate future developments in the
sector this research was undertaken to look at the approaches of designers and
textile makers within Africa and South East Asia. These regions and particularly the
industry of South Africa share common traits to Australian indigenous industry
development. They create unique and culturally rich art, textiles and design that
reflect on historical and contemporary culture and expression but have a limited
market within their nations. As such they have significant strategies in place to
develop local industry for national and international consumption. They are building
international audiences and retail opportunities to make for a growing and
sustainable industry that benefits the growth of the nation.
The research in this report is based upon travel and investigation in major fashion
capitols, including the western strongholds of New York and London and more
importantly the developing fashion capitols of South Africa, Kuala Lumpur and Java.
These spaces have rich textile and fashion histories to explore with contemporary
designers building on their legacy in design. The contemporary issues these regions
face are the same as those we in Australia are grappling with. The report reflects on
the strategies that are being explored, which reinforce the necessity for government
investment in the industry and protection in regard to trade and imports.
The report encompasses four main sections that address the key areas that fashion
is aligned with; business, textiles, art and education pathways. The sections explore
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the connections of fashion with history, culture and tradition, regional development
and trade and contemporary developments. The research is particularly focused on
business models and strategies being explored by artists and designers of African
regions and Southeast Asian countries. The report aims to reflect the importance of
narrative and story telling in fashion and art with the inclusion of designers and
industry voices in case studies.
The results of this research highlighted core themes that were informing changes
and success in models across the industry at large.
Ø Building on our strengths – the enhancement of systems and models that
have been locally developed were a critical factor in the success of the local
designers and the broader industries. There was insistence on remaining
connected to the models that provide long-term support, including family
structures, community based models, and promotional platforms that
invested in local industry members and developments. This approach was
reinforced across academic, institutional and commercial models.
Ø Collaboration and a Connected Sector - collective creative thinking is central
to the development of industry. It is a core strategy that is resulting in the
development of entrepreneurial and innovative practises expanding
creativity, networks and skills development across artistic and business
sectors. This was seen to be the most important way to develop business
readiness in designers and sustainable business practise in the industry.
Ø Innovative and strategic business approaches - presenting a clear vision and
understanding of our business models, our target audiences, and taking our
story and conditions to the market knowing our value. Remaining agile and
innovative in our business and creative strategies to stay competitive in the
dynamic global industry.
Ø Digital Platforms and access – Online platforms and social media was
incorporated into every business model I encountered. This is a crucial area
to develop and engage with for business visibility, audience development and
retail sales. It provides a means to reach global customers and is a major
opportunity for the engagement of younger generations in the industry.
The eight recommendations that conclude this report are presented as a means of
connecting and strengthening the Indigenous Australian fashion industry regionally
and nationally. In combination they provide an ideal picture of the strategies that
will support collective creativity and development for sustainable industry growth.
Individual artists and groups of artists can draw upon the individual
recommendations to support current developments and practise. The
recommendations are responsive to the mix of artists working conditions and
positions within the industry across the nation. They ultimately support the
development of an industry that empowers Indigenous artists and leaders to reap
the most benefit from their creative practise.
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Introduction
The mass migration and globalization of people has seen a rise in consumers
searching for ways to reflect the complex nature of identity for global citizens.
People are seeking means to express their cultural heritage, traditions, political
positions, and contemporary voice through their presentation to the world. Fashion
continues to be the fastest and most effective vehicle to represent identity. There is
a global backlash to homogenization of fashion and identity; younger generations
seeking means to express their complex selves. The advancements in technology
and exponential growth in access to digital platforms is resulting in a rise in the
power of fashion industries outside of the Eurocentric Western strongholds of Paris
and New York. African cities are rising up in the fashion world and South East Asia
continues to see growing numbers of luxury brands. Not only are these regions
becoming key consumers of global fashion and luxury products they are building
industry to become the providers with unique cultural and traditional practices that
bring depth and value to contemporary designs.
The world is watching and
consuming in unprecedented numbers.
This research I believe is happening at a critical time in the development of fashion
and textile design in Indigenous Australia. I am currently the manager of Mangkaja
Arts Resource Agency in Fitzroy Crossing in the West Kimberley, working with the
team of artists, directors and staff. We continue to receive requests from galleries,
designers and other parties wanting to source our artists work for printing on
fashion and fabrics I felt it was time to learn more. There is a clear interest and pull
to fabric development and fashion design as a new medium to explore.
The creation of clothes, fashion accessories, and fabrics is something that has been
building over recent years in the Kimberley with the establishment of Nagula Jarndu
Women’s Art and Resource Centre and Marnin Studio – art spaces focused
predominantly on the development of fashion and fabrics. Warringarri Arts have run
a very popular fabric-printing program and Rukaji Designs is a small business run by
women exploring natural dying processes here in Fitzroy Crossing. Nationally art
centres such as Merrepen Arts and Injalak Arts, Tiwi Design, and the women’s centre
Babbarra Designs have been producing stunning hand printed fabrics for decades
and have led the charge on all things Indigenous textiles related. They have attracted
avid fans and explored multiple avenues into design and fabric development,
collaborating with industry professionals such as Bobbie Rueben and Linda Jackson.
But there is an international audience waiting to be enamoured by our fabrics and
fashions as they have been by Indigenous Australian contemporary art and we have
yet to crack the global market.
Indigenous Australia has an incredibly significant and unique story to tell that is
internationally recognised, and continues to survive the waves of financial crisis with
clever and exciting developments by artists using new art mediums and brave new
forms of story telling. The engagement with the fashion world has been dabbled in
with varied results, some successful and some that disappear quickly. Fashion is a
fast paced industry always looking for the new thing, but it is a constant and a
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serious industry that provides ongoing employment and income to people around
the world. Fashion matters, and it has broad possibilities for accessing new
audiences, developing job pathways, engaging younger generations, and building
economic opportunity for Indigenous Australian artists.
The success of the fashion parades at Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair with people literally
fighting for seats to see the latest showcase and the growing number of artists and
art centres exploring textiles and design signal that it is the time for research. There
is the need to develop strategies to see Indigenous Australians benefiting most from
their exceptional artistic developments. Movements by individual artists such as
Grace Lillian Lee have led the push for recognition of fashion as art with the recent
exhibition and acquisition of her work by State galleries and museums. Individual
artist collaborations such as the Lisap Waup X Verner collaboration with Craft
Victoria have seen stunning collections developed. Fork Leaf Project has taken their
digital printed collaborative collection with Warlukurlangu Artists to London with the
London Pacific Fashion platform and there is so much more scope to engage with
fashion platforms globally.
The purpose for this research was to investigate how other international and
Indigenous culturally influenced fabric and fashion industries have grown and
developed global markets. My research took me from the fashion capitols of New
York and London to the growing fashion industries of South Africa and Southeast
Asia. The report looks at the history of fabric creation, design and trade and the
ongoing contemporary adaption and celebration of cultural values and identity
through fashion design. It addresses the platforms for branding, promotion and
sales, the strategies and models that designers and industry specialists are working
with to see the development of successful and sustainable businesses. There are
four key areas; Art and Fashion, Trading in Textiles, The Business of Fashion and
Pathways to Fashion: Education and Collaboration. Each section explores current
issues and practises and provides case studies that give practical examples of the
strategies and insights that were shared with me during my travels across these
regions. There are reflections on each section in regard to Australian Indigenous
Industry development and finally recommendations to be considered.
My selection of examples, case studies and programs are not at all the final word on
what exists, rather they are what I found whilst on my research travels. They include
links that were shared, contacts that were passed on, and programs that designers I
met were engaging in. The report highlights examples of what currently exists in the
broader global industry that are relevant to Australian Indigenous industry
development. The case studies and broader research aims to address ways in which
Indigenous Australians and the organisations supporting them can engage in the
fashion world today to create industry, economic opportunity and assist in building
sustainable business for up coming generations.
It was an absolute privilege to meet with and learn from so many designers and
industry leaders who were facilitating local industry growth, celebrating cultural
practices, reinvigorating tradition and articulating contemporary global identities.
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Every person I met, every program I witnessed, had relevance and insight that was
instrumental in the development of this report. I cannot express how inspiring and
life changing this opportunity was and how much it has solidified my belief in the
power of artistic expression and fashion as a vehicle for economic opportunity, social
change and cultural celebration. I am ever grateful to all who supported this
process, gave me their time and shared their invaluable experience and insight.
There is so much opportunity for global connection and shared creative
development and I hope that this report can support further engagement and
collaboration.
Finally I must thank the Churchill Fellowship Memorial Trust for their investment in
me to undertake this research. This fellowship provides such incredible opportunity
to so many Australians and it was an absolute privilege to be one of them. I look
forward to sharing the knowledge and connections this opportunity has afforded
with the broader Indigenous Australian art and fashion industry.
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Itinerary - People, organisations and events visited to undertake this report.
September 1st to November 13th 2017
Organisation/Company/
Event
Fowler Museum

Designer/Industry
contact
Betsy Quick
Erica Jones

Harlem Fashion Week

Yvonne Jewnell New
York
Huda
Simply Greta
Mamadou Fall

New York Fashion Week

Couture Fashion Week New
York

Emerging Designer Show
Yajun (China)
Addition Elle (USA)

Moshood Creations

Sushma Patel
(USA/India)
Lourdes Atencio
(USA/Dominican
Republic)
Do Trinh Hoai Nam
(Vietnam)
Azulant Akora (Australia)
Silka by Silka Mitrasari
(Indonesia)
Dwika by Dwi Rahayu
(Indonesia)
Geraldus Sugeng
(Indonesia)
Molly Kate Cline (USA)
Erma Fatima (Malaysia)
Eja Shahril (Malaysia)
Sara Jamaludin
(Malaysia)
Moshood (no surname)

Simply Greta

Greta Wallace

London Pacific Fashion PTY
LTD
Dent De Man

Ana Lavekau

Rachel and Malikas London
Duro Olowu
Danaqa
Fashion Kapitol

Store Staff
Boutique Staff
Store Staff
Autentic 31
Bundu Punk
The Kink
Mshotolo Ink
Nico Styles
Dare to Differ

Alexis Temomanin

Position and
Contact
Curators,
Fowler
Museum, Los
Angeles
Designer
Collections
viewed.

Description

Designer
Collections
viewed

Runway Event, NY
Fashion Week,
Backstage pass and
tour
Runway Event, NY
Fashion Week

Designer
collections
viewed

Runway Event, NY
Fashion Week
Informal chats with
designers post
show.

Designer and
Business Owner
Designer and
business Owner
CEO

Store Visit and
interview
Studio Visit and
Interview
Interview

Designer and
business Owner

Studio Visit and
Interview
Store Visit
Store Visit
Store Visit
Runway Event
Johannesburg
Fashion District.
Informal chats with
designers and
event organiser

Runway
collections.
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Meeting at the
Fowler Museum,
LA.

Idwang Couture
Cocky Couture
Lufi D
Authentic 31

Mpho Mokotedi

Maxhosa by Luduma,
workshop newtown
I Run JHB

Store Staff

Motiz at Rosebank Market

post show.

Wandile King Leeu Neo
Gabhadiya Selemela
Namukolo Mukutu

Designer and
business Owner

Studio visit and
interview
Store visit

Designers and
business owners
Buisness owner
and textile
designer
Multiple stalls
Creative
Director

Store visit and
interview
Store visit and
informal interview.

Maboneng Precinct
Marianne Fassler – Leopard
Frock Boutique
Fashion District Street Market
Tour

Sunday Markets
Lezanne Viviers

SA Fahion Week, The Fashion
Agent Runway Productions
University of Johannesburg
(UJ)

Lucilla Boozyen

CEO

Thea Teselepsis

V&A Waterfront – Watershed
Craft Design and Wellness Capetown
Biscuit Mill Markets

Batiks of Africa
Galago
Missibaba
Shine Shine
Multi designer stores

Head of Fashion
Dept, Senior
Lecturer at UJ
Hand craft
designers

Lukhanyo Mdingi

Lukhanyo Mdingi

Imprint ZA

Mzukisi Mbane

Zeitzz MOCAA Gallery
Sanlam Handmade
Contemporary Fair

Multi Designer stalls

27 Boxes – Fahsion Precinct
Melville

Hand craft
designers
Designer and
business owner
Designer and
business owner

Pulido Designs
Mantsho Lifestyle Store
KVK Uncultured
Meraki
Andile Phewa
Chris Saunders
Daniela Goeller

Malaysia Fashion Week
Business Meetings

Abas and Sal Batik
Hand Drawn Batik
D.Collections Batek
Batik Colletion
Kesuma Enterprise
Fashion Batik
N.Huda Collection
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Streetwear
Photographer
Photographer
and director
Researcher –
Pantsula
Designer and
business traders
- Malaysia

Market visit.
Boutique visit and
informal interview
Tour of steet
sellers,
Johannesburg
Office visit and
interview.
University visit and
formal interview.
Market and stall
visit with informal
discussions
Market and stall
visit with informal
discussions
Formal Interview
Formal Interview
and studio visit
Gallery Visit
Fair visit and
informal chats with
stall holders.
Store visits and
informal chats with
staff.
Interview
Skype Interview
Formal Interview
Trade and Buyer
meetings.

Textile Batik (Modern)
OBI Trends Enterprises
Batik Shibori
Zyian Batik
FASHION BATIK
Takashima Textile
Nina Alexander
Hazreen Hassan
Caro Fashion
Malaysia Fashion Week
Runways

Yans Creations (Kuala
Lumpur)
Ztampz (Kuala Lumpur)
Watie Collections (Kuala
Lumpur)
Debonair (Kuala Lumpur)
Lester Yim Couture
Bon Zainal (Kuala
Lumpur)
Faramas (Tehran)
Batek (Kuala Lumpur)
Takashima (Japan)
Jo Disaya
Wardrobe 2U (Kuala
Lumpur)
Ila Aza (Kuala Lumpur)
Azreenville (Sabah)
SIMO (NYC)
Bremen Wong Millinery
((Kuala Lumpur)
Seolwoon Yoon (NYC)
Seungmok Lee (NYC)
Taak (tokyo)

Designer
collections
viewed

Designer
Collections viewed.
Informal trade
meetings following
runways.

Datuk Nancy YoehReissiger

Chairman and
founder

Informal Dinner

Datuk Jimmy Choo

Honorary
Advisor
Designer

Modesty Fashion
Sharifah Kirana (Kuala
Lumpur)
Adamaya (Kuala Lumpur)
Caroline Wass (Kuala
Lumpur/Sweden)
Malaysia Fashion Week

Batek – KL Market
Textile Museum KL
Jakarta Fashion Week

Rasta Rashid
Paulina Katarina (Bali)
Lulu Lutfi Labibi
(Yogyakarta)
Bunka School of Fashion
(Japan)
Lukikia (Indonesia)
Soe Jakarta
Tertia
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Designer
Collections

Store Visit
Museum Visit
Designer
Collections viewed.

Derek Lawlor (UK)
Roggykei
Ujoh
Derek Lawlor
Imaji Designs

Email convos.
Studio Visit and
Formal Interview

Oxcel Oxcel

Designer
Designers and
Business
Owners
Designer

Lulu Lutfi labibi

Store Manager

Artists in
Residence

Studio Visit and
informal interview
Interview and batik
process workshop
Informal interview
– Batik business

Bali

Exhibition Visit
Store Visit

Studio Visit and
Interview

Senayan City Mall
Museum Tekstil, Jakarta

Batik Winotosastro

Batik Workshop

Cemeti Arthouse

Finn Brueggemann and
Nuriye Elisabeth
Tohermes

Biennale Jogja XIV
PaulinaKatarina Store
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THE ART OF FASHION
Art and fashion go hand in hand, whether fashion is acknowledged as art, whether
designers even recognise themselves as artists, which most surprisingly do not, there
are absolute points of convergence and the disciplines benefit and draw on one
another in multiple ways. Artists and photographers record fashion in their works,
depict cloth and figures dressed to acknowledge identity, to challenge stereotypes
and to record histories. Fashion relies on the art of photography to record and lift
the fashions beyond clothes to narratives and aspirational desire. The art world
platforms fashion giving it longevity beyond the trend and legitimacy beyond the
commercial realms. Fashion brings new audiences and relatable exhibitions to the
art world and is a key part of capturing the arts of cultures and histories in our
museums and galleries.
In this section I explore the role that art plays in the record and exhibition of fashion,
in both museums and galleries. I look at these public art spaces as platforms for
recognition of designers, fashions and the many subcultures and textiles. I look at
the role of photography in fashion and the importance of digital arts and digital
platforms and the critical role they play in the growth of fashion industries in the
new fashion capitols of the world, particularly South Africa. The case studies in this
chapter give practical and current examples of the intersections between art and the
fashions of Africa specifically.
“Fashion has brought art to the eyelids, and made artistic statement become
possible to wear.”1
What we choose to wear each day is a form of individual expression, fashion is
identity forming and designers are the people with the power to instigate and craft
fashions with specific skill and arguably highly artistic expertise, particularly in the
realms of haute couture.
As much as fashion is seen to be for the world of the elite and famous, it is ultimately
dictated by culture, it involves tradition, costume and uniform. Layers of cultural
meaning, values, religious beliefs, gender, sexuality, status and emotions are loaded
into fashion and cloth over generations. How we dress is a signifier for our identity in
any culture. Fashions tell stories of a time, a culture and hold memories and feelings
for individuals as well as knowledge and history for communities. As much as it is
flippantly disregarded by some, fashion and dress plays a significant role in every
culture over time; body adornment, trade, cultural practice, wealth and the
establishment of authority. Fashion can be for the elite, for the wealthy, for the
powerful, but it also continues to be for the people by the people; streetwear and
hip hop, recycled and up-cycled fashions and political movements all continue to use
fashion as a vehicle for expression and communication.
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Duro Olowu – Fashion Designer and Curator.
Certain designers walk the line of fashion and art and one of Nigerian descent
who is regularly mentioned when these convergences are considered is Duro
Olowu. Married to Thelma Golden, Chief Curator of the Studio Museum in
Harlem and an active curator of the arts himself, most recently for the London
Frieze, its little wonder that his work is often aligned with the art world. A
designer of his own bold prints alongside vintage luxe fabrics, he sells through
boutique high-end art inspired spaces in the world’s fashion and art capitols. His
boutique spaces are beautifully styled and curated with art pieces and jewellery
that could be defined as wearable sculpture, positioned alongside his
collections.
“Fashion and art are very different but they converge at certain points. Rather
than having a slightly trivial or non-continuous idea of what I am trying to do
with my collections, I also try to infuse a perspective coming from an
appreciation of art.”
Duro Olowu’s online platforms resonate with buyers about his brand, he shares
images of his collection alongside images and videos of fine art, curated artistic
events, architecture as well as fashion. He aligns his fashions with art and is
active in both spheres. His designs worn by the likes of Michelle Obama and
high-ranking art industry specialists.

Image Source: http://duroolowu.com/

Further References
@duroolowu
https://www.vogue.com/fashion-shows/spring-2018-ready-to-wear/duro-olowu
Duro Olowu in conversation with Thelma Golden, Camden Arts Centre, June 18, 2016, on the
occasion of the exhibition Making and Unmaking an exhibition Curated by Duro Oluwu.
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/26/fashion/duro-olowu-thelma-golden-camden-artscenter.html
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The Exhibition of Fashion
“Fashion is a mirror of our times, and it is therefore interesting to study, collect and
display. Fashionable clothing, whether historic or contemporary, connects the
spheres of manufacturing, commerce, consumption and taste and thus can serve as
a kind of cultural barometer.”2 Claire Wilcox, Senior Fashion Curator V&A
The reason for focusing on the role of museums and galleries in this report is
particularly tied to my experience in Indigenous art centres; museums and galleries
are a critical part of our Australian Indigenous art industry. A show, an acquisition
can set up an artist’s career, authenticating their practice to buyers and collectors
alike, bringing their works to a public that are otherwise wary and unsteady on what
is 'authentic' or 'good art'. I wanted to see how critical this space is to the fashion
industry, and the role it plays in garnering public interest in Indigenous and global
fashions.
Fashion has in recent years found a popular place in our museums and art galleries
alongside its traditional performative catwalk spaces, retail spaces, local market
places, cultural celebrations and religious events. The purpose behind the exhibition
of fashion in our public exhibition spaces has also seen a conceptual shift from the
historical exhibition in the context of cultural costume and fashions of an era that
illustrate history to now artistic explorations of design and blockbuster showcases of
designers and their fashions.
The arts arguably play a critical role in the recognition of the value of fashion and
textile design beyond retail and consumer markets. Current day gallery and museum
presentations of designers and fashion styles cement them, lifting them beyond the
commercial realm of clothing to collectable art, an art you can own and in some
cases wear but valued for its creation as much as its purpose. Fashion ultimately is a
more accessible art form, something that everyone can relate to, that has a physical
purpose and every person from every culture engages with on some level. Fashions
presence in museums and galleries, spaces originally consecrated to fine art, imbues
it with the latter’s aura of permanence and gravitas.3
Museums and galleries are just as reliant on audiences and feet through the door to
justify funding as designers are of buyers to keep their businesses running. The shift
to popular blockbuster exhibitions was a key move to rejuvenate audience interest
in these cultural public spaces. The success of fashion in presentation has seen a
growing program of international exhibitions exploring bodies of work by fashion
designers around the world. In Victoria the NGV has in recent years presented a
minimum of two fashion blockbusters in each year including The House of Dior,
Viktor & Rolf, and Australian themed fashion exhibits including 200 years of
Australian Fashion, as well as cultural fashion themed shows in other venues
Adorned – Textiles and Jewellery of Central Asia. This form of exhibition is attracting
new audiences in both major art spaces and more regionally based institutions.
There is most definitely crossovers and mutual benefit between these two
industries.
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“I think the basic reason why the public really loves fashion exhibitions is that they
are much easier than an art exhibition. Everybody feels capable of having an opinion
about fashion.” 4 Valerie Steele, Fashion Historian, Curator, and Director, Fashion
Institute of Technology, New York
Fashion provides new audiences for art spaces, drawing younger crowds and
resonating with more viewers. Blockbuster Exhibitions of renowned designers from
the elite western fashion scenes are as popular as ever, but there is increasing space
being made for exhibitions that explore the growing global fashion scene and the
multifaceted fashion industries of country’s whose fashions and textiles were
previously only presented in appropriated ways by western designers.
The Met Gala and the annual exhibition that the event opens at the Costume
Institute of the Metropolitan Museum in New York has led the trend in the
exploration of the distinct influence and impact of other cultures on the western
fashion world, with China Through the Looking Glass. This exhibition juxtaposed
examples of Chinese costume, paintings, porcelains and films with high avant guard
fashions by senior Chinese couturier, Guo Pei and some of the most recognised
fashion names of Eurocentric fashion, their designs influenced by Chinese aesthetics.
This show in 2016 hit record numbers of over 500, 000 visitors and was extended
due to popular demand. Shows like these align fashion with some of the most
influential art disciplines in their framing of narrative and informing our
understanding of culture and history.5
This show essentially showcased if not celebrated the long history of appropriation
and romanticism of global cultures by western artists and designers; a continued
point of contention in the art world and more recently the fashion world. As access
to imagery grows with social media and voices from previously marginalised groups
gain agency and platforms to speak for and benefit from their own cultural and
fashion presentations the appropriation of culture for visual spectacle by western
designers with no cultural context is being highly scrutinized. The use of the
American Indian headdress by western designers on catwalks is a well publicised
example of this issue that continues to arise.
Growing Indigenous Voice in Fashion Exhibition
As previously acknowledged galleries and museums have played a critical role in the
acknowledgement of Indigenous Australian artists as masters of their own visual
language. Galleries and museums in Australia have been a key means of platforming
Indigenous voice, and are slowly shifting their models to open space for Indigenous
people to control their own narratives at every point of the process; there is a
growing number of Indigenous curators in major institutions, recognition of urban
indigenous artists as leaders in the field of exploration of identity; engagement of
Indigenous artists in the development of exhibitions of their artwork and stories;
exploration of contemporary culture and current life experience for young
Indigenous Australians through new mediums.
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As with this slow but steady shift in the arts to the empowerment of Indigenous
voices in the construction of narrative and setting of cultural context, the same
transference is happening in fashion exhibitions internationally. The Fowler
Museum’s exhibition African Print Now; A Story of Taste, Globalisation and Style,
takes on a new approach to exhibition and community engagement with a fashion
exhibition that surveyed the fashions of the broader region of West and Central
Africa. The show engaged local African expat communities in Los Angeles, designers
and makers from West and Central Africa alongside those working on international
platforms. The exhibition demonstrated the vital role that African print has played in
the expression of beauty, fashion, and heritage, while creating transcultural
connections across Africa and in the larger world.6
The Fowler museum exhibition is an example of the power gallery and museum
spaces have to change narratives and to open up new dialogue. By engaging with
African artists, designers and leaders of communities, platforms are created where
they can influence and set the narratives themselves.
Even more recently an exhibition in Amsterdam has arguably taken the model that
the Fowler have demonstrated a step further with Fashion Cities Africa. The
Tropenmuseum is presenting the exhibition through the eyes of fashion experts
from Casablanca, Johannesburg, Lagos, Nairobi and the Netherlands, exploring the
urban fashion scenes from the perspective of local designers, stylists, retailers,
photographers and bloggers. The very introduction to the exhibition and promotions
for it claim ‘Fashion is hot in Africa, but there is no such thing as ‘African
fashion’. There are flourishing fashion scenes in several cities, ranging from
streetwear to couture, and from experimental to more conventional.’7
These shows that explore the multiple fashion styles, the histories of textile use and
design within cities, cultural groups and generations are a refreshing change and
provide a far more accurate picture of the breadth of fashion developments in
regions such as Central and Western Africa. Whilst cities and populations are
connected historically through trade routes, colonial experiences and
determinations of borders, there is also incredible diversity in the ways that fashion
has been used in identity politics and these differences are far more exciting than
any one stereotype defined as ‘African Fashion’.
Artists creating works that comment on contemporary culture alongside the
museums and galleries who exhibit their work and fashion exhibitions hold a distinct
opportunity and responsibility to shift the stories and open up the spaces for the
voices of Indigenous artists and designers, whichever continent they may come
from. They also hold the responsibility for documenting and recording these
histories and contemporary cultural shifts. Public institutions have the opportunity
to create resources such as texts, videos and collections of items to further broaden
the records of history, and to further incorporate voices of artists and communities
through the mediums that audiences can easily engage with.
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Museums and galleries support the bigger and long-term picture of the shift in
attitudes towards cultural art and fashion, presenting the complexities of narratives
and breaking down stereotypes. The critical point where museums and galleries
perhaps fall behind is in the pace with which cultural expression is moving and
fluctuating. Whilst an exhibition is showcasing a movement of African street fashion,
those designers that began it have already moved onto new projects with different
collaborators and new street styles are taking hold on the streets and influencing the
catwalks. In regard to textiles African fabrics and prints are constantly created to
reflect major moments in contemporary culture with new prints hitting the market
constantly.

Erica Jones and Betsy Quick - Curators of the Fowler Museum UCLA
Key Insights
-

-

Museums play a key role in changing stereotypes and perceptions, presenting
multiple and new complex narratives for audiences.
Importance of connecting with community groups and engaging them in the
exhibition process to have community buy in.
Tapping into current trends and interests, reading the timing is key to
audience participation.
Practicalities of the exhibition – shifting museum models to engage
community in presentations, ensuring appropriate representation and
protocols are followed requires the guidance of the communities whose
culture, art, history and politics are considered in the exhibition.
Creation of publications, video and text develops the scholarship around art
forms and topics and gives legitimacy to fashion as a historical and current
cultural identifier.
Exhibition gives credibility to the convergence of fashion and art and
acknowledges the art forms that have contributed to and led fashion trends
and movements.
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The Fowler Museum was my very first interview for the Churchill. The reason for
starting here was tied in with my experience in Indigenous art centres; museums and
galleries are a critical part of our Australian Indigenous art industry. A show, an
acquisition can set up an artists career, authenticating their practice to buyers and
collectors alike, bringing their works to a public that are otherwise wary and
unsteady on what is 'authentic' or 'good art'. I wanted to see how critical this space
is to the fashion industry, and particularly in qualifying Indigenous fashion as a 'real'
art form. We have all seen the rise in blockbuster fashion exhibitions at Australia's
major institutions, and this is following a global trend. So how did the show go over
here, how did it come to be - African Print in an LA based museum?
The Fowler Museum at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) has been the
home of many exhibitions surveying woven textiles and programs of dress and
adornment. They hold an extensive textile collection and are supported by a textile
council which takes an interest in exhibitions, acquisitions and all things textiles. The
Fowler begun their exploration of transitions in African textiles in an exhibition in
1983 of Nigerian cloth; Cloth as Metaphor: Nigerian Textiles from the Museum of
Cultural History. This show was followed over a decade later with Wrapped in Pride:
Ghanaian Kente and African American Identity in 1999. The show toured eight
museum venues and over 30 small museums and community centres. The success
of this later study and the work behind the show resulted in the systematic and
dedicated addition of fabrics and African print cloth from the continent into the
Fowler’s textile collection.
In 2014 the African print cloth collection had grown extensively, multiple scholars
were investigating the incredible international growth and shifts on the African
continent that saw African print popular once again. It was decided that it was the
right time for the next African Print cloth exhibition and so African Print Fashion
Now; A Story of Taste, Globalisation and Style was born, led by the projects main
advocate Betsy Quick, who became the project director and co-curator alongside
Suzanne Gott, (lead curator) Kristyne S. Loughran and Leslie W. Rabine. All involved
are scholars of African fashion, actively working on topics surrounding African print
and with expertise spread across the regions of West and Central Africa.
I was generously granted an audience with the recently retired Betsy Quick and the
current associate curator of African arts at the Fowler museum, Erica Jones.
Unfortunately for me I had missed the exhibition itself but was able to get a copy of
the published text and view the latest exhibition Pantsula 4 Lyf, a photographic
exploration of a dance street culture and fashion trend in South Africa. Betsy and
Erica kindly shared their insights into the exhibition and future plans for the show
and collection.
“I really felt like the project would be good for us, it hadn’t been done before, there
had been plenty of projects on print cloth, there had been a smaller exhibition in
Florida on fashions from Ghana, but nobody had taken a slightly broader look so I
became the advocate for that project and then was so involved with it, really
became the project director and one of the co-curators. We had a lot of purchasing
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to do, decisions about which cultures to include, what the focus would be, the
elements of history we could include in it.” Betsy Quick.
According to Betsy and Erica, the show was a hit. The African expat community's
response to the initial idea - about time! A community board was engaged from
different countries and regions and informed the show and selections. The
exhibition had mass audiences not just at the opening and through the show, but
at museum events that celebrated headscarf wrapping and other fashionable
traditions. The audience was mixed, particularly in age and descent and attracted
record numbers across the board with people returning to the show multiple
times to surround themselves in the vibrant beauty of all things African print!
“Projects sometimes catch fire because it’s just the time for it. That’s very much the
case with African Print Fashion Now, but its hugely global. Many of the local women
we worked with kept saying “it’s about time that you did this, we know it’s great but
finally the world is knowing how wonderful this is”. And it could be that if we had
done this in five years, it might not have been as popular in the states as it is right
now.” Betsy Quick.
“You walk around this campus and I don’t think you can go a whole day without
seeing a student in African print, it’s the fashion right now.” Erica
The show was by all accounts timely and had the support and engagement of the
local community. Betsy worked on a community council strategy that involved the
development of a council especially for this exhibition and engaged community
leaders and fashion industry members from the African diaspora in the surrounding
region. This was considered to be a particularly important aspect to the
development of the show, to the legitimacy of the selection of works exhibited and
the information presented about the complex world of African print and design. The
council members were actively involved in videos that were used in funding
campaigns and in the ultimate promotion of the exhibition and invitations to
openings and closings, ensuring appropriate protocol was followed.
“Many of the men and women who we worked with were involved from a fashion
position and others were leaders in the community, movers and shakers, some
provided funds, another woman was a seamstress, we had a few pop up sales and
the community was very involved with that.” Erica Jones.
The show attracted record attendance and had people returning up to four or five
times to take in the show. The gallery had over 1200 people at its opening, which
would have been overwhelming considering it is not a particularly large gallery
space. It also had over 600 at its closing and tours throughout the last month.
“I gave tours every Sunday afternoon for the last month of the show. I’d start out
with 10 and then I’d have 20 and then I’d have 50 and there were just an awful lot of
people who just kept saying “oh this is just the most beautiful thing I’ve ever seen”,
I’m not exaggerating - they were going on, there were people who came back 3, 4, 5
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times to see the show. It was gorgeous eye candy.” Betsy Quick
“You think about other shows that are just purely beautiful objects but you don’t
feel the need to return to them, but in this show there’s something obtainable about
it, it was like the idea of ‘I could own this’, people got really excited about.” Erica
Jones.
The exhibition itself was split into four sections; “It All Starts with Cloth,” “Portraits
in Print,” “Regional Styles, Fashion Preferences,” and “New Directions.” Collectively,
the installation included sixty tailored fashions, one hundred archival and
contemporary cloths, twenty black-and-white studio portrait photographs from the
1960s and 1970s, a series of runway videos, and seven works by contemporary visual
artists. Ensembles on view drew from the Fowler’s collections, private loans, and the
extensive archives of the Dutch textile manufacturing company Vlisco.
Key components of the exhibition that continue to be accessible and thus give the
show its longevity and influence in a more enduring sense include the major
publication from the exhibition and online videos of interviews with curators and
designers involved. There was also engagement with online African themed
shopping platforms, which were promoted along with actual market days where the
online sellers physically presented some of the small stores they represent at the
museum, building audiences for online buying of African designed clothing and
accessories.
A key part of the process of the exhibition was the commissioning of new dresses
and designs to reflect current popular fashion, designer fashion and traditional
styles. This involved the sourcing of fabrics, dresses and the making of clothing
especially for the show through trips to the continent by curators, connections with
designers and seamstresses in Africa who took commissions and sent them over,
also the lending of clothing from local community. The exhibition was a key tool in
developing and further building on the expanding collection of African print and
design for the Fowler and a number of designs and cloths were added to the
collection over the period of the exhibition’s development. An interesting point
made by Betsy and Erica was the different responses from designers in requests for
pieces for the Fowler collection. Where some donated their designs willingly and at
no cost, others expected them to be purchased as per any other buying situation.
This was interpreted to indicate the perception of the value of having works in the
collection, where some were thrilled and wanted their pieces added to the
museum’s collection, acknowledging the value that added to their work, others
didn’t see the importance of the fashions coming into the collection, in Betsy’s
words “it was not a part of their reality.”
The above reflected the conversation we had in regard to the necessity of
international acclaim for designers and textile producers. For some the most
important audiences are those in their own countries, not international buyers, their
business models rely on the more traditional sales model of bespoke and custom
tailoring. It was really the designers working outside of Africa or with well developed
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websites and capacity to send out of Africa that are more interested in building
global recognition for the actual purpose of sales and thus seeing value in being in an
international exhibition and collection. As Betsy and Erica pointed out the shift to
the international platforms relies upon retail opportunities and ready to wear
models, which are developing slowly but are inhibited by the physical barriers in
African countries to reliable postal and online services for example.
Where the exhibition of designer’s fashion may not have an immediate retail impact
for those actively running their businesses, particularly on the African continent, the
impact the show has for Western audiences and African expats is far more apparent.
There is a sense that an exhibition in this museum context gives a fashion style or
collection legitimacy in the western art and fashion worlds as something beyond a
mere fad or trend, with far more depth and opportunity for investigation. This
exhibition acknowledged the historical roots, the role that African fashion itself has
played in responding to key historical moments and the formation of identity in
response to the many influences including political shifts, trade, changes in
technology and global connection. There is no better way to experience this in a
visual sense than to look at historical photographs recording the fashions of a time,
to look at changes in designs over time and the multiple influences of cultural shifts
and crossovers that play out in designers processes.
In the case of African Print, its success has relied upon its relevance to new
contemporary shifts in culture and politics.
“I remember one trip to Ghana we were in the cloth market and I was looking for
cloth that had cell phones on it and the shop owners said to me “phht that’s so
passé”, I was already out of date. They said “you want an iPad?” Betsy Quick
African print fashions reflect culture and shift quickly and prove to be a record not
only of historical processes but in recent times current cultural shifts from cell
phones to the full line of apple products on one dress for example. This exhibition
documented the recent shifts to international design platforms; a result of
globalization and movement of populations. Betsy noted that had the show been
done ten years ago there would not have been the international design cohort,
designers of African descent operating in the Western fashion scenes. The show is an
example of the role of museums in recording contemporary shifts and history as it
plays out.
“If they had moved the project along ten years ago it would have been completely
different to today because for one thing you wouldn’t have seen international
fashion that we see now, that just wouldn’t have been an element of the show, it
was just beginning to happen. But now there was no shortage of international
designers.” Betsy Quick.
Museums not only record cultural, historical and artistic moments, they play a role in
influencing public opinion and perception of the world around us. Betsy made an
important point that one of the key roles a museum plays is to open up conversation
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and awareness of the multilayered nature of identity and fashion. She highlighted
the opportunity museums have to share new fresh narratives. She referenced
Nigerian writer Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie whose Ted Talks have brought her global
acclaim, Betsy was particularly taken with her talk titled ‘The Danger of A Single
Story’.
“Chimamanda’s talk is about her experience as a young woman - she only knew
America by one story and when she came to the states the American’s only knew
Africa by one story, they were all starving, they all lived in huts and that’s something
I think that this exhibition addresses in a really lovely way. There are a lot of other
stories one can tell about Africa. And also one of the reasons why we didn’t include
European designers – they’ve had plenty of coverage, they don’t need to be included
here. Those were some of our other goals and they were easily attainable and we
felt very confident that foregrounding the designers and foregrounding the local
fashion folks, that this was really disrupting the stereotypes and preconceptions,
which sadly many Americans still have.” Betsy Quick.
The exhibition included not only fashions, designs and the vibrant variations on
African print cloth over time, but also the many art forms that have contributed to
the proliferation of the fashions and trends in the African community contexts and
globally. The show highlighted the importance of photography and street
photographers whose works are famous for their referencing of life and the fashion
and trends of key historic times. In an essay by Leslie Rabine, African photographers
whose bodies of work have not been so widely promoted in western circles are
featured as critical commentary on the historical representation of African culture
and fashion. The visual representations and photographs from the 60s and 70s in
the exhibition and essay in the publication remind viewers and readers of the
complex cross-fertilization connecting art, fashion and self-presentation. This is
further explored in the present day contemporary art scene and artists
representation and interaction with African fashion and print.
The act of both exhibiting and exploring the relationship of contemporary art
practices and African print fashions in the essay ‘In the Making; African Print Fashion
and contemporary Art by Hanai Momodu-Gordon provides unequivocal evidence of
the convergence between the industries. It also explores the role contemporary art
plays in dissecting the stereotypes and preconceptions attached to African print
fabrics and fashions and thus African identities. Examples such as Designer Wale
Oyejide’s collaborative work with muralist Leka Jeyifo in the Africa 2081 A.D series
reimagines African globalized cities in online stories accompanied by murals
depicting Wale’s fashions on African figures. The figures propelled into future scenes
reflect on the artist’s perceptions of the impacts of current day African society on
our future selves.
African Print Fashion Now will be toured to a number of venues including Memphis
Brooks Museum of Art in Charlotte and the Museum of Art and Design in New York.
Betsy and her team are hopeful that it will find more exhibition opportunities for this
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incredible survey show and if the response by their audiences is anything to go by
they should. Ultimately the museum has found textiles and fashion to be a highly
successful means of creating new narratives, engaging audiences and exploring
cultural, historical and political movements in a way that excites people and they
intend to continue to utilize this very successful format.
“We always have an interest in textiles, textiles are always coming into our
programming. I’d love to do more with fashion, I do think those shows really
resonate, with Africa when people have so little knowledge they are bringing to the
table when they are coming to see the work, giving them a theme like fashion is an
immediate graspable idea for people which is one reason why those shows are
successful.” Erica Jones.
Further References
https://www.fowler.ucla.edu/exhibitions/african-print-fashion-now/
Gott, S. Loughran, K. Quick, B. Rabine, L. (ed) African-Print Fashion Now! A Story of Globalisation and
Style, Fowler Museum, UCLA, LA, 2017

Capturing Fashion – Fashion Photography and the importance of an image.
Fashion photography has been celebrated as a key tool for historical recording of
fashions and cultures and the shifts in trends and subcultures across nations. In the
1960s and 70s photography studios were popping up throughout African towns and
cities, this form of self-presentation taken up with gusto by people from the most
remote townships. Itinerant photographers captured enthusiastic families in their
finest, in their homes and communities. Photographers made their names from their
work over these periods including the likes of Seydou Keïta and Malick Sidibe who
celebrated African identities, and recorded the fabrics, fashion styles, adornment
and jewellery and the modes of presentation of their African subjects.
Photography continues to play a particularly important role in the record of fashion.
But it is far more than simply a record, those historical images now play a key part in
the story telling. Historically recognised photographers such as Sidibe and Keïta’s
work is reimagined by renowned African fashion photographers today. The modern
campaigns by Senegalese photographer Omar Victor Diop reinvigorate the photo
studio set ups of the past with backdrops of bold cloth and models fashioned in front
in regal and evocative poses with historical references and contemporary objects
such as soccer balls. Hassan Hajjaj, a Moroccon photographer, challenges the Wests
stereotypes about North African Arabic society with images that mimic the historical
African studio and contemporary fashion photography.8 These nostalgic throw backs
reminiscent of recognised styles and references, layer the work of contemporary
designers and photographers, acknowledging the past and building the story of
African fashion developments in exciting new ways.
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Contemporary photographers play a critical role in the record of current fashion and
its uptake in exhibitions and museums. I spoke with Chris Saunders, an international
photographer whose projects on subcultures of South Africa have been exhibited in
multiple international exhibitions including those at the Fowler Museum. His work
had major impacts on the awareness of these groups both within their national
industry and internationally and the ways in which culture and fashion develop in
townships of South Africa.
Saunders has shifted his practice internationally and is exploring the field of music
video as a new platform to further develop stories of cultures and identities. Major
brands have certainly taken up video and celebrity as a key way to sell their stories
through short and high impact music video style advertisements. An example is the
recent campaigns for Tommy Hilfiger with Gigi Hadid have brought a youthfulness
and celebrity to their brand, alongside catwalk and curated videos across their
platforms. Feature length films have been coming out regularly over previous years
heralding designers and their careers and giving insight into the once highly secretive
industry of image and fashion making. This field is looking like the next major
platform for designers and fashion makers to engage with audiences through digital
channels.

Chris Saunders - photographer and director
Key Insights
- Photography is a platform for fashion and for storytelling, developing the
stories behind collections, fashion scenes and subcultures.
- Photography is tied up with the digital world and is relied upon for online
platforms.
- When exhibited in art spaces it can take a trend, a fashion scene, a
subculture to international audiences and give it credibility.
- Its important to consider the knowledge and connection the audiences
bring when showing fashions from particular regions.
- The digital platform of video and music video is a new area that
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photographers and creatives are exploring to further develop narratives.
‘Throughout his collaborations, he sees himself as a conduit – be it for a person, a
brand or an idea – assisting his collaborators to tell their story, and define
themselves.’ (http://www.chrissaunders.co/about)
I first witnessed the work of Chris Saunders at the Fowler museum, my first foray
into actively researching the platforms for fashion and particularly considering the
role the art scene plays. The exhibition Pantsula 4 Lyf was in its final day, an
extensive photographic study, along with videos of the multiple groups of
competitive street dance performers in South Africa. The images captured the life
and energy of this underground township dance culture with its own subcultures and
historical context. The show pointed out the influence the pantsula uniforms have
had on the major fashion chains and styles with the bucket hat that was worn by
many dance groups now a staple in many streetwear labels and major brand takes
on streetwear. I saw these hats for sale on many streets of Johannesburg,
particularly in downtown local market areas.
This exhibition lifted the Pantsula movement from a mostly unseen dance form for
the townships, my only peak at it while travelling in Johannesburg to my great
dismay was very quick versions at traffic lights for cash, having said that even those
glimpses were impressive. The exhibition brings publicity to this subculture and
gives it credibility, highlights the depth of the culture itself, historical references,
shifts and changes and the influences that have created and developed the
movement.
Saunder’s work provided a means of platforming a subculture, giving it essentially
international recognition through the exposure to audiences in exhibition at UCLA. It
is reportedly being developed into a book and I met with an academic Daniela
Goeller who having undertaken research that contributed to the show, was now
working on getting dancers to New York city and a book in the works.
Saunder’s fashion work has recently been exhibited in Fashion Cities Africa in the
Tropenmuseum in the Nederlands and he is now based in France. His works on
photographic campaigns and now music videos contribute to the broader
recognition of international fashion scenes.
“Video is a bigger way for me to tell a broader story, a more developed story beyond
photography. Its something I’m trying to use more, I’m trying to figure out how to
develop it better into a style and a way to tell stories with significant information in
them. Even with music videos it’s me trying to implement an artistic vision or an idea
into a mechanism that has a budget or way to pay for itself. So that’s why I’m using
video, its very useful. I think that music fashion and photography all fit together.”
A now globally influential photographer, originally his work centred on identities and
communities in South Africa. His images of the fashion subculture of the Smarteez, a
group of Soweto based young designers, propelled them into the limelight in 2008
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and arguably helped gain them the attention that saw them eventually on the
catwalk with a show at SA Fashion week. Those images of the Smarteez are now
recorded in multiple magazines, showcased in exhibitions, presented in books,
online blogs and publications as evidence of the many subcultures that influence the
African fashion scenes of South Africa and the growth of streetware culture and its
influence on the broader fashion scene.
‘Saunders views his documentary work largely as a means of defining a local identity,
through an interrogation of his environment and most especially, the varied and
fascinating people who populate it – among them a host of subcultures and local
'culture crews', from the Smarteez to Pantsula dancers.’
http://www.chrissaunders.co
Saunders takes an active role in his work with institutions in developing the stories
around the photographs and engagement of audiences on the themes within them.
After being approached by the curator of UCLA Erica Jones, he and Erica together
developed the exhibition over many months. In the case of Tropenmuseum he
assisted them to develop the show in a way that was relevant to the local
populations by sourcing firstly what their connections and opinions of ‘African
Fashion’ were.
“How do I go somewhere and talk about that topic in a way that is relevant to the
local people of that place. So it was taking a topic like African fashion and putting out
a competition, approaching each of the people to get them to say ‘this is why I like
African fashion’, ‘I feel like I have some association with African fashion’, ‘this is why
it means something to me’. How people actually perceive African fashion in the
place where your going is really important. Rather than just trying to tell people, its
also good to get a base of what people really know about fashion from another
continent or culture.”
Chris now based internationally was able to share this global level approach and
illustrate how a fashion photographer can not only grow their own careers but also
draw attention to fashion and cultural movements on global artistic platforms, which
resonate across artistic disciplines and audiences.
Image Source: http://www.chrissaunders.co
Further References
http://www.chrissaunders.co
@chrissaunders
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Andile Phewa – Streetwear Photographer
Key Points
- Photography is a platform for fashion and for storytelling, developing the
stories behind collections, fashion scenes and subcultures.
- Photography is tied up with the digital world and is relied upon for online
platforms.
- Photography is a key industry for young generations to document current
cultures.
- Photography and fashion go hand in hand, collaboration is key to the
success of storytelling behind fashion.
- Its important to develop your own unique and signature voice, shooting
what you know and in your style but constantly developing and referencing
trends in your own way.
- Keeping up with international trends and opinions helps to keep you
learning and relevant.
I met up with Andile at a pub on the main street of Maboneng, a precinct that was
very hipster with young people, arts spaces, pubs, cafes and hostels. He was living
right in the heart of this scene and most certainly had his finger on the pulse in
regard to the latest in street ware fashion and culture in South Africa. He had just
come from a day of shooting with a Joburg celebrity and it was clear that he was a
man constantly on the go.
“People who are liking my work, they relate to what I’m doing and the lifestyle that I
live. I’m sure for them it is them looking at themselves.”
Andile is a fantastic example of an up and coming artist and story teller. I imagine
Chris saw aspects of himself in Andile, young, driven, passionate about his art,
endlessly curious and admittedly quickly bored and wanting to grow and learn more.
Growing up in Durban Andile had initially studied programming and IT, and after six
months of working in it was out of there and he started training in After Effects
followed by photography. Chris Saunders is certainly a mentor of his and friend, who
he can’t talk highly enough of and was proud to say he had done some shooting for
recently.
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“It’s so hard to freelance here in Joburg, I’m privileged to know the right people.
There are people that are my age who have been shooting the same years as me and
they are not even known. It’s about you getting to know the right people, I didn’t
cheat, I partied a lot and I partied with the camera, people would see and they know
that this guy is a photographer and he’s taking photos of people.”
Andile’s work has reflected his life and the connections he has built over time,
attending parties with his camera, shooting constantly, and actively creating
platforms for himself. He has worked with a Johannesburg fashion magazine, held
exhibitions of his work in his home, developed relationships and collaborative
projects with fellow photographers and creatives and is working on launching a
magazine with a fellow photographer. It is through shooting the people he knew and
met in his communities, that he has built a profile and is now being chased up by
brands and bigger name celebrity designers. At the same time he is consistently
chasing his own interests, spotting talents himself and developing content. Through
his work and constant online research he has developed an eye for streetwear
design that is going to be picked up and is selective about who he shoots for.
“They tell you should work on something that’s close to you, I was chilling with these
cool people, so why not take pictures of them. I don’t want to work with people I’m
not close with, models that I don’t know. I want to know I’m comfortable. Now most
of the people I am working with are the people who are starting to evolve. They are
starting to get recognition. For me right now I want to work with the people who
relate to me and when they boom I have their archives, its something that I know
and I vision. I have that instinct that I know this person I’m working with is going to
boom.”
Andile has worked as a freelancer for five years and is specifically focused on his
passions for streetwear, developing his own signature style that is influenced by his
own personal story, his passion for industrial street spaces, his favored photographic
style of low light scenes, and his personal fashion style of minimalist dressing, black
and block colour. His work revolves around his life, which is filled with the
characters and personalities in the streetwear scene of Joburg, Durban and Cape
Town. Rather than being an outsider recording a movement he is very much
shooting his own lifestyle, his friends, his streets, the world that he inhabits and it’s
working for him.
“Not many people document how people live, I’m documenting my life and the
people I chill with, its gotten to a point where I can use my photography in not a
photography way. I think as time progresses it’s going to grow so much. I will be able
to give others the platform. I hustle for it.”
“I’ve built relationships, getting these opportunities through photography, if I didn’t
do photography I wouldn’t get the access that I have right now. Even right now
whatever party is happening I know they are going to hit me up, be like come
through be an influencer. Its cool right now, but it was a stretch, I’ve been shooting
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for five years, I only got recognition in the third year, and the past two years have
just been crazy for me. I started working for a magazine here in Joburg – Superbalist,
I was the only guy creating Joburg content for them.”
Andile is very clear about the importance of developing your own style, in the same
way a designer develops their signature and brand. He was one of only five
streetwear photographers in Johannesburg with a large following but he himself was
more excited by where the fashions were shifting to and that was Capetown. He
was travelling between the two sites with multiple projects and constant messages
from designers and creatives inviting him over to shoot with them.
“Capetown by far is the definition of streetwear in South Africa. What’s being seen in
Capetown, whatever they wear, if it’s being seen on Instagram its going to be all
over SA influencing Durban and in Joburg, just Cape Town fashion.”
Andile highlighted the importance of technology in streetwear communication, its
fast paced, frenetic and connected and there’s no time for emails and he has no
patience for waiting for people to get back to him. He speaks of constantly being on
the move between cities and sites, cycling to shoots so he can scout for new sites to
shoot that others would overlook. He also is very conscious of the audience viewing
his work and the opportunities that arose from the online platforms he engages
with. Just like fashion - what you put online is your branding and can get you
opportunities and the attention you need to grow.
“As a photographer, there are certain photographers that you look up to, and if you
have those photographers that you look up to in your social network and then for
them to even comment on a picture, that pushes me so much. I know that every
time I’m going to upload something I must bare in mind that its not just people in my
circle looking at my work, its people that I look up to, for them to actually respond
and react to my work is just amazing.”
Andile spends his time off, researching and finding references in international
streetwear fashion, trawling instagram, websites and online magazines from
Denmark, England, Russia and the Nederland’s and developing his ideas by
combining multiple styles and influences with his own. He had been completely
unaware of a growing fan base for his work in Russia, highlighting the international
nature of the photography scene through digital channels.
“I spend hours looking at references, how I can shoot it in a South African way but
still have a similar style. Shooting it the way it’s trending overseas, people here they
are so slow, I try to bring it this side and make them catch up fast.”
Like the many designers I spoke with Andile found the freelancing difficult, chasing
payments, meeting deadlines and seeing his images immediately up on brand media
platforms but not seeing the funds in his accounts.
“The worst part of freelancing is the wait. People book you, you shoot, you edit, you
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send it to them, the work is online but they haven’t paid you. That’s the worst part.
That’s why I prefer to work for myself.”
Ultimately the difficulties he has found with freelancing and working for companies
has pushed him to look at ways he can grow and learn more. He wants to reduce his
dependence on others and develop his skills to the point where he can run his own
agency and be creating platforms for others. He was adamant that he would
continue to create work in his way and support the people around him to grow. He
was a perfect example of being true to yourself and promoting your unique voice,
which then attracted designers and creatives to collaborate with him.
“Streetwear is the thing I want to live. It’s how people recognize my work, they can
tell that work is by Andile. I’m going to stick with that.”
Image Source: Andile Phewa
Further References
https://andilephewaphotography.wordpress.com/blog/
@andilephewa

On the ground level in cities it is young photographers like Andile Phewa, an up and
coming streetwear photographer of Johannesburg and Capetown who are drivers of
new trends that push major labels. Andile illustrated the role the photographer
plays in the very setting of the trends he’s recording and the pace of change in styles
and trends, literally as images are published new trends develop. He acknowledged
the imagery of subcultures but noted that often they have long since moved onto
new projects once exhibited internationally, but remain as proof of the vibrant street
styles that are constantly shifting and changing, a literal snapshot of culture in
action.
The photographers have a significant role to play as the image-makers that take the
creations of designers and their collaborative visions to aspirational heights. Their
images must grab viewers and buyers alike and convince them of the story behind
the fashion through imagery and stunning look books, on websites, instagram and
facebook. The importance of getting the headline shot that sells not only a design
but the story behind it is critical to a designer and the development of their brand.
There is still no medium more effective and immediate as photography, with access
now to digital platforms, digital cameras, and social media.
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Case Study – Lukhanyou Mdingi
Key Insights
-

Fashion is a tough industry that requires long hours, investment of
personal time and finances and you must have a real passion and vision to
drive you to continue.
Take the opportunities as they come to you, SA Men’s Fashion week
created a national platform for Lukhanyo’s collection to be seen.
Meaningful voice and purpose in a collection that transcends trends can
remain relevant and shift beyond the fast fashion seasons. Lukhanyo is still
producing previous season collections for stores.
Highly targeted and limited availability of desings assists with management
of funds and orders and keeps things unique and high-end if targeted to
specific audiences.
Visual stories of collections and fashions affect the perception of
audiences. Stunning story based look-books give Lukhanyo’s work artistic
credibility beyond fashion and reinforce the unique voice in the collection.
Maintaining a consistent signature across collections helps to cement and
differentiate a brand.

Lukhanyo Mdingi is a young designer who has already made an impact on the
fashion scene of South Africa in the first years of his business inception. He met me
in Capetown having just finished his shift at a café, the job he keeps to survive and
to allow him the freedom to create and build his business his way. There is a
distinctive signature and stunning sense of clean and inspired style in his work, it has
the look of someone who has been designing for a lifetime not just for the past
three years post university. His collections are designed to outlive the short life span
of any trend and delve into areas of culture and art that fascinate him. Lukhanyo
finds the more he delves the more there is to see and appreciate in the world
around him.
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“I’ve put my heart into an industry that is sometimes seen as super fickle, but at the
same time it produces the world’s best visionaries. I’ve turned down retail job
opportunities and continued with my part-time job waiting on tables to help build
my brand, allowing me to have more creative freedom and time to focus on my
baby – the collections.”
A graduate of the Cape Peninsula University of technology in Capetown, he was
invited to show at the very first SA Men’s Fashion Week immediately after his
graduating runway collection and was in his words “thrown in the deep end in every
single possible way”. But in hindsight he sees it as taking the opportunities that
were offered and would otherwise have been offered to someone else. Within the
first year and a half of his business he had created three collections including
collaboration with designer Nicholas Coutts. His collections explore cultural themes,
contemporary and historic, they are sleek and minimal with elements of bold
texture or colour palettes. His work is far from the vibrant Ankara print fabrics and
curvaceous shapes associated with expected ‘African’ themed fashion. He presents a
unique voice that is connected to the physical and vast cultural environment around
him. The story behind the designs and the fabrics he uses are critical to Lukahnyo,
it’s all about research and he has found his own consistent voice and signature that
he is developing through the design process with each collection.
“We are all individuals and we will all interpret what is Africa to us in our own
authentic and special way.(...) Collection after collection there’s a consistency that
I’ve noticed. But I think it comes back to the fact that I am a very slow designer, I’m
not trying to create something brand new each time I’m trying to build off what is
currently existing and to also keep my identity consistent.”
Lukhanyo is the brain of his business, undertaking all its facets, engaging South
African industry creatives to make his vision a reality. He spoke honestly about the
tough road as a young designer, the financial challenges, the exhausting workload to
see his designs made, but his passion continues to drive him.
“The only reason why I’m able to continue is because I love it, I have true intention
for it and I have long term goals for it, perseverance. It’s exhausting and it’s really
difficult, you wear so many hats, you don’t have a salary, you’re producing clothes
and you don’t even know if people are going to buy it, you spend so much money,
there’s so many expenses, it’s so hard. Despite all of that I still feel fine, I’m not
going to stop.”
He is a fierce believer in the importance of building local industry, his designs are all
manufactured in South Africa and he is determined that there should be more
investment in arts and culture. He feels a clear sense of gratitude for the position
he is in; to be able to work in the arts and fashion industries, creating beautiful
things that move people and open up cultural and historical stories.
“I only hope that the fashion industry in South Africa gets empowered and
celebrated. Even though there are moments when I want to lash out my
frustrations, it's important that I use this time to transform my country into a place
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that I envision it to be: a country that has access to textiles, support structures from
the government, realistic procedures to access funding, and much more. I am not
oblivious to those that are already supportive, but the movement must continue to
progress in order for creatives to have viable careers in a country that possesses so
much passion, talent and love.”
Lukhanyo Mdingi sells his collections in only a few select stores, located in
Capetown, Japan and on the online shopping platform ‘Spree’. His collections take
on a visual story of their own in the creation of stunning look-books with creative
teams directing photo shoots that capture the essence behind the creations and
further push the narrative for each collection. His collections arguably cross into the
high-end fashion and arts sphere, with couture-like presentations. His website and
online platforms perpetuate the stunning quality of imagery and layout maintaining
the highly styled nature of the brand.
“There’s a whole body of people who help put it together. I’m glad that I’m in a
position where I’m able to create work with others that is moving and beautiful. I
love art and culture; they are fields that are able to bring the most innate and best
feelings out of a human, in awe of something. I’m so grateful to be part of arts and
culture.”
Lukhanyo is quick to acknowledge the benefits he has enjoyed as a South African
designer, he has refused to bow to the strict and fast paced fashion regime and has
remained relevant, his collections are still highly sought after and he attributes this
to the smaller size of the industry, in comparison to the large international scenes.
Although it could also be argued that he underestimates the strength of his vision.
His collections to date have explored the environment through textures and tones,
gender fluidity and the shift into more unisex styling, crossovers of African cultures
and histories in particular the Arabic cultural knotting practice of macramé and his
first official graduate collection exploring the avante guard as a challenge to the
South African mens wear industry.
“For me the last collection that I did was last year July (2016) and that was on
purpose, I was tired of this constant fast cycle and I think the fact we’ve been in
inception for three years but we haven’t created a collection in one and a half years
says a lot, and we are still relevant. It says we don’t have to be part of this fad. Also
it made me realise that the industry here is very small, there’s not a constant cycle
of new designers all the time, that’s why I’ve been able to stay relevant. Where as if
I was based in LA or New York I probably would have been forgotten about.”
His vision is informed by a deeper passion for the arts and culture of South Africa
and belief in his role as a designer to see the industry grow.
“I’ll always continue to push the message – the true intention that the label has is an
acronym which is ATIFY – Africa this is for you – and those few words mean so much
to me because we always have to go back to that. Pushing manufacturing, pushing
stories, being consistent, trying to build infrastructure of clothing, textiles, design,
culture – those are key things to add value to arts and culture here in Africa.”
Image Souce: http://lukhanyomdingi.co.za/
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Further Reference Material
https://mg.co.za/article/2015-02-11-designers-minimalist-collection-wows-at-samw
https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/evn5mk/lukhanyo-mdingi-and-the-changing-world-of-southafrican-fashion
http://lukhanyomdingi.co.za/

Designers such as Lukhanyo Mdingi cleverly engages photography as a key element
in the presentation of his collections, his lookbooks showcase the role photography
plays in the active narrative of his work, creating stories with imagery. Lukhanyo
engages a creative team including photographers to create fashion visions, far more
involved than a simple shot of his latest design. Translating the story behind the
work is vital to the success of brands and has become even more fundamental with
the new digital world consumers inhabit.
Fashion in the Digital Age
Since the rise of social media, brands everywhere have put online engagement at the
top of their agendas, and nowhere is this opportunity more focused than in Africa,
where internet and mobile use is growing faster than anywhere else.9
Fashion photography has always been a critical narrator and promoter of designers
and their collections. Magazines, newspapers, books, top quality and engaging
images were just as vital as the fashions themselves. But the digital age has only
increased the immediacy of the image, the volume of images that audiences are
subject to and how regularly imagery and online platforms are accessible, 24 hours a
day all year round, and globally.
‘The youthful population of Africa is tech savy, entrepreneurial and online.’ 10
The incredible increase in access to the internet and social media platforms that we
carry with us on our smart phones, tablets and accessories only increase the
expectations of buyers and need for designers to have their visual branding well
curated across all platforms – websites, instagram and facebook as the most critical.
These platforms provide the most inexpensive marketing and promotion tool to date
for young and up and coming designers. They give space for creatives to test their
markets with imagery, build audiences and develop clientele that eventually can
allow for production and sales at a rate the designer can control and manage.
The digital platform whilst opening up a global platform is increasingly competitive,
not only do you compete with your national industry, you have the rest of the world
to battle with for audience and visibility on these digital platforms. And your buyers
and audiences have far more access to designers and brands, with ability to share
images and sites with the swipe of a finger, bringing a whole new meaning to wordof-mouth.
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The traditional forms of marketing and representation that designers desperately
strove to see their designs featured in, the fashion magazines such as Vogue and
Vanity Fair, far from being replaced have continued with their ultimate stronghold by
quickly developing online platforms. This is also the case for the development of
African themed magazines, featuring designs and creators from the continent and
the diaspora; these are readily available when in Africa. The traditional marketing
tool has been matched but not yet out done by the numerous blogs, social media
destinations and online shopping platforms that promote designers and fashions
online.
The rise of bloggings has seen the launching of online social fashion influencers.
Bloggers circulate images, fashion and designer stories, commentary on the latest
trends and fashion issues. The beauty of the new digital world is that they can be
anywhere in the world and voices from the African continent, from the diaspora in
international settings can be heard like they never have before. Thus fashion movers
and shakers are rising up online alongside the traditional fashion editors and
stalwarts of the industry. There is no reason not to capitalise on this trend, but to
gain an audience, a solid following you must be up on all the latest, your imagery
must draw people in and your commentary keep their attention, whilst always being
available and fresh.

Kukua Odoi – Founder of African Prints In Fashion (APIF) blog.
Key Insights
-

Online platforms are key for the visibility of designers, particularly those
from Africa and nations that have previously been overlooked by the
western media.
Barriers include the physical access to regular internet and service
provision, as well as online capability.
Fashion influencers are attracting major audience numbers and are key
platforms for buying audiences globally, not limited by national borders.
Strong and high quality visuals are a necessity in promoting fashions and
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-

collections.
The connection on the ground in real time with designers and creators is
still necessary for effective marketing, sales and awareness.
Online platforms not only share voices of those who have not been
previously heard but give these voices from outside the traditionally
western centre of influence on fashion and trends.

African Prints in Fashion (APIF) is one of the many blogs that look at African fashions,
prints and designers. Its headline ‘exploring the imprint of the African Diaspora on
fashion’ gives a good introduction to a site that celebrates African designers,
fashions and trends from African continent and African diaspora globally. With over
116K instagram followers and close to 250,000 on facebook it’s fair to say that it’s a
popular site to check the latest in all things African fashion and design. I chased up
the woman behind the popular blog, Kukua Odoi who is based in Brooklyn New York.
Whilst we couldn’t tee up a physical catch up she was kind of enough to grant me an
interview between her travels across the African continent, to share her take on the
blogging phenomenon, the role of digital media in fashion and in particular the
growth of African fashion at large.
“I believe in African Fashion as a great growth market - this is not just a trend, these
designers are establishing themselves and are influencing Fashion, Design as well as
Art. Fashion has taken and used inspiration from the continent for so many years now it is the time of African Fashion and Designers to influence the industry and
leave their mark.”
Kukua Odoi is the sole owner of the business African Prints in Fashion LLC. She
manages the very popular blog on social media platforms and has established an
online shop for her personal designs and fashions she curates from African creators.
With German and Ghanaian parents Kukua grew up with African cloth and print
fabrics all around her. It was six years ago when African fashions and prints were
popping up in major retail stores and on the catwalks that she began her blog that
explores the re-emergence of ‘Africa’ as a trend in all things fashion and design. With
a background in journalism and marketing she has successfully grown the blog to
attract a critical mass and have serious influence on trends and the recognition of
African brands. Her blog draws attention specifically to African designers and their
collections; it highlights the work of African makers and brands and aims to expand
audience perceptions of ‘African’ fashion. It is a space where she raises issues and
makes comment on the latest events and shifts in the broader industry.
“I wanted to share my findings on African designers and educate people on the
diversity and innovation that was coming from the continent and influencing the
fashion industry. Social media is a key channel nowadays for customer engagement
so being able to leverage the established influence and following I developed has
definitely been a plus.”
The blog is highly visual, with stunning stylized photo shoot images, her website is
easy to navigate and her instagram is full of regular posts of incredible shots that
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draw you in. The site shares current articles and references to the latest issues,
topics and new products. The site regularly features designers, aiming to have
readers walk away with a name of a designer or artist they didn’t know before.
Kukua considers the role of online platforms and digital media crucial to business
success in the fashion industry.
“In my opinion it is key - also for artisans and designers on the (African) continent. If
you are not online you are not visible and you can't engage or develop customer
relationships beyond your physical location. I consider online business as an
opportunity - not a challenge. The challenge is for the artisans on the continent the
network or infrastructure - but many artists manage their engagements via
WhatsApp or WeChat nowadays.”
Kukua has leveraged the success of her blog platform to establish an online store
herself. She sells designs she has created and had made in the US as well as items
made and sourced from across the African continent, which she herself sources, not
just through markets and connections but instagram and online platforms. Kukua
travels extensively to undertake both her blogging and stock her online store with up
to the minute trends and products. She has had great success with designs that
celebrate Africa and the diversity of the African continent. The African City Bag is a
design she came up with to promote the African continent.
“My motivation is to share the creativity and innovation that comes from the African
continent as well as create products that promote the continent and showcase it but
that don't exist yet - that for example was one of the motivations for me to design
the African City Bag.”
The APIF blog and respective online shopping platform is an example of the power of
the online platform for fresh voices in fashion as well as for marketing and
promotions and ultimately business models. When done well it has the power to
draw large audiences from all over the globe and make what was once not available,
visible or known about now reachable and influential in global fashions and trends.
Further Resources
APIF – online shopping platform – africaboutik.us
APIF Blog – www.africanprintinfashion.com
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Key Insights
-

-

-

Exhibition gives credibility to the convergence of fashion and art and
acknowledges the art forms that have contributed to and led fashion trends
and movements.
Creation of publications, video and text develops the scholarship around art
forms and topics and gives legitimacy to fashion as a historical and current
cultural identifier.
Photography has been a critical tool in the recording and promotion of
fashion in the last half century, particularly for African nations.
Photography continues to be the most immediate and critical means of
sharing fashion; the story behind designs and the culture those designs
speak to.
Galleries and museums have a critical role to play in the development of
narratives around culture and fashion. The platforms they create give
gravitas and acknowledge fashion as a form of artistic expression beyond
trends and retail demands.
Photographs are crucial to a designer’s presentation of their work, it is
critical to have a well curated visual branding that crosses all digital
platforms.
The engagement with digital platforms allows for visibility to a much
broader audience that had not been previously reachable and at minimal
cost.
Digital platforms have given rise to new and multiple voices and brands but
are highly competitive spaces.
The shift to video and the crossover of music and fashion is growing, and
an area to develop digital skills for further narrative sharing and
promotion.

Lessons for Australian Indigenous Industry Development
The developments in fashion in major institutions are an indication that Australian
Indigenous artists and art centres are well placed to build on the relationships they
have already developed to further the recognition of Indigenous Australian textiles
and ultimately fashions. There have been the beginnings of this with exhibitions of
fabric in gallery spaces, and with textiles shown alongside artistic developments in
National galleries such as the NGV. There will be much more work to do in
international gallery spaces, and the development of peoples knowledge and
understanding of Indigenous textile and fashion development outside Australia. The
vehicle of Indigenous Australian contemporary visual art will definitely be critical in
this process of education as photography has been for the understanding of fashions
and textiles from African regions.
The history in Africa showcases the importance of photography as an art form to
enhance the visual stories that are told through fashion, both drawing on historical
reference and in contemporary cultures. The development of this field is critical for
Indigenous Australian fashion development. Photography is certainly a growing art
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form amongst young Indigenous people in remote centres and has the potential to
give further voice to younger generations with the growing access to and mastering
of digital platforms. Further training and development in digital platforms and
artistic practices of photography and film will be key to the growth and recognition
of Indigenous Australian textiles, fashion, photography and film, particularly if the
narratives and voice of the artists themselves are to be heard.
1 Kautsar, M. Being honest with Art, Harpers Bazaar Art, Indonesia, Ussye 2017, p.127
2 Claire Wilcox, senior fashion curator V&A
(https://news.artnet.com/market/savage-beauty-matisse-cut-outs-curator-art-fashion-blockbuster-exhibition-324701)
3 Arnold, R (ed). 30-Second Fashion; The 50 key modes, garments and designers, each explained in half a minute, Ivy Press,
2016, p.38
4 Valerie Steele fashion historian, curator, and director of the Museum at the Fashion Institute of Technology, New York
(https://news.artnet.com/market/savage-beauty-matisse-cut-outs-curator-art-fashion-blockbuster-exhibition-324701)
5 https://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2017/rei-kawakubo
6 African Print Fashion Now exhibition press release, Fowler Museum, 2016 p. 58
7 https://tropenmuseum.nl/en/whats-on/exhibitions/fashion-cities-africa
8 Jennings H. New African Fashion, Prestel, 2011, p.220
9 . Jennings, H. Designing Futures: Virtual Communities and Fashion Weeks Push African Print Fashion Forward , African Print

Fashion Now; A Story of Taste, Globalisation and Style, Fowler Museum, UCLA, LA, 2017 P.227
10 Jennings, H. Designing Futures: Virtual Communities and Fashion Weeks Push African Print Fashion Forward , African Print
Fashion Now; A Story of Taste, Globalisation and Style, Fowler Museum, UCLA, LA, 2017 P.228
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TRADING IN TEXTILES
‘Certain decorative textiles are believed to embody special transforming powers
and sacred meditating qualities, providing protection and evoking life enriching
forces for individuals or social groups.’1
The selection of regions to visit and research was based on my search for fabrics that
hold cultural and historic symbolism and importance. Given the depth of cultural
significance in the artworks created by Indigenous Australians and the stunning
designs that are currently being transferred to fabric, I wanted to find the
international fabrics that reflected similar historical and cultural significance. In
particular the sources of textiles that continue to be used, reinterpreted and
influencing designers in their styles and references in contemporary collections. One
of the most dynamic regions for textile development over time is South East Asia, it
is also the original source of Ankara and therefore a critical area to explore when
looking at the development of Ankara wax print fabrics in Africa.
South East Asia is a complex region, with a history that involves multiple external
cultural influences and power struggles that saw Indian, Chinese, Arabs and
Europeans as well as Hindu Buddhist, Islamic and Christian influences through trade,
colonial occupation and population shifts over many centuries. And these are not
clear-cut historical periods, with a rise and fall in influence, power and population
numbers that continue to this day. Not only did these major shifts due to trade and
commerce in South East Asia impact on the development and use of textile designs,
cloth types and use of those materials, there has been the continued exchange
between Southeast Asian cultural groups within the region that have just as
significant an impact. Southeast Asia is a melting pot of cultural expression and
identity, reflected in the range of textile designs, the changes in those designs over
centuries, and their multiple uses. The rise and fall in value and popularity for
fabrics and designs is influenced by the complex web of history, politics and culture,
influenced by trade and tastes of the times.
‘Recent social, religious and cultural change merely continues a process which has
been occurring throughout history though at a dramatically faster rate.’2Textiles are
an ephemeral art, breaking down over time in a way that other significant cultural
arts such as wooden and pottery/porcelain based artefacts do not. This results in the
need for renewal and replacement of cloth and reinvention of textile designs and
purpose. ‘The refurbishment and renewing of cloth has ensured an active role for
textile artisans who have transformed foreign ideas, motifs and techniques in a
manner compatible with the needs and demands of their own society.’3
Some researchers suggest the historic power of cloth and textile arts is in decline,
slowly being relegated to expressions of public cultural ceremony and costume and
at worst mutated into tourist items. There is ‘continuing debate among historians of
Southeast Asia about the balance between the impact of foreign influences and the
resilience of Indigenous traditions.’ 4 The morphing of intricate distinct practices into
one expression of ‘national’ dress in many cases due to the rise of nationalism
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following world war two is an example of the impact of external forces on traditional
practices.
‘Anti-colonial movements and the task of nation-building after
independence have often resulted in the blending of regional cultures, including
textiles and costumes, into one ‘national’ style.’ 5 And this process tends to draw
most heavily on the cultural attributes of the most powerful and/or largest ethnic
groups, using the symbols and designs most associated with that groups identity.
Researchers argue that this has signaled the loss of tradition and cultural knowledge,
multiple arms of design and cloth have lost the power they once held as cultural
signifiers, now sold as craft or novelty tourism.
Other researchers, and the experiences I had in the region, suggest the depth of the
tradition and cultural complexity is still very much alive and well. ‘The most sacred
textiles and their associated techniques have been preserved in some traditional
exchange systems, perhaps surprisingly given the availability of commercial thread
and imported cloth and the facility of synthetic dyes.’ 6 Some of the information, the
detail and intricate traditions in the making of such cloth may have been lost, but an
alternate view is that they have only been replaced by new materials, designs and
social circumstances. At the heart of the textile making there is a multitude of textile
types and reinterpretations of century old designs. There are recognized motifs that
have stood the test of time and are among the earliest and most resilient features in
design, as well as this ‘new meanings have been added to these ancient forms,
objects and designs, which have been transformed and reinterpreted to suit local
conceptions stretching from the present back into the distant past,’ as is the case for
Ankara fabrics in Africa. 7
Ultimately research has found ‘the percentage of cloth bearing complex patterning
has increased overtime, not decreased.’8 And there is much evidence that cloths
historically perceived as lesser quality or value by some were taken up and
developed to be of great significance in other spaces. Many South East Asian textiles
have become popular and desirable items away from the regions which actually
produced them.’ 9
My experience of the designers and textile makers in Kuala Lumpur and Java were
very much varied but there was certainly a sense that the honoring of tradition in
making was alive and well. And the value of cloth sat firmly in the process of its
creation. The cheap batiks were everywhere, but the batik makers, the textile
designers and weavers were associated with the brands creating luxury designs that
built on the traditions and story telling inherent in the Southeast Asian textile
traditions combined with contemporary perspectives and markets. The story behind
designs was still present, and rather than seeing knowledge as lost, designs and
motifs have different meanings to individuals and those meanings grow and shift
according to the society of the time.
‘South East Asian textile makers selected from a range of available motifs,
designs and techniques, the options most attractive to them and the styles which
best suited their understandings of the role textiles were expected to fill in their
society.’10
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Lulu Lutfi Labibi – Fashion House Yogyakarta
With the help of my driver who spoke minimal English, but luckily fluent Indonesian
given I couldn’t speak a word and through a number of phone calls we found our
way to a hidden studio in the heart of Yogyakarta. Here was the studio of fashion
label Lulu Lutfi Labibi. This was a collection I had seen on the runway of Jakarta
Fashion Week as part of a showcase celebrating Indonesian designers. The
collections are made with traditional weaving techniques, and batik processes. The
designs heavily influenced by Japanese styles of draping and wrapping, also
reflecting traditional Indonesian styles. The fashion brand employed 20 staff, most
of whom were the weavers and sewers who created the fabrics in the designs by
hand. Each fabric was designed with a story in mind, and the collections were named
to reflect those stories.
This brand’s motto was ‘lifting the value of local to global’ and it did just that by
celebrating tradition and employing local weavers, batik artists and sewers to create
the unique fabrics in each design. The studio was exclusive, there was no online
store as such, there were online social media platforms but to purchase you had to
go to the studio or have the designer himself come to you. The designs were luxury
in terms of price point even by western standards. A dress costing around $4-500
AUD which would mean that only the wealthy Indonesian market could afford such
luxury design.
The beauty of the work however and the story behind the fabrics, the support for
traditional practice and the contemporary expression of cultural were key to the
obvious success of this company.
Image Source: https://magazine.banananina.co.id/jakarta-fashion-week-2018-duka-luruh-dari-lululutfi-labibi/
Further References
@lululutfilabibi
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Collaborative Support in Textile development
In Malaysia the number of textile artists working with traditional practices of fabric
painting, dying and using ikat (a luxe weighty woven fabric with expensive gold
thread) showed a passion for the honoring of cultural traditions. There was an
undefined but clear collective of designers/textile artists who were all working with
batik process, shibori and textile dyes to create the long flowing dress of modest
wear and Islam fashions. The designers and textile artists of Kuala Lumpur were a
supportive group who were enlivening their practices and attempting to bring their
designs into the contemporary fashion scene and not simply for a cheap tourist
market setting. There was a true collective sense of reinvigorating value and interest
in traditional techniques with contemporary style that also reflected current social,
religious and cultural practices, particularly modest fashion.
There were multiple designers that I met and whilst many appeared at first to be
undertaking similar designs and techniques, they each had their own signature styles
and highlighted the differences within their work proudly. There was elegance and a
celebration of the fabrics within designs that highlighted the rising popularity of
modest fashion. The designers I met were creating both their own fabrics designs in
small business models. They were excited by opportunities to collaborate and crosspollinate ideas between each other and externally. There was absolute respect and
interest in the Australian Indigenous fabrics I presented to them and genuine
invitations to bring artists to Malaysia to work together on new techniques.
Kesuma World Kraft x Haffier Designs were two men with a small factory developing
and experimenting with traditional techniques with contemporary dyes and
experimental designs that set them apart. Their colour ways were brave and
contemporary and provided modest styles that could cross multiple cultures.
Kesuma World Kraft had teamed up with Haffier Designs, a skilled designer and
traditional batik artist and together they were creating contemporary designs with
their developments in experimental takes on batik fabrics. They were cleverly
crossing the traditional and current trend and growth market of modest fashion with
contemporary style, experimental textile design and an openness to collaborations
that could further extend their processes and grow their business. There were so
many designers I met in Kuala Lumpur and these were just two of the incredible
textiles artists. My reason for highlighting them lies in their openness and willingness
to collaborate and experiment.
The collective supportive network gave stability and safety to the process of textile
exploration. Designers were able to honor traditional practices and build on those in
contemporary ways with a network of supportive designers around them and
platforms such as Malaysia Fashion Week especially promoting Malaysian design and
sharing their work with growing audiences. This approach reminded me of the
supportive network we have in Australian Indigenous Art centres and the strength of
Indigenous Australia’s arts industry, due to its honoring of culture and tradition,
exploration into all things contemporary and supportive stabilizing structures.
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Malaysia highlighted the brilliance of the models we have in place and that we
should continue to build on the solid foundations of Australian Art Centres models to
support the experimentation and growth of a textile design industry within
Indigenous Australia.
African Print and the perpetual reinvention.
“Print Fashion has over time come to present distinctive visual codes that carry a
sense of African identity and cultural heritage and because of this is pervasive and
prominent in twenty first century African and diasporic visual cultures.” 11
Given its history the relationship with the Ankara fabrics for African designers is
complex, as the fabric itself was initially introduced by foreign powers and through
trade routes, those very trade routes that saw the development of the majority of
textiles and fashions over time throughout Southeast Asia. The story of Ankara wax
print fabrics in Africa provides an example of the power of reinterpretation of textile
design to reflect ‘national identities’. The many variations of its import and eventual
roll out in Africa record and reflect the multiple facets of a region; the social, cultural
and historical changes over time.
The Ankara prints have their beginnings as far back as the late fourth century with
the Indian Subcontinents production of painted and block printed cotton cloth for
Indian Ocean trades. These Indian imports inspired Javanese batiks by the 11th
century, which finally prompted Dutch manufacturers to create Indonesian batik
imitations in the 19th Century. Rejected by Indonesians as inferior cloth the Dutch
took their products to the then lucrative markets of West and Central Africa. 12
It was here that the cloth was given new life, despite being originally manufactured
in Europe the success of the print fabric was due in most part to the local agency of
African women, the cloth traders in Africa, who ensured that fabrics and their
designs were developed to reflect local tastes and trends. Similarly to the
distribution of fabric and designs in Asia, the Ankara fabrics spread through networks
in the African continent and were taken up and developed in different ways, creating
regional preferences, assigned values and cultural and social roles which have
continued into the 21st Century. The key to the success of the print over time has
been the agency of African designers and buyers, who have endowed designs with
locally meaningful names giving fabric designs special significance and multifaceted
meanings which are interconnected across the continent.13
An example of this process is the Shweshwe, the ‘African’ fabric identified as most
significantly South African, printed and designed there by the company Da Gama. It
was a gift from the French in the 1840's to the King Moshoeshoe I (whom it was
named after) of one of the regions - Lesotho. It also had German influences with
settlers to the Eastern cape in 1858 who wore the indigo blue print fabrics and
influenced the Xhosa women who gradually added what they termed Ujamani to
their red blanket clothing. Originally developed and printed in Czechoslovakia and
Hungary by Gustav Deutsch, he emigrated to Britain in the 1930s and established a
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factory in the UK. Such was the demand for this fabric that eventually there were
four companies producing the print style, the largest being Spruce Manufacturing
who produced the most popular brand name, Three Cats, which was exported to
South Africa.14
In 1992, Da Gama Textiles purchased the sole rights to own the Three Cats range of
designs and today continues to produce the original ‘German Print’ or ‘Shweshwe’,
the only known remaining producer of traditional Indigo Dyed Discharge Printed
Fabric in the world. Shweshwe is a much finer print than the bold west African wax
print fabrics, it traditionally only had two colours, but with the recent trading
pressure they have in recent years branched into three colour ways to try and attract
more buyers and increase interest in the cloth.The Shweshwe fabric is created from
cotton imported from neighbouring Zimbabwe who grows the cotton locally in the
Eastern Cape. It is the style and the uptake of the fabric which identifies it as a
South African textile, despite its long and international heritage.
The history of textile production in Africa has been significantly impacted by trade
and imports and broader colonialist policies over time. International controls over
Africa have continued to have major impacts on the textile industry to this day, most
notably the establishment of Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) by the World
Bank and IMF. Their policies in the late 80’s saw incredible increases in poverty,
inequality and the impoverishment of those already poor across Africa. There were
many horrific results from the SAPS which ‘required governments to: cut public
spending,(including eliminating subsidies for food, medical care and education); raise
interest rates, thus reducing access to credit; privatize state enterprises; increase
exports; and reduce barriers to trade and foreign investment such as tariffs and
import duties.’ 15
The reductions in trade tariffs and import duties opened up the markets to waves of
cheap imports and the invigoration of a second hand clothing market that nearly
wiped out the local trade industries completely. I witnessed the second hand trade
in action walking through Park way in Johannesburg where a road had been filled
with tables piled over a metre high with second hand cloths as far as the eye could
see, and there were hundreds of people crowded around each table grabbing and
searching through the piles of clothing. The impact of the SAPS on the availability of
income for items not absolutely necessary for survival such as food, water, health
care etc meant that communities could no longer afford the cloth manufactured in
South Africa and turned to the cheapest options to cloth themselves.
“Right after the world bank completely obliterated local economies, people couldn’t
buy anything.” Betsy Quick, Fowler Museum
“The second hand clothing market was killing the textile markets in Africa, even
before the IMF came in and destroyed the economies. Its this horrible chain, the
second hand clothing market is shockingly destructive on many levels. They come in
and you have to buy a bail of clothing site unseen, you wont know what’s in it for the
most part and you have to buy it outright and you have to hope that you have
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something that is saleable and you have not given away your money.” Erica Jones,
Fowler Museum
I was told by one designer that there had been a thriving industry of textile
producers of Ankara print in south Africa in decades past, the Chinese came in and
bought up the factories and rather swiftly took all the designs back to their own
factories in China and left the factories to close in South Africa. Prior to the late
1980’s and the introduction of the SAPS, post-independence African governments
prioritized the establishment of local factories and manufacturing of cloth in Africa.
There was significant industry for African nations in the production of their own
textiles. However with the lack of control over imports generally and the reduced
purchasing power of African consumers African-print cloth was left completely
unprotected from the flood of inexpensive Asian copies. In more recent years
governments have attempted to prevent the flooding of their markets with cheap
imports by adding high tarriffs, but the fabrics avoid the tariffs, they are trafficked
across borders and find there way into the markets across Africa.
“For a while governments were coming into the market, in Ghana the government
was coming into the markets and confiscating it, burning it (imported print
fabrics). They’d have to burn down the entire cloth market now.” Betsy Quick,
Fowler Musuem.
Perhaps arguably the lesser evil of the two resulting industries of imported clothing,
the Asian imports have breathed new life into local African print fashion systems
allowing for the uptake and popularity of the ‘African print fashions’ once again.
With mass popularity comes higher demand and that demand has been met and
encouraged by the import of Chinese/Asian print versions, these come in on cheaper
cottons and don’t utilise the original processes that major companies who initially
controlled the fabric and its production still undertake. There are only a couple of
the original European manufacturers of the old wax processes still standing, the
most notable and associated with wax print being Vlisco in the Nederlands. Vlisco
continues to print Ankara using machinery that mimics the batik process where wax
permeates the cloth and simply put means that the fabric has the same print colour
and strength on either side, there is no right side. Where as the cheaper digital
printing methods used in China and other Asian fabric producing hubs have a clear
right side. Although as the quality of digital printing is getting much better Asian
imports have developed a status of their own and there are Asian produced brands
imitating other more established Chinese brands.
“You’ll see a lot of cloth that says ‘HiTarget’, but now you don’t know, ‘HiTarget’ was
one of the early Chinese companies and now they are copied by other Chinese
companies, because they have a certain status, African women can trust ‘HiTarget’.”
Betsy Quick, Fowler Museum
The lack of restriction on Asian imports has meant a flooding of the market to the
point where it is difficult to find real Vlisco, and many traders will try to claim they
sell it, marking fabric at much higher prices whilst selling copies. The designers I met
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working exclusively with Vlisco fabrics have contracts with the company and steer
clear of any events where designers are utilising the Asian printed fabrics for fear of
devaluing their work and the relationship building and education that has gone into
their relationships with buyers and the establishment of luxury brand price
points. So there seems to be a catch 22, with the mass importing of cheaper fabrics
they become more available to local markets and emerging designers who don’t
have the funds to fork out on expensive fabrics. These groups fuel growth in demand
and use in everyday fashion, but through the mass importation they then devalue
the fabric itself and many designers turn away from it, either shifting to the creation
of new prints of their own or completely disowning the fabric to develop new
aesthetics to represent African Identity in fashion.

Vlisco – Rebranding to luxury
It is interesting to briefly look at how the company Vlisco has survived these major
shifts. ‘With Over 90% of Vlisco’s sales to African consumers on the continent and
abroad, the company’s finances have remained inextricably linked to Africa’s
changing social and economic realities.’16 The Vlisco brand has been manufacturing
fabrics specifically for the African market since 1846 and has in recent decades
rebranded to strengthen its image by claiming ownership to the dutch wax fabric
origins, a heritage brand with a sense of authenticity. “Vlisco, the true original since
1846.” Whilst these claims are complex and disputable it has been a clever aspect of
the changes to the marketing and branding of the company.
The erosion of their consumer base in Africa with the growing popularity of Asian
Imports and quality of those imports along with the impacts of political policies and
SAPS has seen Vlisco shift its business model drastically and reinvent the brand to a
global platform.
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In 2006 the brand changed tact, re-visioning as a new luxury fashion group brand,
creating arms of the business that market and target to specific audiences. These
now include groups that target premium luxury and an expanding youth market as
well as the African base consumer mid-level market. They have also split the range of
fabrics designed into two, with classic designs geared toward particular regional
markets and new designs for their quarterly collections that they began producing in
partnership with designers in 2007. These ranges and collections are then marketed
through major campaigns in print TV commercials, catalogs and the web, utilizing
specialized production companies and artistic directors. They target the ‘welleducated elite and upper middle-class African women, reaching those on the
continent and the diaspora more globally.
The brand’s shifts were ‘predicated on widespread economic forecasts of a rapidly
expanding African middle class and an increasingly affluent elite of young
professionals as a growing market for luxury goods.’ 17
They have shifted their models to target this growing audience, and to access them
they have invested in their web based and social media marketing strategies,
including establishing their own youtube channel and blogs promoting new print
collections, behind the scenes fashion shoots and marketing campaigns.
Vlisco has cleveryly targeted their marketing but also their model on the ground. In
2007 Vlisco established upscaled boutiques across the African capitols, providing
exclusive retail locations to buy Vlisco products, Vlisco fabric and in an
unprecendented move offering inhouse Pret-a-Couture tailoring and custom made
design by Vlisco tailors.
“Its interesting because Vlisco is predominantly selling cloth, but they have ready
made, and if you buy cloth they will say “do you need tailoring in the store?”. So it
really is this idea of one stop shopping, if you are going to buy their cloth they will
provide you with all the necessary steps to getting your article of clothing, that you
would never in the end walk out of that store without a full article of clothing. That
seems to be where the business modeling is going for them. Erica Jones, Fowler
Mueum.
Ultimately the brand has enhanced its role as an inspirational and aspirational brand,
you want to buy their top quality authentic fabrics and they present inspirational
design to mimic and strive for. Vlisco has created fashion initiatives such as
collaborations with emerging and established African fashion designers including
Alexis Temomanin of Dent De Man and Duro Olowu, both featured in this report and
internationally based designers. It has also developed fashion competitions, and
partnered with fashion design institutions to support the continued development of
tailors, dressmakers and designers on the African continent.
Vlisco has essentially recreated itself in the new digital world to continue its appeal
to its core target audiences as they have shifted and weathered the political social
and economic storms in Africa. It has cleverly built on its history and innovated to
become a premium and luxe brand that is aspirational in comparison to the mass
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fabrics accessible on the ground. And has not forgotten its roots which are
cemented in collaborative practise with its key clientele, that is the seamstresses,
tailors, fabric traders, designers of the African continent, despite its base and
company nationality being firmly set in the Netherlands.
Image Source: https://www.vlisco.com/fashion-inspiration/lookbook/

Designers embracing African Print Fashions
African print has definitely seen a global rise in its use in recent years and popularity
on global platforms. The growing diaspora of African designers internationally and
the population movements around the world of African peoples may have a serious
role to play in this. There has been a visible fashion shift over time with the uptake of
African print fashion in the music industry, with popular American celebrities and
African American’s celebrating their African heritage incorporating African print
fashions into their styling. An example being Beyoncé wearing African print fashions
in music videos and on red carpets. It has also appeared in runway collections by
major brands such as Burburry and most recently Stella McCartney in Paris in 2017.
The Ankara and wax-print fabrics are certainly highly visible on the catwalks of
Africa’s growing fashion cities, including Accra Ghana in the heart of West Africa but
also on the catwalks of Johannesburg and Capetown in South Africa. High level
design continues to incorporate the fabrics in addition to the traditional and
continued custom made African print designers and seamstresses that populate the
majority of African nation’s local fashion industries. It was in the Fashion District of
Johannesburg that I met with designers based in the area who focused their work on
the Ankara print. For most it was their bread and butter, it ensured them work and
funds through leaner times of year, and allowed designers like Mpho Mokotedi of
Authentic 31 the opportunity to explore her passion which was vintage inspired
design.
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Mpho Mokotedi – Head Designer and Business Owner - Authentic 31
Key Insights
-

Custom made, bespoke model in a city setting, combining the traditional
customer and business model in Africa.
Carefully targeted and cleverly located to suit the needs of the main client
base and support the development of the lines the designer is passionate
about.
Providing both women’s and menswear, knowing the bread and butter
design and fabrics and key times of year to tailor to those tastes to keep
the business running and maintain cash flow.
Small team of dedicated designers together, all in-house so reducing
outsourcing costs but increasing workload for the team with long hours
and minimal holidays.
Using online platforms as a communication and marketing tool so that
audiences can find and contact the business. Not yet selling direct or ready
to wear through online platforms.
Being the brand, always wearing it, marketing it and showing up at all the
key events - to be seen.

It was in the Fashion District in the heart of the city of Johannesburg that I was
fortunate to meet Mpho Mokotedi of Authentic 31, a young designer who has set up
a small team of four, based in the heart of the district in a small but centrally located
studio. Her work caught my eye when I came across a street fashion parade being
held in the Fashion District community space. Her style definitely stood out on the
runway, there was a level of taste and obvious attention to fine tailoring plus a fun
play with shape and femininity that drew me to her studio. She was mortified that I
called it a collection, saying she had been asked to participate at the last minute and
thus it was more sampling of designs on hand, but that said they were a class above
and I could see why in only a couple of years she has established a strong client
base.
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Mpho Mokotedi has been clever in her audience development; she has built her
business with an awareness of her physical location and the clientele that she can
draw. Authentic 31 has a strong client base of business and government workers
who want tailored classy business wear. The studio location in the central business
sector guarantees that she can be easily accessed by her client base for orders and
fittings during their working week and that she has practical marketing of her wares
and easy reference to her location.
Mpho is passionate and committed; she cashed in her policies and left her career as
a flight attendant to follow her true calling. She told me she is happy and committed
having found what she really wants to do with her life. Like many I met she had
grown up in a house of designers and sewers, her skills passed down to her from her
mother and grandmother. She prided herself on her independence and whilst she
and her team work day and night pulling 24 hours shifts to complete orders and
keep the business rolling, being self-funded and independent gives her the freedom
to create as she sees fit. She had approached government and looked into possible
funding channels but was yet to receive any feedback and was not holding her
breath, saying that its usually who you know that gets you in the door and Mpho is
not prepared to compromise herself or play the system to get ahead.
Mpho had not undertaken any formal qualifications and found that the students
who came in to her studio waving CV’s and qualification papers were not up to the
required level to work in a business catering to clients directly. “What matters is
your passion, your skill. Can you make a pattern? Can you sew at a level that is
worthy of selling?’ The Authentic 31 business relies upon word of mouth, and its
growing reputation of high level tailoring and class, with a point of difference
referencing vintage classic style and elegance. The business cannot risk taking on
anyone that is not up to the standard required. The team itself comprises Mpho with
three others, a team of people she found who are all on same page and together
they produce bespoke and custom tailored clothing for a growing customer base.
Mpho and the team each only take one week’s leave per year, so they are
committed and passionate about what they do. Everything is designed, patterned
and produced in house making it a very hands on business model. Clients are given
the utmost service, with staff going to the client for fittings and final deliveries.
The designs I saw on the catwalk were Ankara print, which forms a staple in Mpho’s
studio. She talked about Ankara as a fabric that goes in and out of fashion, and was
definitely currently more popular, but also a seasonal requirement, with weddings
and special events come many requests for custom designed Ankara gowns and
outfits. She cleverly balances the need to run a successful and sustainable business,
her bread and butter being weddings and traditional clothing. However her passion
was contemporary play on vintage style, creating modest pieces that showed a hint
of neck or calf, with vintage rich fabrics and beautiful colour palettes. She was all
about the feminine mystery, class and charm of beautiful fabrics well tailored,
making people think and notice a woman not for what was on show but for the
outfit she wore. Mpho wants her clothing to empower women when they walk into
a room.
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Ultimately Mpho is her own best asset as the main marketer of her brand, she
believes in her passion, her skill and her team and that at the right time her clothing
lines will be picked up and get their showing on the major runways in South Africa
and beyond. Not currently meeting the criteria to show at SA Fashion Week, she still
attends each year wearing her designs and promoting her brand. Even the small
showing at the Fashion Kapitol had attracted some attention from a local TV station,
which was ordering her clothing for a show.
Mpho has online platforms, but is still very much focused on custom made tailoring
and clothing with a strong following for her classically styled brand and the
traditional and personalized custom made experience.
Image Source: Instagram
Further References
@authentic31

Other teams I met were passionately celebrating, reinterpreting and trying to further
ignite the interest in Ankara in the younger streetwear audiences. I Run JHB, a team
of young male designers create a range of streetwear that uses the bold and varied
types of Ankara fabrics to reflect and celebrate the different tribal styles of the
regions of South Africa. Whilst Zulu is a main local language spoken, not unlike
Australia there were and continue to be numerous language and cultural groups in
South Africa.
I Run JHB designers spoke of the need to shift the focus from American and other
influences to a re-ownership and integration of African identities in
streetwear. They saw it as an opportunity to celebrate their culture and adapt
cultural signifiers to contemporary styles.
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Wandile King Leeu & Neo Gabhadiya Selemela – Designers and Founders -I RUN JHB
Key Insights
-

-

-

Online platforms and targeting their audience through marketing and
promotionally appropriate means – that are agile, immediate and easily
accessible. Putting up regular posts and advertising whenever new stock
arrives.
Building on culture and tradition with a contemporary and fresh take that
speaks to their target audience.
Undertaking market research and testing markets and audiences to
develop their brand and ideas before launching, then launching with
confidence and knowledge that they have the backing of research behind
them.
Being the face of their brand, wearing their collection, presenting in their
clothing to media and events.
Positioning with a physical pop up that is aligned with other major new and
upcoming South African specific brands, bringing something very different
to those other brands within that space.

Whilst exploring a newly established pop up space for South African designers in the
Newtown shopping centre, Johannesburg, I came across the team of I RUN JHB, who
coaxed me across from another store to tell me their story and share their designs.
Brand founders Wandile King Leeu and Neo Gabhadiya Selemela were both there
charming customers, dressed in their collection and looking cooler than I could ever
hope to be! They introduced me to the many styles in their range and told me the
story behind this bold Ankara print streetwear collection.
I RUN JHB is a premium South African street culture lifestyle brand which fuses South
African culture aesthetics and urban street culture trends to create Umswenko.
Umswenko is an authentic South African street sub-culture and an expression of
dressing well. The brand aims to create unique streetwear for different cultures and
ethnic groups in Mzansi by using indigenous traditional cultural fabrics that are
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unique to each tribe. These indigenous groups include IsiZulu, IsiXhosa, IsiSwati,
IsiNdebele, SePedi, SeSotho, SeTswana, XiTsonga and TshiVenda.
King and Neo were students together at the University of Johannesburg and they
decided that they wanted to step up and make things happen.
“We came up with the concept because we wanted to be people that did something
with our lives. There were a lot of people at that time doing their thing and we
wanted to join the movers and shakers.”
Initially developing and testing a street ware collection with t-shirts and hats, their
market research brought them to the next phase of development, which was
incorporating African culture and tradition into a fusion with street ware cool, and so
the brand was born.
“People in Africa we are very colourful people and we are very grounded people and
we want to export that to the world. So we added the second element of African
culture and as time went by we realized there was a need to add the Mzansi culture
as well. The cultures we are born in - they all need to be represented. We started
studying all the African cultures and particularly the subcultures that were born in
South African townships. As South Africans we felt that we needed an inclusive print
that represented who we are as South Africans, and something that crossed
between traditional culture and cool. So we went out and searched out different
traditional fabrics that spoke to different groups, each represented African cultural
groups.”
This team are passionately celebrating and trying to further ignite the interest in
Ankara in the younger streetwear audiences. The team spoke of the need to shift the
focus from American and other influences to a re-ownership and integration of
African identities into streetwear. They saw it as an opportunity to celebrate their
culture and adapt cultural signifiers to contemporary styles. Whilst there is varying
opinions on the ‘Africanness’ of Ankara prints, these guys had found prints that were
tied to each group and held strong to their belief in the appropriateness of this
styling and reclaiming of African print in their youth focused design. Similarly to
Indigenous Australia, there are numerous language groups and subcultures within
larger cultural groups in South Africa and finding a way to support them to engage in
forming identities that retain culture, respect and celebrate tradition whilst being
contemporary and identity forming in fresh ways is a major challenge. The I Run
Jo’burg team was tackling it with incredible confidence and belief, which was hard to
fault.
“We chose the name I run Jo’burg, because Jo’burg is home to different descendants
who come from all parts of the world who come to Jo’burg to chase their dreams.
(…)We are a brand that encourages the youth to chase their dreams and when they
achieve them they can turn around and say ‘I run Jo’burg’.”
Keeping in line with their youthful and contemporary approach their major presence
is online and on social media platforms, with images posted daily and attracting
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attention from international and local media, undertaking radio and TV interviews.
Ultimately they themselves were representing their brand and model their wares in
most images they post up. They manufacture everything and source their fabrics in
South Africa and strongly believe in the celebration of South African identity and
industry.
Image Source: IRUNJHB Instagram
Further Resources
https://www.zkhiphani.co.za/meet-run-jhb-premium-street-culture-brand/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/lets-support-local-businesses-irunjhb-inner-city-gazette
‘Lets support Local Business #IRUNJHB, Inner City Gazette, 31 July 2017
https://www.zkhiphani.co.za/meet-run-jhb-premium-street-culture-brand/

Designing Print for High End
There were designers I met who avoided the fabric completely, some consciously,
others whose design aesthetic just didn’t incorporate bold print and patterning that
would have them even consider Ankara in their designs. There were designers who
were drawing on their heritage and the long history of bold colour and patterning
that is part of many African language groups history to design their own personalized
print collections. These designers were targeting a higher bracket of the price market
and arguably a similar market to that which Vlisco’s market research recognized –
the African middle class and increasingly affluent elite of young professionals. These
included designers previously referenced when relating fashion to Art in Africa –
Lukhanyou Mdingi with his highly conceptual textural explorations and Duro Olowu
whose designs incorporate his personally designed textiles with bold and bright
patterning.
These artists who are working with their own textile designs are free to explore luxe
fabric types. Ankara and wax print fabrics are traditionally heavy cotton, starched
and waxed making them stiff to the touch and limiting the design potential.
Designers creating their own fabric designs have seized the opportunity to explore
with multiple fabric types, that are softer, more wearable and can be printed
digitally but still retain quality and a luxury feel. One such designer is Laduma
Ngxokolo of Maxhosa whose luxe wool designs are attracting multiple audiences and
incorporate his own interpretation of the patterning and colour ways of his Xhosa
people’s beading patterns.
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Laduma Ngxokolo – Designer and Business Owner - Maxhosa
Key Insights
-

Laduma uses luxe branding and materials to ensure higher price points and
prestigious sale spaces.
Supporting local industry through the engagement of local industry makers
and materials.
Use of language and cultural practice informing the collections developed
and a key promotion tool.
Online platforms as key marketing – with strategic store placement in South
Africa fashion spaces and international fashion capitols.
Runway and awards as key tools to promote the brand and to utilise as
platforms for further growth of his personal design aesthetic and skills and
development of the business globally.
He has successfully utilised the platforms of college in SA, the student
competitions of SA Fashion week and built his brand recognition until he
scored a scholarship with St Martins, worked his way up the food chain,
skilling himself all the way and capitalising on his successes.

The man of the moment in South Africa right now is Laduma Ngxokolo . His work is
luxe, its highly priced using top quality materials, the majority of those sourced and
woven in South Africa. The patterns in his work reflect the traditional beading
patterns of his people the Xhosa, the brand Maxhosa simply meaning the Maxhosa
people. He has chosen the luxe and niche market of knitwear. South Africa relies on
its wool industry and has seen a rise in demand and recognition of the quality of the
wool produced there. Laduma has cleverly capitalised on this industry, using the
resources from his home country and thus supporting the growth and sustainability
of the local industry. Maxhosa collection is made of woolen pieces, particularly
jumpers, knitted skirts, tops and shorts and more recently polos and other
developments. The patterns are bold and highly coloured, some with tassels and
added finery. They are luxe but wearable and warm, made with mohair and wool
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and a recent collection for warmer weather with a lighter knit sourced from Italy.
“Ngxokolo is an agent of change, shifting and evolving with the changing times and
further engaging in dialogue that pushes Xhosa culture to the future. “ Maxhosa.com
Laduma’s designs originated from his wish to provide a more relevant cultural
alternative to clothing that parents bought their young sons post initiation. The
ceremony sees young men give away all of their old clothes symbolising the end of
their childhood and their parents then have to purchase high quality clothing for
them, including knitwear. The Amakrwala collection was especially created, to
provide a suitable clothing option for Xhosa initiates who are prescribed by tradition
to dress up in new-dignified formal clothing for six months after initiation. The initial
range and all there after reflect on and celebrate Laduma’s Xhosa culture and
heritage. This range and the many that have followed have seen his name and his
brand skyrocket into global status with many commercial partnerships and ventures.
“I aim to express the beauty in culture exchange of the dress codes of western and
Xhosa dress-code. All the looks are sketched with an ultimate objective of
constructing an innovative utopian African feel, that will outlive the time span of the
collection.” Mahosa.com
Like many designers I encountered in Africa, his design and the practical skills of
sewing and knitting ran in the family. His mother was a knitwear designer but was
limited in her ability to grow her business as a black woman under the apartheid
regime. Laduma’s path to success has involved a combination of study and
mentorship. He was taught by his mother, then undertook study in South Africa and
was backed up by mentorship from an established designer and an opportunity
through SA Fashion week. His work was recognised and eventually retailed in a
major chain in South Africa. His first collection Umngqusho was nominated for the
Design Indaba Most Beautiful Object in South Africa in 2012 where Maxhosa is said
to have epitomised the African Luxury field.
“My late mother's dream as a knitwear designer in the 80s was to travel to Paris to
see high-end fashion. Unfortunately circumstances denied her the opportunity to
make her dream a reality. In 2013, twelve years after her passing, I had the privilege
of being invited by the Labo Ethnik Fashion Week in Paris to showcase my 2013
knitwear collection themed: "My Heritage, My Inheritance" which I specifically
dedicated to her: Lindelwa Ngxokolo.” Maxhosa.com
Laduma noted in an interview his success is 10% the design and 90% in the running
of his business. He has a strong online media presence, with highly active social
media across platforms and an increasing number of high profile celebrity
performers wearing, including musicians and rappers. Maxhosa is now sold in all the
major capitals of the world and with multiple awards behind the winning brand one
of note was the ‘2014 WeTransfer Scholarship’ to study masters in Material Futures
at the Central St. Martins, from which he graduated in 2016. He has a number of
carefully placed stores across South Africa and in key fashion capitals internationally.
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I did not have the pleasure of meeting Laduma, he was busily flying between fashion
weeks, on his way to Nigerian fashion week in the time that I was in Johannesburg.
However I spoke with staff on his team, visited his stores in New Town Johannesburg
and read up on him in the local magazines, as well as staring at large scale billboards
around the country that showed off his designs and commercial partnerships with
NIVEA. Once seen, it was hard not to spot his work and the marketing and celebrity
placement of his wool designs. Laduma is cleverly using the local platforms available
to him and building international marketing and sales without losing connection to
his roots, which remain at the core of every design. His collections capture “the
beauty of being truly African and proud in a modern context that seeks an eternal
way of communicating culture through fashion.” Maxhosa.com
Image Source: Maxhosa.com
Further Resources
Van Huyssteen, J.F. The Sheep and Wool Industry in South Africa Press Department, South African
Wool Board, p.28
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03031853.1962.9524601
Mutunku Datsha Annie, The Development of African Luxury Brands; Explorative study on Awareness
of South African Luxury Brands among Congolese Sapeurs from Brussels, 24/05/2016 , p.44 – 45
https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/271/766/RUG01-002271766_2016_0001_AC.pdf

A key brand that reflects on the combination of African prints and the design of their
own textiles and art on fabric is the remarkable Ikiré Jones. Their designs are
featured in the recently released Black Panther film and worn by the stars on the red
carpet premiere in the USA, this powerhouse team showcase the power of textiles to
tell stories of history, challenge historical representation and reinvent the future.
They are tackling current day issues in bold and commanding ways. Re-imagined
paintings on silk scarves slung over African print suits and lavish historic paintings on
shirts take the design of ones own print to a level I would argue is an art form. As
well as building on historical signifiers of identity they challenge the very foundations
of those historical narratives using textiles and fashion design as a vehicle, an
accessible means for the masses. The results are high end, with a high price tag, but
evoke such immense visual story that they outweigh any trend in textile or fashion.
Their tag line ‘clothing for a higher calling’. You can listen to the designer Walé
Oyéjidé speaking of the power of fashions that celebrate African strength and spirit
in his Ted Talk, I highly recommend it.
https://www.ted.com/talks/wale_oyejide_fashion_that_celebrates_african_strength
_and_spirit
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Ikiré Jones – Fashion Brand
Key Insights
-

-

Unique and powerful imagery and voice, which is consistent through
multiple collections.
Creation of their own designs has seen a major growth in the brand,
providing a point of difference and ensuring a clear voice in their work.
Ensuring only quality materials are used and that there are reliable
suppliers of those fabrics used.
Online platforms as a key visual marketing tool as well as sales platform.
Art platforms, galleries and museums leveraged for marketing and
promotion of the brand, giving a sense of high-end fashion with its
connections to the art world and justifying/allowing higher prices for
pieces created.
Tying in with art platforms shifts collections out of the fast paced trending
fashion to a longer-term arts fashion collection that can be referenced
outside of the fashion bounds and timeframes for seasons.
Fashion as a platform in itself for political expression, a vehicle to promote
vision and challenge perceptions.

Ikiré Jones is an internationally recognised brand that crosses easily from fashion to
art and incorporates the two seamlessly. Established by Nigerian born creative
director and designer Walé Oyéjidé and Cambodian American head tailor Sam
Hubler the brand has been seen on multiple global platforms and continues to
challenge the role of fashion and art in the representation of people and
communities. Based in Philadelphia, the name Ikiré Jones connects the cultures of
Walés life, Ikiré; drawn from the name of Walé’s father’s village and Jones; his
African American wife’s family name. (Dandy Lion; The Black Dandy and Street Style,
p.100) The collections of Ikiré Jones are an even more culture binding and
challenging art form, using the vehicle of stunningly vibrant tailored menswear with
intense political messaging and reflections on representation of African people and
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immigrated populations by the West throughout history.
“The medium of fashion is fantastic for making statements about culture and
society…. As a child of the 80s and 90s, it was rare to see many positive, noncaricature images of African culture in Western Media. My current work is a direct
reflection of that great void in representation. I make an effort to produce authentic
(and aspirational) portrayals of African and immigrant culture in the Western
World.”
Ikiré Jones pieces have featured in multiple exhibitions across the globe and Walé
has collaborated on major exhibition pieces that incorporate his fashion in painted
scenes referencing political histories. He has not only moved his fashion design into
the art realms in exhibition but has literally placed his fashion design into more
traditional art pieces. The long list of exhibitions include African Print Fashion Now
at the Fowler Museum LA 2016, Dey Your Lane at Bozar -Brussels Centre for Fine Arts
2016, Vlisco; African Fashion on a Global Stage at the Philadelphia Museum of Art
2016-2017 and Making Africa a Continent of Contemporary Design, which toured
through multiple global venues in Germany, Spain, The Nederland’s and the USA.
The brand has also been featured in multiple texts that reflect on African fashion and
the contemporary movements that are now globally recognised.
The brand utilises social media and has a dynamic website that is stunningly visual,
providing video, imagery and bold text of the latest collections and the concepts that
have driven each showcase as well as being practically functional in providing an
online shop. The most recent collection reflects on the West’s gaze that actively
diminishes the voice of African people in their own lands. Some collections like this
one have extensive text and image stories to accompany them whilst others are
more image driven, but they all have significant impact and drive home the
messages behind the unique imagery and clothing being created.
The collection FW17 ‘Awake and At Home’ is shared with bold text that fiercely
addresses the powers that be on the recent American threat and removal of the
dreamers visas.
Although the promises of the past may not have been made with us in mind
We fully intended to hold them to account.
Regardless of what tongues we speak.
Regardless of what names we choose to call in prayer.
Regardless of what offense it might cause the delicate sensibilities of the old guard.
We are the America that is here to stay.
We are awake and we are very much at home.
SS16 – Africana Renaissance reflects back on the cultural ties that bind and define us,
informing our identity, the concept that is referenced throughout Ikiré Jones
collections.
WHO ARE WE
IF WE ARE NOT THE CULTURE WE CREATE
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A CULTURE THAT SPREADS ACROSS THE LAND
LIKE A NIGHT SKY
WITH BEAUTIFUL
BRIGHT STARS
THAT NO ONE CAN LOOK AWAY FROM
In terms of it’s business model Ikiré Jones is stocked in a select number of exclusive
high-end menswear stores in Japan and otherwise is predominantly sold through the
brands website and custom made tailoring clients. Originally creating collections
with the iconic and bold wax-printed cotton Ankara fabrics, the team found it
difficult to find reliable suppliers for the quantities and quality required as their
business grew and so decided to create their own print fabrics which they now have
produced in Europe.
“We decided to just design our own fabrics, instead of sourcing them from unreliable
parties. The simple decision to design our own fabric really pushed us to do more
ambitious things, and helped the brand’s aesthetic grow significantly.” Walé Oyéjidé
The textile designs and art pieces created by Walé are the unique point of reference
and difference that have taken this brand to another level of luxe fashion and art.
The brand creates highly tailored jackets, pants, shirts, large scarves and pocket
squares with the scarves designed to be worn over the shoulder of the suits. In
combination the pieces highlight the bold African prints that are so globally
identified as African, alongside scarves and jackets that reinvent classic renaissance
paintings with African figures and each outfit finished off with high end European
style tailoring; an eclectic and enigmatic combination that is both visually impressive
whilst politically challenging.
Walé had many career paths before the development of the brand, a lawyer and
musician amongst others, and has not undertaken official fashion studies or courses.
His business partner Sam Hubler on the other hand had established previous brands
and together they demonstrate the firm belief in fashion as a vehicle of expression.
An independent brand, they work tirelessly and have their hands over all aspects of
the business acknowledging the work required but also the satisfaction garnered
from it.
“There’s something seductive about making your own schedule and agenda, but that
pretty much means working or thinking about work all the time. That being said, it
forces me to engage with every project, so there’s a sense of always having my
hands on the wheel. I find that deeply satisfying.” Sam Hubler
The brand is overseen in most aspects by the creative director Walé, who has been
engaged in Ted Talks, industry presentations in multiple global locations, as well as
the exhibitions previously referenced.
“I’m literally responsible for everything, short of physically making the clothes, which
my partner does so well. I design all of the prints, or pay for them to be designed. I
creative-direct the brand’s entire aesthetic. I handle all of the marketing, negotiating
with factories, and customer service. Obviously, I’m happy to do it. But hopefully
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there will come a time when I won’t have to do it all because we will be able to hire
people who do it better. It is also very much an education. Most people (myself
included) don’t have a background in handling business finances. These are things
that many entrepreneurs have to work out on the fly, while trying not to completely
crash the plane after take-off.” Walé Oyéjidé
The business of Ikiré Jones has kept itself at a high end and luxe fashion level with a
clear and unique voice and careful branding placement. Walé Oyéjidé has cleverly
directed the company and chosen platforms that give significant credibility to the
collections and brand, shifting the works created out of the fast paced on trend
fashion scene to the high-end art and fashion worlds. A key aspect of their success
has been the conscious action to maintain a steady and sustainable growth despite
the hype and build up around them, with limited retail stores and majority of sales
directly through their own online platforms and client base.
Image Source: Photographer Joshua Kissi https://ikirejones.com/
Further References
Momodou-Gordon H. In the Making: African Print-Fashion and Contemporary Art, African-Print
Fashion Now, Fowler Museum UCLA, LA, p.273
Grace Bonney 2015 http://www.designsponge.com/2015/11/interview-studio-tour-with-ikirejones.html
https://ikirejones.com/
@ikirejones

In both cases of Laduma and Ikiré Jones, a key point to note is that they are using
digital techniques to develop their deigns and in the case of Ikiré Jones to print
paintings onto silks and cloths. I have referenced the time consuming traditional
handmade techniques and the imbued value in those, the hours of fine work in batik
painted fabrics, the techniques and dyes of shibori. Even the valuing of the wax-print
fabrics made with machines that mimic the hand batik process over digital copies.
However when the fabrics used and the quality of the digital print is of a standard
such as those of Laduma and Ikiré Jones, digital process have become an asset.
These are key things for our Australian Indigenous Artists to consider when looking
at the techniques available to them to create the textiles and fashion they desire.
Whilst some art centres have successfully created hand printed textiles for decades
and done so to the highest standard, others are beginning to explore digital printing
such as Walakurlangu with ForkLeaf in their Budgie series. These techniques have a
completely different impact visually and texturally, each have their own pros and
cons, but they are arguably just as effective and valued by the consumer for different
reasons. As explored in the research in Southeast Asian textile developments; new
technologies have seen a rise in the number of fabrics printed with intricate
patterning, incorporating both handmade techniques and digital technologies.
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Technology is not something to be afraid to explore, nor should one technique rule
out the other. As technology becomes more accessible, less expensive and quality
improves it opens up more avenues for exploration. Experimentation with
techniques and embracing of new technologies opens up more pathways for textiles
and fashion design and unlimited potential for artistic expression in fashion by our
Indigenous Australian artists.
Ethical and Environmentally conscious design
Another area that I found designers in both South East Asia and South Africa were
considering in their fabric use and design were the issues of ethical and
environmentally conscious fashion. The shifts away from fast fashion and mass
production naturally draw consumers to the high end and more luxe brands that
have limited availability, are supporting local industries and reducing their impact on
the environment. The traditional custom-made and bespoke design models
definitely support that slower fashion sense, with clothes made to fit a person,
tailored to measure and able to be altered as required.
The use of natural dyes has been an area that Indigenous artists globally mastered
long ago, they have certainly found their way into contemporary Australian
Indigenous arts in many forms and are key to traditional artistic and cultural
practice. There is certainly a growing interest by consumers in the use of natural
dyes and products and this is becoming a popular theme in textile design. In Jakarta
and Malaysia the history of batik and shibori dying were an area of interest to
explore this move tp or return to natural dyes. In Jakarta I met with designer couple
Imaji who were using natural dyes and organic locally made and sewn cottons, whilst
supporting traditional makers in manufacture and fabric design with contemporary
design styles. They were building on the latest developments that see customers
drawn to original and unique design and fabrics with natural materials and locally
sourced makers. Their collections reflect the natural dyes of batik and traditional
shibori practices but use new techniques and create new stories within their prints.
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Imaji Studio – Slow Fashion Brand
Key Insights
- Slow fashion audiences tend
include both young adults and
older buyers, however the young
audiences don’t have the funds to
purchase larger items.
- Recycling scrap fabrics for
accessories and lower price point range assists with keeping younger buyers
engaged.
-Using all natural dyes and fabrics, locally produced, reduced environmental
impact.
- Targeting platforms and audiences with brand awareness and story buy in is
key to sales.
“We want to create contemporary patterns and designs but with a traditional
medium which is natural dye that is used for old batiks and old woven fabrics that
my mum used to collect, those antiques. We bring it back and twist it.”
Imaji Studio is a young husband and wife team, Shari Semesta (cofounder and head
designer) and her husband Leo Pradana (Menswear designer) who work with Lyris
Alvina (Cofounder and creative and art director). They each graduated in different
fields in Perth at the Edith Cowan University. Their studies cover areas of Media and
cultural studies, human resources and Graphic design between the three of them
giving them a breadth of knowledge to bring to their operations. Shari’s mother was
a Japanese dancer and collected antique fabrics which always fascinated her. She
had always dreamed of opening up a clothing line.
“I had always dreamed of making a clothing line. But the industry in Jakarta is very
competitive. There are so many new ones every day they are just popping up so we
wanted to make something that was firstly good for the environment because that’s
something we care about. It has to do with culture but not batik because batik
appeals to older people. We did some research and then stumbled upon the artisans
in Bali. Coincidently in Indonesia Fashion Week he had a booth there and was
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holding a workshop and we thought this is it.” Shari Semesta.
There is a genuine social conscience to the brand and they fit well into the category
of slow fashion. They are an ethical and environmentally conscious brand. Their
collections incorporate traditional techniques of cloth creation and natural dyes
found in Indonesia to create luxe and unique fabrics that are environmentally
friendly. The processes they utilize engage traditional artisans in both Yogyakarta
and Bali. The fabric is a hand-woven cotton imitating the texture of linen and they
also provide a linen rayon blend.
“We all design the patterns first and then we send it to the artisans in Bali and then
we go to Bali and make them with the artisans. Sometimes they can use airbrush,
sometimes sponge. We teach them new techniques on design and they teach us
new things in how to make the fabric.”
Both fabrics created and the dyes used are sourced from native plants and trees
from Indonesia and the team pride themselves on supporting local industry and
manufacturing designs in Indonesia. The fabrics are made from natural fibres that
are hand woven by local craftsmen. Each fabric pattern in their designs incorporate
the traditional stories held by the craftsmen that make them and the designers
prioritise the preservation of traditional practices and celebration of cultural through
the contemporary presentation in design.
“During our production we have heaps of scraps. We glue them together and this is
the fabric we use to make our accessories. We work with the people in production
and they keep all our waste, its not thrown away.” Shari Semesta
They have branched into accessories to provide multiple price points and to appeal
to wider audiences. Finding that an older audience is more environmentally and
culturally aware and able to pay the price point that involves their process.
“We wanted to target 20-25. But we realized our target market is 30 above, they
have their own money, they understand culture and they are exposed to batik and
hand weaving, processes like that. Our target market shifted. We have people in
their teens interested in Imaji but they don’t purchase, they purchase only the little
things that why we have the zero waste earrings, so our younger audiences can
actually buy some of our product. That’s for them” Shari Semesta
They have online presence, online store and social media pages to attract and sell to
local and global audiences. With a graphic design and PR experience in the team
they have their visual story consistent and professional marketing materials and a
consistent story across their online platforms.
“Our main focus is online and we now ship worldwide. “
They stock select stores in Jakarta and Bali and do regular pop ups as well as
presenting at major fashion events and trade fairs, I first spotted them at the Jakarta
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Fashion Week trade event. They had been stocking internationally with mixed
results. They had stocked in New York but found that they couldn’t control the way
the brand was marketed.
“Its too far away, we cant control how they spread the information, they were
marketing it as just a clothing brand. They don’t market the eco friendly and artisan
story enough so we stopped. “
Where they could control their marketing and story and targeted the audiences
most relevant to their brand they have success.
“We have tested audiences in pop up stores in Singapore and that has been really
good. We do that annually now, its called Public Garden, an international expo of
designers that are mostly hand made which is good.”
Imaji was a young and upcoming brand excited to continue to develop their
techniques and explore new ways to express story and culture with traditional arts
practices in contemporary design. They were one of the few brands I found working
on such an ethical platform and who were keen to collaborate with international
artisans from Indigenous Australia in the future.
Image Source: https://www.imajistudio.co/l-o-o-k-b-o-o-k
Further References
https://www.imajistudio.co
@imaji.studio

Key Learnings
-

The stories and motifs in textiles designs hold power and meaning that
continues overtime. The meanings change in relation to an individual’s
unique experience and society.
Fabric is a conduit of meaning and identity; it is a historical trade item that
continues to reflect status, identity, culture.
Fabric has remained an important commentator on contemporary culture
and an active industry due to its ephemeral nature and need to be
reproduced over time.
Political, social, global, cultural and religious factors have all impacted heavily
on the development, use and distribution of fabric overtime.
Far from being destroyed by colonial and international forces, Indigenous
textile developments have utilized new technologies and materials made
accessible to create even more fabrics and designs, increasing the number of
fabrics being designed today.
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-

Contemporary designers such as Lulu Lutfi Labibi and Imaji are utilising
traditional processes to build on cultural content and add contemporary style
and stories to their collections.
Governments and trade policies have a significant role to play in the
protection of textile industries and prevention of cheap mass copies and
imports flooding markets.
Access and availability drive popularity of a textile, there is the need for
varying levels of access to fabric designs and varying price points to allow for
market development.
Market research such as that of Vlisco can assist in the development of
fabrics and business strategies to target key audiences and reach those with
the means to buy highly valuable textiles.
Unique print designed by designers themselves gives them an edge and sense
of luxury, and allows for exploration on multiple luxe fabrics.
Collective and supportive groups of artists, whether actively in business
together or working alongside in an industry as was the case in Kuala Lumpur
creates a positive environment for experimentation and exchange, building
on tradition and contemporary ideas.

Reflections for Australian Indigenous fashion industry development.
The Art of Indigenous Australian Fabric
What I found most significant in my research into the fabric developments of
Southeast Asia and the creation of Ankara wax print fabrics as identity forming
fashion in Africa, is that the stories, the designs and motifs in the textiles were rich
and profound historically and today. Textiles carried living stories and cultures both
continuing historical links and celebrating new contemporary shifts. This is
something both exciting and confirming in terms of the need to invigorate and
further grow the industry for the Indigenous Australian artists producing the
stunning and unique textiles in Australia currently.
The breadth and depth of stories that our artists create on canvas, print, paper and
now textiles are so incredibly unique and powerful and Indigenous artists and their
families should be accessing the opportunity to grow an industry that celebrates
their culture through textiles and creates economic growth overtime as they have
with the arts. There is an inherent value in the fabrics created by Australian
Indigenous artists, and the designs that utilize those printed fabrics, by virtue of the
stories that are imbued within the stories they carry.
Identity forming industry.
The fabric stories of Southeast Asia and Africa provide insight and lessons for
Indigenous Australian textile and fashion developments. The issues that these
industries have dealt with over centuries and particularly in recent decades illustrate
the power of textile design for identity forming fashion, and the role of designs and
motifs on textiles and in contemporary design styles to reinvigorate cultural
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identification. For younger generations this is a very important platform to consider.
Given the passion of Indigenous Australian artists for the engagement of younger
generations in the record of culture and arts, textile and fashion design is a potential
means of creating contemporary ways to engage and identify with culture. The I Run
JHB team was a great example of this with the reinvention of culturally specific
streetwear. This development of fashions for younger audiences also gives
opportunity for jobs and training for younger people in our Indigenous communities,
particularly with the digital platform options that engage the new generations who
have the capacity to learn and manipulate new technologies.
Managing Imports and Consumer Awareness.
The previous and ongoing burn the industry feels at the sight of highly traditional
and culturally significant items being muted and disfigured into cheap knock-offs for
minor profits by international companies has certainly left a sour taste. There is a
serious sense of caution when it comes to engaging with the fast paced fashion
world and even the sale of fabrics produced given the loss of control over these
precious stories once they have left the art centre.
The trepidation in the industry is not surprising given the history of copyright
infringement and ongoing issues of fake copies of traditional Indigenous art and
artifacts making their way into our market, the cheap Asian exports not dissimilar
from the experiences of African and Southeast Asian textile imports. The lessons
learnt here show that the role of government in preventing mass imports, increasing
tariffs and supporting local industry is key and it is certainly what key organisations
like The Indigenous Art Code are currently striving to see addressed. There has been
many years of learning and experiences and in some respects Indigenous Australian
artists, the art centres and broader national organisations supporting them are some
of the most equipped and knowledgeable groups to deal with this tricky area.
In this complex area the industry as a whole must continue to be strategic, to
research and ensure we have not only an understanding of artists legal rights, but
also an awareness of the value of the designs in economic as well as cultural terms
when they are made available for consumption.
Broader marketing campaigns and education of the public are key, this has been
reinforced by the marketing and campaigning of the Art Code and the growing
awareness of the Australian buyer in regard to where an artwork has come from.
When a buyer has access to the real thing, is aware of its cultural capitol and
interested in ethical purchasing they are more likely not just to buy the authentic
product but to refuse the cheap copies and support local industry. The retail spaces
and capsule collections supporting South African designers has seen major growth in
consumers supporting their local industry as shown by South Africa Fashion Week
and Fashion Agent programs. This is certainly something to consider in textile and
fashion production. Ultimately a customer will buy what they can afford, but if the
brand is accessible and aspirational, if the quality and authenticity is there and an
audience trusts the product and the brand, they are more inclined when it comes
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time to spend on the real thing. It is about selling the story of the value, the cultural
capitol, the social capitol, the textile itself, the quality and unique story that is
imbued within it.
Art on Textiles VS Textile Design
To tackle the issues that the regions I have explored have faced in the multiple
markets tiers of fabric design its important to look at textiles as a broad array of
options from the mass imported cheap copies to the most luxurious and culturally
rich woven threads and batiks of Southeast Asia. These fabric types and the many
in-between all have a market and we have to consider each of these areas when
creating textiles, the audiences that buy and those that best suit our purposes.
These will vary dependent on the skills and interests of each artist and the areas art
centres have the capacity to explore. That means an artist for example may create
only the high end luxe hand-printed or naturally dyed fabrics and sell them as
finished top quality products in the form of clothing or accessories rather than as
fabric lengths, and price them to reflect the intense process and unique nature of
the product. Other artists may explore digital printing of their paintings onto
specially limited collections with major fashion labels and benefit from their
marketing and audiences, and eventually potentially create their very own
collections if artists shift into the fashion design sphere. Artists may develop simpler
designs that don’t have such heavy cultural story in them to be produced in bulk
fabric rolls at a lower price point and sell through major textile chains but with a
higher quantity available to tick over and bring in steady income.
Many of the designers I met worked with varying textile products, expensive hand
made for special touches in collections, digitally printed for specific textile types and
varying effects, and cheaper printed fabrics for simpler items within their collections.
There is no right or wrong choice, it is what works best for the artists and it is
ultimately ensuring that whichever style of textile an artist is producing that it is of a
quality that is sellable and the price point reasonably reflects the audiences
perception of its value.
The other point of difference to consider is payments to artists. Designs made
especially for textiles and textile designers in general are paid a very different wage
to artists. The use of an artwork is considered a different value to that of a design
created for repetitive use on fabric overtime and this is something for Australian
artists engaging with textiles and fashion to consider. Collaborations with brands
such as Gorman where artists like Mirka Mora’s paintings are selected and digitally
transferred onto fabric, which is then designed with that artwork as the hero attract
a much higher artist payment than a textile design that is made for repetitive
printing. The remittance to the artist is a signal of that differentiation.
If Indigenous artists are to engage in the use of their artworks on fabric, there needs
to be serious consideration and discussion with the artists and the designer using the
fabric in regard to the value of that artwork, the quantity being produced, the
designs it will be incorporated into in regard to cultural appropriateness and
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whether or not the artist is concerned about the styles made with their fabric.
Ultimately there must be clear communication to negotiate appropriate
compensation and licensing for the use of fabrics displaying an artists work. Many
Indigenous artists would argue that there is an inherent value in any fabric that
carries Indigenous artwork by virtue of the stories it carries, just as there is in the
paintings created. Ultimately the design of fabrics, the type of fabric and quality
used, and the amount of that fabric and or number of designs available all play into
the decision of value in regard to the payment to the artist and the cost of the fabric
itself.
Support is available in this regard, as there is for other copyright products from
artwork through Viscopy and Copyright Agency who have recently merged their
services in Australia. They have in recent years assisted artists and art centres to
negotiate license agreements and payments for the use of the art in collaboration
with fashion designers. From personal experience they are equipped to chase up
fashion companies that breach these agreements to at least see reparations made in
the form of payments when licenses are not carried out as agreed.
An important distinction to consider also is the types of fabrics, processes and value
of said fabrics when it comes to the creation of textiles. For example a fabric
digitally printed onto a simple but soft cotton is not of the same value or viewed in
the same level of quality of fabric as say a hand-printed linen. That’s not to say that
both processes are not worthwhile or that both products do not have an audience to
sell to or even more importantly that you have to stick to one process. There is no
reason why an artists could not sample their artworks onto fabric and at the same
time develop simpler motifs created fro the purpose of repeat printing on larger
production runs. There is a price point difference and a market/buyer difference
and both tap into key audiences.
Where to Print?
Where the fabrics are printed is also key, whether in house at an art centre or
internationally. Art centre printed textiles have a quality and unique value that
cannot be replicated anywhere else. The story of industry and job development, the
cultural value and the inherent perception of value in anything hand made is a key
factor in the higher price point that can be asked for art centre printed fabrics. But as
art centres have found sometimes the slower process can make it difficult to meet
demands and produce products and have looked to professional printers for their
fabric lengths.
There is risk in sending away designs, everyone has heard of the theft of prints and
the lack of protection once they hit major factories, the inference when something is
‘made in china’. In South Africa many designers I met wanting to create their own
prints had found sourcing manufacturers/printers for their designs and accessing the
quality of fabric to use with their desired prints had proven difficult and they sourced
printers internationally. This is a similar picture to Australia with only a small
number of printers that allow for smaller runs at a cost that doesn’t make it
unreachable for designers. The use of cheaper printed fabric internationally allows
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for the making of designs at costs that are more saleable, depending on the
audiences being targeted.
The battle for textile companies to stay alive in competition with the international
juggernauts is fierce, but there is certainly space and a growing pressure for more
local printers and manufacturers. Printing companies such as Publisher in NSW are
well regard amongst the Indigenous Australian textile art centres, producing larger
quantities of prints for fashion development. Consumers are demanding local
products and there is a growing interest in where the products are made, the fabrics
used, their environmental impacts, all factors that can add to the value and
popularity of a brand if the designer gets their story out there and the message of
their brand and its practices across to the consumer.
The incorporation of environmental and ethical factors is key to the success of
messaging and an area that Indigenous Australian textile makers and designers are
ahead of the game in practical terms. Its time to up the anti on the marketing and
branding story to reach the growing number of conscious consumers who want to
support local and purchase unique handmade and ethical products.
Babbarra Designs – Spotlight Partnership
There are Indigenous Australian art centres who have explored creating and varying
their textile types for multiple markets. One of the first to brave the world of
licensing and digital printing of designs was Babbarra Designs renowned for their
block printed fabrics. Babbarra Designs is a social enterprise, originally a womens
refuge it developed into what is now a thriving textile art space, employing women
of the remote Arnhem land community of Maningrida. Babbarra artists are famous
for their handcrafted lino-tile designs and their screen printing onto fabric. They
boast more than 40 different designs, which celebrate cultural stories and highlight
the cultural diversity of their region.
In 2011 Babbarra Designs were approached by Spotlight with a licensing proposal to
see 12 lino-print designs digitally printed onto a special fabric series for Spotlight
exclusively. The agreement saw a royalty per metre for the art centre, and included
the respect of the designs as presented with the agreement that no changes to
colour way cor placement of designs would be made. Babbarra Designs and the
artists were acknowledged on all labeling and a fair trade manufacturer was assured.
This agreement would provide the art centre with wages for 4-5 staff per year, which
is an incredible financial support for an art centre at any time, but was particularly
critical in 2011 following major shifts in funding and CDEP programs, which saw
Babbarra unable to fund their employees as they had in the past. This was a very
bold move, they were the first art centre to undertake such an agreement. They had
existing partnerships with printers in Sydney, Publisher, who were certainly
concerned by the move. AS were other key industry supports such as Darwin
seamstresses Raw Cloth who are recognized for their stunning designs that
incorporate hand printed Indigenous textiles. The overall concerns from the
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multiple arms of the industry was that accessibility to these cheaper versions of
Babbarra fabrics would undermine the value of current textile production and
reduce the demand for the more expensive and slower processed fabric.
Whilst it has been slow there has been a shift by other art centres now to digital
platforms, slowly but surely. What this business decision did for Babbarra was open
up its audience reach. The collections in Spotlight presented Indigenous Australian
fabrics to audiences that had not previously been exposed to Indigenous textile
designs. They also provided price point alternatives for fabric buyers who were not
in the price point market for handmade textiles. Babbarra has continued to create its
ranges of handmade designs as well as this digital range, broadening its income
streams and audience that accessed its textiles. It saw the spotlight lines sell out
repeatedly and steady income for the centre, which their artists did not have to do
anything more than provide the original images of their designs and once provided
the rest was handled.
It is also important to note that these designs provided alternatives to the mock
Indigenous print cotton fabrics that are already available in major fabric sales stores.
Ultimately indigenous artists benefited from the entry into this arm of the textile
industry and from all appearances the move did not hamper their sales to their
developed markets and audiences. The high-end handmade fabrics are still in high
demand and these sales of one off digital designs allowed for the artists to continue
to make their fabrics. This move is something to seriously consider and further
analyse for textile producing art centres who are looking to expand their audience
and market reach.
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THE BUSINESS OF FASHION
Fashion Matters
‘Fashion Matters. To the economy, to society and to each of us personally. Faster
than anything else, what we wear tells the story of who we are – or who we want
to be. Fashion is the most immediate form of self expression.’1
Fashion is a multibillion dollar global industry. With national industries and a
host of professional pathways associated that sees employment of millions across
the globe. Fashion has connected countries, communities and trade routes for
thousands of years and continues to build commercial ties between nations. It is
an industry that espouses entrepreneurial thought, it is aspirational, industrious
and dynamic and it inevitably influences the way we present ourselves to the
world.
On an industry and business scale the ‘global apparel market is valued at 3 trillion
dollars, 3,000 billion and accounts for 2% of the worlds Gross Domestic Product
(GDP). The women’s wear industry is valued at 621 billion dollars. The menswear
industry is valued at 402 billion dollars.2 These figures are something to consider
when looking at the development of industry for Australia and particularly for
Indigenous Australians who have by far led the most exciting and entrepreneurial
contemporary arts movement in the last decades. This is an industry worth
seriously considering for multiple reasons; for the vehicle it provides for voice
and expression; for the continued relationship and promotion of cultural
practices and modes of traditional dress and their reinterpretations; for a new
audience base and economic opportunity for the sale and promotion of
Indigenous Australian story, art and design. Australian Indigenous artists are at
the forefront of contemporary art and experimentation, with the history of
experimentation in textiles and cloth printing, there is no reason why Indigenous
Australians should not be pushing forward in the industry of textiles and fashion
and taking the lead for their younger generations to build new opportunity and
industry.
Business Models
A key area I focused on in my research was the business models designers and
industry were operating with. How did Indigenous designers of other nations
make money? How did they run their businesses and what platforms did they
engage with to do so? There were many different ways and they depended a lot
on the individual. I met with designers who had been working in the industry for
decades and others who had just recently begun their brands. I also explored the
support and platforms available to them and which designers chose to engage
with.
Firstly to explore these models and reflect on the case studies of individual
designers throughout this report, it’s important to clarify the generally accepted
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categories of fashion. There are key categories that classify brands according to
the way the clothes are created, the modes of presentation, the audience being
targeted, the type of materials and techniques used and the general price ranges.
There are three generally accepted categories that are applied to fashion
internationally, particularly directed by Western or Eurocentric fashion models.
They are as follows:
Fast Fashion: Around since the 1960’s it is a recognized term for low-cost and
high trend clothing, made with cheap fabrics and patterns copied from trends
and styles on the catwalk and now in the age of technology also copied from
social media. The pace has increased as technology has advanced, manufacturing
usually occurs through international processes and mass quantities are created
and sold cheaply.3
Ready-to-Wear: A term that encompasses the majority of clothing bought and
worn in western and European fashion capitols. Designs that are created in
standard sizes and sold through a retailer. Ready-to-wear incorporates fast
fashion; ideas from the couture catwalks reinterpreted to be more cost effective
and manufactured quickly to reach mass markets. The clothing can also be
manufactured on a smaller scale and many designers and couture or ‘high-end’
fashion brands have begun creating lines of ready-to-wear clothing to reach a
broader customer base with fashions that have the essence of their design and
high-end couture collections but at more affordable prices.
‘A garment bought ready to put on and wear is the mainstay of the fashion
business from couture houses to budget brands.’ 4
Haute Couture: ‘Haute’ literally translates to ‘high’ and ‘couture’ to dressmaking,
sewing and fashion, ‘couture’ is often the abbreviated form used but with the
same intention. Developed in France to protect the status Paris held as the
world fashion capital, the assignment of the term can only be given by the
Chambre Syndicale de la Haute Couture, a trade organization with its roots in the
19th Century. There are strict rules that allow a fashion house to be classified as
couture and they include the employment of 15 staff at minimum, a working
studio in Paris, the presentation of two collections of day wear and formal wear
per year in Paris and to create bespoke garments with fittings for private clients.
There is a high degree of hand finish in every garment and outsourcing to
specialist Parisian ateliers. It is the most exclusive branch of fashion attracting
the top price point in fashion and exclusive audiences. 5
Fashion Beyond the West.
In Africa and Asia there are other important categories of fashion that relate to
the audiences, culture and history of those regions. One of those that tends to
exist in the west in smaller specialised pockets or as high end couture only is
bespoke or custom made clothing. African and Asian textile makers, seamstresses
and tailors are key to the production of fashion historically and today across
these regions, whilst designers from the regions have certainly taken up the
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ready-to-wear concept and are developing quickly in this branch of fashion, they
have successfully managed bespoke for people of all classes for centuries. Africa
and South East Asian fashions also highlight other areas or branches of fashion
that the west are only just starting to move into as they see the audiences and
economic opportunity available to them. These include slow fashion and modest
fashion.
Bespoke/Custom Made: Where bespoke and custom made clothing is an elite
and expensive process in western and European fashion, generally associated
with haute couture, it lies at the heart of African fashions and traditions of cloth
and clothing in Southeast Asia. Tailors and seamstresses were the ‘designers’
before ‘designers’ were termed and even now most designers in Africa have
some connection with family members who have been tailors/seamstresses and
have grown up with the process of bespoke dressing as a key part of their lives
and understanding of fashion. Many designers in Africa begin as seamstresses
and tailors creating their own fashions and as their business grows employ other
tailors and sewers to produce their designs.
In Africa today a customer will purchase a cloth from local markets and take it to
their tailor with a design and event in mind and have clothes made to fit them,
often in their own township or community. People build relationships with their
tailors over a lifetime and develop ideas and trends with their tailors to suit their
particular tastes and body types. The major costs in this process have generally
been in the cloth itself with the tailoring costing a minimal amount, the tailoring
of a garment in Africa can cost less than the purchase of the cloth itself. It is a
process that allows for and celebrates individual dress tastes, people dressing to
look unique and at their best.
This model continues to be a mainstay in Africa, and many designers are building
their businesses from this model, incorporating ready-to-wear lines to build
international markets and allow their businesses to grow beyond their local
clientele. Whilst they maintain their bespoke custom made designs and the
attention to detail they give their clients they are slowly developing websites and
utilizing platforms that allow for more immediate sales. There is a growing focus
regionally on the importance of ready-to-wear development with the Accra
Fashion week in Ghana theming their showcase around the development of
ready-to-wear. The program incorporated a major push for national retailers to
support the movement by local designers to this branch of fashion design.
An example of this is Cape Town designer Mzukisi Mbane of the brand Imprint
who was raised in the world of bespoke and has just recently started building
ready-to-wear options into his business having seen the potential of it for further
reach to markets and audience development.
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Mzukisi Mbane – Designer and owner of Imprint
Key Points
-

Exploring identity culture and heritage in new innovative and fresh
ways.
Strategic and sustainable business practises – recognising avenues for
steady and reliable income that have allowed experimentation and
growth in more risky areas.
Keeps a firm hold on all creative output, ensuring quality and control of
his brand
Supports his local industry through production and manufacture in
South Africa
Collaborates with other designers and artists on projects and campaigns
that raise awareness of industry issues and celebrate South African
business.
Utilising international platforms to build his brand recognition and
continues to build audiences and target buyers through tourist
ventures.
Garnered sponsorship to enable fashion show attendance and runway
presentations without excess cost to himself.
Exploring current international trends in unisex styles, gender fluidity
and staying fresh and ahead of the game.
Built on his families business and took it upon himself to find new
avenues to learn and grow in the fashion industry through interning.
He is his own best marketing tool, he wears and promotes his own
brand to all events, through that has been noticed and made
opportunity for himself.

Mzukisi Mbane is the creative genius behind the Capetown based brand Imprint
that he established in 2011. Having catapulted into the fashion scene with shows
on major African runways he has crafted his own journey drawing on his personal
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heritage and broader history of Africa. His designs challenge the status-quo,
particularly of menswear and he deftly crosses the bounds of unisex fashion using
bold pattern and fresh colour and ideas, he is a trendsetter and a very clever
businessman who was kind enough to grant me an interview at his studio in
Capetown. There I saw first hand the beauty and movement of his designs, his
one-on-one client relationships and the passion and dedication to the
development of his brand and business and more broadly the fashion industry in
South Africa.
Introduced to fashion and sewing by his mother, he learnt his technical skills at
home growing up with the business of sewing and design all around him. He was
in his final year of study to be an accountant when he took a gap year and fell
into fashion in a major way, drawing on his home life and family tradition. His
first area of interest was bold pattern and colour and his design ideas stemmed
from a desire to dress himself.
“The person I wanted to dress the most was myself, menswear is always very
traditional and this is something that I wanted to explore. It was very traditional
but in a way not traditional at all. The fact that I’m an African in Africa but what is
considered traditional menswear is mostly inspired by European fashion for men.
I wanted to challenge and bring something that’s going to be more
representative of what it is to be an African man.”
In his search for a more accurate representation of his identity in fashion he
discovered and fell in love with African print, the bold Ankara fabrics. As an Xhosa
man living in contemporary Africa, he wanted to reflect his heritage and
traditions in his designs and he began to grow his brands using the bold prints
and experimenting with shape. His collections since have continued to explore
identity for African men and women, historical influences and he has been a key
designer in the experimentation with unisex and gender fluid designs, dressing
male and female models in shapes not traditionally seen on their gender.
“I found myself having this freedom. I got taken to a place where creativity was
basically limitless. I became free to challenge the very idea of what menswear is
(to the society). How it is suppose to be constructed, the silhouettes and well
which lines to cross.”
Mzukisi made his own way in fashion; he went straight to interning in the
industry and has never undertaken official fashion studies. Instead he interned in
different arms of the industry, firstly in fashion reproduction and then for a
fashion magazine where he was quickly noticed and soon styling his own fashion
shoots and writing features. It was his business background and his inherent
understanding of fashion, as well as his distinctive personal style that got him
noticed and which he cleverly promoted with confidence in everything he did.
“I was scouted for fashion week when I was still an intern. I believed so much in
what I did, looking at my clothes you see that its something different and I always
wore my stuff, whenever I showed up people always wanted to know ‘where did
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you get that’ and people actually followed up on what I did. I was scouted to
produce my own first collection for SA men’s fashion week, I did an installation
and it caught the media’s eye and I got a sponsor to do a runway show, and it
was a sponsor for life.”
His own entrepreneurial spirit and creative skill earned him the opportunity to
develop a collection and sourcing sponsorship has given him freedom to continue
to develop collections without the burden of the excessive costs that are
involved, he is free to develop his collections without the worry of the overheads
in presentation.
“Being a young designer who, in one season, was able to show at five fashion
weeks in three countries. Ending with one of the shows in Vogue Italia. That was
just amazing.”
Mzukisi travelled his collection to multiple international runways across Africa in
his first year and the experience set him up for growth and international
business. His first platform was the South African Men’s Fashion week, which he
found opened many doors.
“It’s really that stamp of approval. And also given the state of men’s fashion in
Africa, I really believe it’s about time that we acknowledge there is a new version
of the modern man. Fashion is no longer just an option for a select few. It’s a
lifestyle for many.”
Mzukisi found that the platform of SA fashion week and international runway
experiences gave him the brand recognition he needed to grow. Mzukisi is
passionate about growing the South African fashion industry and increasing
awareness and the value people place in fashion made in South Africa. In his
international presentations he got to experience being an international brand, he
received media attention and people valued his work in a way he hadn’t
experienced before due to coming from South Africa. The reception he received
included more sales for him and respect for his product, what he hopes to see
more of for South African brands by South African buyers.
“Now when you look at the fashion industry its growing, and when you look at
consumption our people are buying more and more, but it comes from China so it
doesn’t do a lot for them or for our economy. So we are focusing more on the
economic part of it but also focusing on making fashion more eco-friendly.”
In keeping with the belief in promoting South African identity, and industry he
produces and manufactures his collections in South Africa and keeps a tight hand
on everything produced. His collections are personal and he ensures that the
brand maintains its high standard to meet the expectations of his buyers and
sponsors.
“I am very much attached to my brand. I’m hands on when it comes to
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production. I do have a person who works full time, and I do outsource for
production but everything needs to be from here first, from my hand. I feel like
people are able to connect more, I consider the brand something that’s really
personal to me so it makes sense and I think a lot of artists are like me, we are
very controlling when it comes to our brands.”
A clever businessman he has established himself in tours that bring tourists to his
studio space, both language based and fashion based tours. He shares his story as
an Xhosa man and designer and in turn attracts sales and builds his audience and
international market. Mzukisi wants to broaden his market, not simply to fashion
people at events but to the general public who want to buy and wear his clothes.
He is actively working to educate his audiences and to shift perceptions of
townships and the negative labels that come with growing up in those regions of
Africa, he himself growing up in a large township in Capetown. He and many
others who have come from local township homes and industries have succeeded
in making a name for themselves in the broader industry and want to change the
perception of townships and what that environment can produce. He believes
strongly in tying his identity to his brand in a genuine way that celebrates his
heritage and explores his cultural identity.
“Myself and a group of other creative and entrepreneurs who’ve made it and
made a name for themselves outside of Khayelitsha we are creating a project
now where we are going back and we are trying to work on rebranding how
people see Khayelitsha. If we were born there, raised there and we are able to
come out and create this, it says there is a lot of what we do that comes from
that environment.”
Mzukisi is practical and focused on building his business in a sustainable way that
has allowed him to explore his passions and experiment with fabrics, shapes and
historical contexts. Whilst he began with a passion for menswear, he realized
quickly that women’s wear provided economic stability. He doesn’t restrict
himself or his model but stays true to his historical and cultural influences and
inspiration.
“I realised that first of all its commercially viable to do ladies wear. For me that’s
what allowed or funded most of what I’ve done. When it comes to buying and
selling its easier to sell. It allows the business to grow. So now I’m doing both
which makes sense commercially and allows the brand to get into different
avenues, I’m not restricted to only men’s wear and I’m not restricted to only
clothes, now the brand offers accessories and clothes.”
Imprint has successfully grown based on the traditional one-to-one client model
which I saw in action in his studio, but Mzukisi is not one to be left behind and
has established an online platform to broaden his reach and sales potential, he is
very active on social media platforms and embracing new technology whilst
continuing to respect his roots and successfully working with the industry model
he was raised with. He is a young designer who has cleverly built a business
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slowly and effectively, managing risk and ensuring he maintains a unique voice
that is fresh.
“I stay away from the markets, the fabrics they use in the markets become very
commercial. So I try as much as I can to discover spaces that people don’t usually
go to so that I can fall in love with that and then personalise it. I’ve designed my
own prints but the struggle now is finding cost effective ways to produce it.”
He actively collaborates with other designers on projects such as the township
rebranding and engaging in campaigns such as the ‘Fashion Revolution’, focusing
on less environmentally impacting fashion materials and practices, with evidence
of up-cycled and recycled materials scattered throughout his accessory lines.
Ultimately by being actively engaged in the trends and campaigns in fashion he is
staying relevant and involved, keeping doors open and building networks with
fellow designers and the industry at large. Ultimately Mzukisi believes in
everything he promotes and is proud of his designs and his heritage, this has
attracted the attention he deserves and he has made the most of opportunities
and platforms as they have become available to him.
“That’s the thing about my brand if you look into my design, its mostly just smart
design.”
Image Source: https://www.imprintza.co.za/collections/
Further References
https://roman-anthony.com/vlog/2016/3/16/lesala-mampa
A CLOSE-UP WITH LOCAL DESIGNER: MZUKISI MBANE, by Oyama Buso, March 23 2016, elle
magazine - https://www.imprintza.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Elle-magazine-CloseUp.htm
http://gq.co.za/2015/07/samw-preview-imprint-mzukisi-mbane/
https://www.imprintza.co.za
@imprint_za

Slow Fashion: ‘Slow fashion’ is the term given to fashion that is aiming to be
more sustainable. First coined by Kate Fletcher from the Centre for Sustainable
Fashion it is in direct opposition to ‘fast fashion’.6 It is fashion considered to
challenge the mass production and cheap trends with clothing that presents
alternatives. Slow fashion considers environmental and ethical factors, the
major waste and unethical practices such as unlivable wages and working
conditions for workers in the industry globally. It is a movement of designers,
brands and advocates speaking up for ethical and more environmentally aware
production of fashion and ultimately encouragement for consumers to ‘spend
more on less’ and to improve their knowledge of what they are buying and how
it has come to be. There is a slow but definite momentum to the movement and
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this includes the continued and growing interest in vintage and second hand
clothing, along with up-cycling of fashions.
The messages in slow fashion apply relatively more easily to fashion models of
Africa and South East Asia, particularly the movements focus on diversity in
fashion and incorporating culture, maintaining traditional practices of garment
making such as bespoke models, tailoring and the use of natural dyes and cloth.
The fashion models that are far more prolific in these regions of Africa and Asia
see the use of all resources, fabrics are tailored to fit a persons body and the off
cuts are used for accessories such as bags and jewelry, nothing goes to waste.
Whilst there are trends, clothes can be altered and refitted by tailors rather than
the continual purchase of new items.
It should also be noted that poverty impacts these regions, people have to be
entrepreneurial, they have to find ways to make the most of what they have and
this sees incredibly clever uses of materials and items and development of
techniques out of necessity. Entrepreneurial thinking and resourcefulness is key
to the development of the township and local market economies that
successfully operate for large portions of the populations in these regions.
Ultimately multiple designers that I met in South Africa were referencing slow
and environmentally friendly fashions, making smaller collections and limiting
the amounts of fabric purchased and used to what they absolutely needed. They
utilized more natural fabrics and were educating themselves about the processes
of textile making and design when selecting the fabrics to work with. They were
keeping manufacturing local and thus ensuring that their designs were made in
ethical and properly managed working environments. The messaging with their
collections highlighted their support for slow fashion to their customers.
Designers including Mzukisi Mbane of Imprint, Lukhanyo Mdingi and the team at
Imaji, all referenced in case studies in this report, reinforced their focus on
ensuring their brands were ethical and environmentally conscious in their
processes and manufacture. Each referenced cultural and historical elements in
their collections.
Modest Fashion: ‘Interpretations of modesty differ across religious boundaries
and even within them.’ 7 Modest fashion is not as some may think a fashion
specifically related to any one particular religion or style in regard to that
religion. In Australia many would immediately conjure the hijab and Muslim
faith for example. Many Western brands considering entering the modest
fashion market have done just that and in some cases ruled themselves out of
the market for such blatant generalist marketing that misses the subtleties of the
vast audience that modest fashion encompasses. Modest fashion is far broader,
and has been recently defined in modest fashion events and a rise in social
media discussions as a ‘shared interest in staying relatively covered up while still
looking stylish’ and this premise is enough to connect women across religious,
racial and cultural boundaries. 8
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Modest fashion certainly is targeted in a marketing sense to the large and in
many areas of the world high wealth Muslim women, but also incorporates
Jewish faiths, some Christian faith and all of the arms of those faiths expressed
across the globe in varying fashion styles. 9 Many African nations have large
Muslim populations and yet their dress styles are completely different to those
of other highly populated Muslim regions such as Indonesia. African Muslim
women dressed in African print in ways that cover the skin but are still very much
a celebration of shape and women’s figures which is far from the styles of
Indonesia.
Modest fashion has been picked up by the west as a growing market. Modest
fashion weeks are being held globally, there is increased social media and events
addressing the market. And if aware and sensitive to the multiplicity of identities
within the modest market, there is certainly a major growth in Muslim consumer
spending globally that is there to be engaged with. In a recent Thomson Reuters
State of the Global Islamic Economy report, Muslim consumer spending on
apparel topped $243 billion in 2015, with an expected increase to over $368
billion by 2021. As a result, some fashion companies and brands are increasingly
recognising the scale of opportunity that could stem from better connecting with
such a prosperous consumer segment.10
A touring exhibition Faith Fashion Fusion: Muslim Women’s Style in Australia, has
recently opened in Malaysia and has toured Australian venues since beginning in
the Powerhouse Museum in 2012. This exhibition explores the ‘new sector
emerging in the Australian fashion industry with a small group of Muslim
entrepreneurs, based predominantly in Western Sydney designing, retailing and
marketing stylish clothing for the growing number of Muslim women wanting to
dress creatively and fashionably within the requirements of their faith.’11 There is
a growing Muslim population across our region and across the globe. This area
of fashion is one that should not be ignored, rather embraced as another
opportunity to learn about one another, to express the multiple identities within
our country and our region and to look at the expansive audiences that are
engaging with textile and fashion design in Australia.
The Modest fashion area speaks to an even larger branch of fashion and brands
that use the term ‘luxury’ and espouse high end design with unique and limited
collections. The idea of ‘luxury’ has become a key marketing strategy and was
highlighted by many designers during this report.
Luxury Brands and products: ‘Luxury’ has become fashionable and refers to
brands that present high quality and prestigious goods and fashions. It is a term
synonymous with high end fashions and can certainly incorporate the strict haute
couture but is not restricted to that tight definition, including items that brands
develop such as perfumes, bags and accessories. There are four important values
identified as playing a role on the perception of what a luxury good is for its
consumers. Firstly luxury goods inform a person’s social success (elitist
dimension). Secondly, consumers look for characteristics such as high price and
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quality to determine the luxuriousness of the product they buy. Thirdly,
consumption has to generate feelings and/or pleasure, which refers to the
hedonistic dimension of luxury. And finally, consumers consider that the
reputation and the power of a brand are significant in luxury too.12
Luxury brands sell both through high-end boutiques in the fashion capitols of the
world as well as now online and through major fashion chains but in ‘luxury’
sections dedicated to the higher end brands with a boutique feel and specialized
sales people on hand. It is argued that luxury brands have democratized fashion
allowing broader access to their products with sales and varying price points as
well as collaborations with high street retailers and designers an example being
Stella McCartney and Adidas. These high-low collaborations as they have been
termed open the fashion world up to the everyday consumer. The demand for
luxury goods has risen threefold in the last two decades, achieving 223 billion
euros in 2014 according to Bain & Company’s report on luxury market.13 This
makes luxury retail a key area of the fashion industry in terms of producing and
marketing when developing individual brands and broader industry.
Africa is being touted as the new Asia with regard to retail and a growing
consumer appetite for luxury goods.’ 14 Africa has a recognized growing middle
class and multiple countries on the African continent have a record high growth
in dollar millionaires as well as broader recognized economic growth in recent
years which all signal Africa as a ripe space for luxury consumption. South Africa
particularly is recognized as the continents most prestigious apparel market and
is number one in terms of a growing fashion economy. South Africa hosts big
international names such as Louis Vuitton, Gucci and Burberry that have opened
flagship stores in Cape Town and Johannesburg. Sandton City and V&A
Waterfront continue to house the world’s leading luxury retailers.15
South Africa is positioning itself in the fashion world in Africa and aspiring to be
globally recognized a creator of luxury brands. Behind the development of luxury
South African brands is the idea of community and supporting of the growth of
local industry. Terms that are being used to describe the African sense of luxury
include Luxe Ubuntu and Afro Luxe. ‘Ubuntu’ is a very broad term used for
multiple purposes and varying words have similar meanings across countries and
language groups of Africa. It refers to the prioritising of the community and larger
social identity, ‘the notion of humanity, humanism, is central and commonly
accepted as inherent to Ubuntu.’16 This plays out in terms of luxury with the focus
on the development of industry to support the broader community and the
expression of social identity through luxury fashions.
Afro Luxe has been termed by Inka Crosswaite as the ‘celebration of cultural
heritage, traditions, and traditional lifestyles on one side and on the performative
acts of (South) Africans to “do things their way” and “to express who they are in
their lifestyles choices” on the other side’. 17 Ultimately these terms consider
sustainability, empowerment the environment and African identities as a core
component of their development.
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This movement for consumers is certainly a growing trend relating to the slow
fashion movement and the conscious consumer. It is also a key trend with the
designers in South Africa who are aiming to use their designs and fashions to
promote and explore African identities and histories and support growing
industries in their own country. Many of the designers I have referenced in case
studies in Africa were focused on these developments. The brand Maxhosa was a
particularly important example of the luxury branding and development of South
African traditions and resources in fashion, using locally sourced materials and
supporting the local industry through manufacturing, whilst espousing cultural
heritage in contemporary designs.
There were also many examples of African designers living outside of Africa in
fashion capitols developing luxe brands that sold exclusive collections and to very
specific clientele. Their brands celebrate African identity in a highly contemporary
sense with a merging of contemporary styles and reflections on African identities
through fabric choices and designs that reference the designer’s cultural heritage.
One such example is Alexis Temomanin of Dent De Man. A man who shows how
significant the story of each individual designer is to the development of not only
their designs but the business model they engage with, his items are luxurious
and exclusive and have been incorporated into programs such as the UN Ethical
Fashion Initiative explored further in the section of this report looking at
collaborative platforms.

Alexis Temomanin - Designer and Founder - Dent De Man.
Key Insights
-

Alexis personal story fuels his work, sharing his story and looking to
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-

-

continually grow as a designer in all collections he creates.
Strategic business, he clearly identifies his buyers and target audiences,
who he has developed and educated with his lines.
Clear vision and strategy. Taking his business model to the market and
setting his conditions.
High end production, small runs with top quality fabrics, limited edition
and exclusive ranges tied to clients and high end stores, developed in
collaboration with them.
He prioritises his buyers and works closely with them to develop ideas
and new collections pre production. Nothing is produced until orders
are made thus reducing financial risks.
He’s very careful about placement of collections, avoiding runways and
platforms that could confuse buyers in regard to the value of his brand
and the materials he uses.
Avoiding financial risk where possible, avoiding businesses that don’t
pay quickly and targeting the regions that are reliable.

Alexis Temomanin is the man behind the exclusive luxury men’s brand ‘Dent de
Man’, a brand recognised as part of the international fashion platform,
acknowledged alongside others such as Ikiré Jones, their work represents a fusion
of vastly differing worlds.
Exhibited in African Print Now, Fowler Museum LA in 2017 and the Renaissance
exhibition at the Musee Bargoin in Clermont- Ferrand France as part of the Fite
Festival (International Festival of Extra Ordinary Textiles), Dent De Man is a brand
that celebrates African textiles with a partnership with Vlisco, but also challenges
the expected stereotypes of African design and shape, retaining an individual
aesthetic that speaks to African heritage and personal narratives in print, with
shape and design that reflects modern and European style.
Born in the Cote D’Ivore, and with a life story that could be a feature film of
heartbreak and sheer human determination, this man’s kindness, creative genius
and generosity in sharing with me in his small studio in Brixton, London was a key
event that changed many of my long held assumptions and beliefs about African
design and the global industry. I had been encouraged to meet Alexis by Betsy D
Quick, previously the curator at the Fowler Museum in Los Angeles, a fortuitous
recommendation that ultimately impacted my Churchill findings in a major way
and reinforced my belief in the importance of this fashion industry and the
international platform that is available.
Dent De Man is not a collection you will see in any of the African fashion week
events, and Alexis is not a face you will see, he works quietly behind the scenes
with a global team, a marketing team that handles the public face of the brand
and studios based across Europe. He does runways but only when required by
his key partners, particularly the United Nations and those platforms that
celebrate individual artists. He otherwise focuses his time on creating exclusive
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collections with key partners, predominantly in Japan and China. His pieces are
patterned and made in Italy, where he personally checks the designs and patterns
before production. He is very hands on and passionate about the success of each
collection, but moves on quickly, preferring to learn and develop new works that
tell the stories of who he is, his culture and new ideas. His brand represents and
speaks to the global citizen – his fashions are usually shot on men of varying racial
backgrounds, particularly focusing on European Caucasian models.
“My market is more focused on people who don’t know my culture, to raise their
curiosity and make that step easier for them to buy something and wear it, even
if it’s colourful. We can all wear colour, I want to break down those barriers.”
Dent De Man was flying high a number of years ago, stepping into the fast paced
fashion market with a bang in 2013, designs were in many of the major high end
stores of Europe, but in recent years Alexis has shifted focus and has honed his
business to a specific model that works for him. And in learning his life story his
need to pull back and focus makes so much sense. It highlighted the very
personal nature, the human side of this industry, where the creator has to tailor
their business to an operation to suit their needs, which can change over time.
There is no blanket right or wrong method of operation, business models can and
must change as the needs of the business and personal needs change. The beauty
of this industry is that the flexibility is there to manipulate to suit those needs as
they occur, if entrepreneurial thought is engaged alongside skills and ingenuity.
Alexis and his company Dent De Man are the perfect example of this with both a
significant personal narrative driving the production alongside strategic
marketing, audience development and careful business management, learnt
through experience in the industry.
I was privileged to learn of Alexis life story to date, a rarely shared tale of how he
came to be a top designer on a global platform, selected by major fashion
projects and partners, including Vlisco and the UN Ethical Fashion Initiative.
Alexis was born in the Cote D’Ivore into a large family and was abandoned by his
mother at the age of 7 in the main township. His memories of his mother include
the dress and the fabric she wore the day she left him in town and never
returned, and the suit she had especially purchased for him to wear for their
special ride into town. That memory informed his youth in Cote D’Ivore, and long
since has been the hidden inspiration behind the vintage print batik fabrics he
has chosen over the years for his designs. As a child he searched the markets for
the fabric his mother had worn, one can only imagine the hardship for a child
abandoned, essentially orphaned and living on the streets in Africa, moving
between foster homes. Alexis did not go into detail nor does he need to, but the
reason, I feel this is necessary to repeat with his permission, is to share the
importance of the fabric designs he chose then and thus does now.
Alexis spent his youth in the markets collecting scraps of fabric and infused the
pieces he found with stories, they were his toys and carried his secrets, his life
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experiences and they were his comforts. The most important he gave titles to; “
‘Garden Sucre’ – my secret garden, no one really knew what was going on inside,
my emotions. When I cried I was not comforted as a child so this print was called
my secret garden; ‘Allez sans returne’ – one way without return –because my
mother went one way without return.”
His story took him eventually out of the country to Europe, he had found himself
a cleaning job at an embassy and it was the kindness of a woman there that
helped him escape the war in Cote D’Ivore with a tourist visa to France as the
embassies evacuated, but unable to work on that visa he suffered further
hardship. Determined he found his way to the British embassy where he
convinced the ambassador to give him a chance and won himself a study visa in
the UK. With this opportunity he undertook a PR degree in marketing and
creative advertising and found work with fashion brands to pay his way, an
extraordinary feat for a young man who had previously not spoken English.
The news of his mother’s passing came to him at a time when he had no
opportunity to travel, but with his success in the UK he found himself needing to
go back to face his past in Cote D’Ivore and say his farewells. On his return he
visited one of the foster homes he had stayed with. They returned to him a box of
fabrics, the very toys that had held all his childhood secrets.
“They found a box that I was carrying from house to house, full of fabric
squashes… they said we thought it was yours because we had seen you play with
fabric squashes. It brought everything back. I thought I have to do something
about this. I wanted to heal that pain and start my life fresh, black out from the
past. I thought of the suit that I was wearing when I came with my mum. My life
was changed from that day I left the village. Those fabrics there were part of me,
when I see the fabrics I think this was my life, I don’t know why but I had this
connection with those fabrics, the patterns made sense for me, they touched me
emotionally.”
With those fabrics in hand he revisited the markets. Of all of those fabrics there
were only two still being made. But these two held significant importance and
thus he purchased the fabrics and designed and had two suits tailored for
himself, one which he wore on his flight out of the UK. Whilst he felt it was the
ending of something he could only have imagined then what he had begun. A key
fashion industry person spotted him in his suit and bailed him up to find out
where he had purchased it. His design and placement of pattern was something
the industry man hadn’t seen before and with that Alexis was taken on a
‘”journey into fashion”. He was on a swift trajectory to major success which he
worked for at a pace and under pressures that would with time become too
much.
In that early period, his determination saw him establish a partnership with
Vlisco, arguably the most prestigious producer of traditional process wax and
Java print, based in the Netherlands. This lucrative partnership was also a result
of his endless search for the fabric of his mother’s dress. He contacted Vlisco,
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sharing his story and requesting access to their archives, and sadly still has not
found that one unique print. But in sharing with the company his story and his
designs they invited him to create for them thus joining an elite group of
handpicked designers now influential in the African print fashion industry.
“Making something and people appreciating it was more the advantage of what I
was doing. Distribution wise, it was going really well. But I started struggling with
this, this is my life, this is my story, not a commercial thing. I felt like I was selling
my soul. “
Two years ago he stopped, completely. The stories behind the clothes he made
with the Ankara fabrics of his childhood imbued with both passionate and sad
stories of his life experiences had never been told. There had been no story
publicly attached to the prints before. It was when Betsy Quick from the Fowler
Museum approached him that he was able to tell his story, with the right
circumstances and right place, in an art space rather than fashion.
“When I burnt out I got a call from investors in Amsterdam, now they take care of
the brand and communications, I stay in the background and focus on the
creativity, what I’m good at.”
Alexis has readjusted his business, he has taken the many lessons he learnt from
his initial success and work with major fashion brands to carefully and very
successfully design a business model that suits his needs and creates a sense of
unique and speciality in his collections.
“It’s easy for me to see what is on trend and bring that back to my style. It’s
important for me to know what is in now and how I can interpret that in my way
and infuse my signature into it. I challenge myself to take my values and try to
see something, I work with the Japanese, I take something they don’t know at all
and apply that to their fashion taste.”
“70% of my sales are made in Japan. This is very much a market for them.The
United Nations Ethical Fashion Initiative gave me the platform to America and to
Milan.”
After experiences with major European stores who did not pay up, sometimes for
years at a time, he has shifted his business to the regions that do. He took his
conditions to the market; 30% upfront on orders to cover production costs and
orders must be purchased. To ensure this model works, he works closely with his
buyers, developing ideas and modeling styles around what individual stores sell
more of. He keeps his eye on the trends, attending major fashion events in
London and Paris to keep up on upcoming styles and shape and reinterprets
them with Ankara fabric, bold print works and his own illustrative designs.
“I do what I believe in, what I love, I don’t have any commercial intent in what I
do. I manage to get it right with my buyers. I stick to my most important ones
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who come back every year. I always tailor the collection to stores, I know what is
selling well in those stores, I design pieces especially for those stores. Store by
store tailored.”
Alexis addresses the challenges of being a young designer and smaller exclusive
brand in his partnering with key business and a clever approach to manufacturing
and production. The Chinese manufacturers that big brands engage with required
too high a minimum production run and so he works with one of the few
European manufacturers who will do smaller runs. The manufacturers take him
on because they know where he sells, his established high-end business partners
and investors, and that ultimately their bills will be paid. Thus positioning himself
as a reliable client for those businesses that also cannot afford risk of clients that
may not be able to pay the required fees up front.
To ensure ongoing income he creates accessory lines that he says sell well and
allow him to play more in the art sphere. And as an aside continues to design for
big brands, for example he was currently designing new uniforms for a major
food chain.
Alexis was infatuated with fabrics he saw from the samples I brought of
Australian Indigenous textiles, the designs from art centres including Injalak arts,
Merepen, Rukaji Designs, Bima wear and Barrbarra designs prints and the
Marnin studio dresses in the DAAF launched collection. But his main questions
were; how do I access this fabric? How can we work together and share stories
between artists? Create a new collection? These are the most important question
I took away from this mind-bending encounter with a gentle genius.
Key note for Australian indigenous textile makers and designers
•

We need a clear method for people to purchase fabrics, a clear contact
method and a model that can be easily communicated to buyers, so when
the interest is there it can be capitalised on. Fashion is fast paced and we
need to take the opportunities when they present themselves, be ready
to take them up as they come in and be aware of capacity and timeframes
that are realistic. Set our conditions upfront and cover off on financial risk.

Image Source: http://www.dentdeman.com/
Further References
Gott, S. Loughran, K. Quick, B. Rabine, L. (eds) African-Print Fashion Now: A Story of Taste
Globalisation and Style, Fowler Museum UCLA, LA, 2017
http://www.dentdeman.com/
@dent_de_man
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Ethical, environmental and cultural aspirations are key to these new luxury
ranges and customers expect a luxury brand to have social, cultural and
environmental credentials, the investment in their pieces being a conscious
decision to support brands that generate the most benefit for all involved in the
processes of production and trade. The brands reputation and essentially power
in the industry is key to its claiming of ‘luxe’ branding. What informs reputation
has certainly shifted over recent years with the awareness raising campaigns
around slow fashion and transparency in fashion processes being more important
to consumers. Limited collections with stories attached to the designs and
textiles involved are a key way that brands are developing luxury options.
These particular areas of fashion developing across the nations of Africa and with
strongholds in regions of South East Asia are responsive to the fast paced
developments of technology and social media. With social media there has been
much greater access for both the public to major brands and luxury items but
also far more scope for major brands to reach new audiences and collaborate or
in some cases appropriate styles from street or cultural trends. Streetwear has
been incorporated into luxe brands across the globe, responding to the fashion
movements on the ground and amongst young people. The industry aims to
constantly keep up with the new and the popular and the growing populations of
young consumers is a key market brands are targeting. This has been most
evident in Africa with multiple collaborations between major high-end brands
and streetwear designers, endorsed by celebrities from multiple industries.
Celebrity Endorsement
The release of the film Black Panther in January 2018 is the perfect example of
the power of celebrity endorsement for the promotion and fast track branding
for designers. Black Panther, a Marvel Studios production based on the comic of
the same name, features a story based on African tribes in a futuristic setting and
with a predominantly black African and African American cast.
The film directors and promoters have taken a cultural stance not just in the
selection of a majority African and African American cast, but in the engagement
particularly with African designers and brands for costume in the film as well as
products and fashions that have been commissioned to promote the film and the
broader issues for African and African American people in the US and globally.
Brands including Brothervellies, a shoe company that celebrates the handmade
styles and traditions of African Footwear were commissioned to create a limited
edition line of shoes, literally only one pair of each available for purchase. Each
pair reflecting on current day issues about African identity, particular in America
with names including “Am I Black Enough”, boots with gold shackles around the
ankle. The company has released one of each of their four commissioned designs
and are retailing them at $12K per pair.
Ikiré Jones is capitalising on the promotion of his brand through the Black
Panther film with the release of a specially designed and commissioned scarf for
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the film, which is worn in the film itself and seen on the red carpet for the films
launch. This clever means of capitalising on the broader celebrity opportunity
builds on his brand and gives it credibility. The film and what it represents aligns
with the principles of the brand, presenting African power, reinterpreting
histories and presenting African futures. The timing also of the public release of
his Ted Talk on the TED website is also very opportune, having launched in recent
days as the film premiered.
Celebrity endorsements have become a key marketing strategy across the fashion
industry, from high-end luxury to sports brands, celebrities are paid a fortune by
big brands and often provided free samples by smaller designers in the hope that
they may wear their designs down a red carpet and attract media and of course
social media impact that many smaller brands dream of. This is a highly studied
area with dos and don’ts on which celebrities to target and the important factors
to consider, particularly how they relate to the concept and audiences of a
brand.18
Whether a licensed agreement with a celebrity or a once off red carpet or Tv
appearance that gets attention, a celebrity endorsement really is only a channel.
It can’t be considered a brand goal nor can it replace the brand building process.
One example is the Kibonen NY brand experience with Oscar winning actor Lupita
Nyong’o wearing her garments on TV and captured by media. The brand took off
in the U.S.A with the celebrity acknowledgement, but had actually put in serious
work, winning multiple awards and recognised as an up and coming brand by
Vogue Italia in the years preceding this media attention. Kibonen Nfi was in fact
the first Cameroonian designer to present a collection on the prestigious NY
Fashion Week catwalk in Lincoln centre. 19
Despite her successes the designer based in the US and manufacturing in her
home country of Cameroon suffered a major catastrophe. The hundreds of
orders of the dress now known as Lupita’s dress were stolen from the
manufacturer before she could fill the orders and capitalise on this media
opportunity. This resulted in the brand having to find funds to remake the dress
and a major hold up for the consumers who had bought during the hype of the
media storm around the dress at the time. Some gave up on and the brand lost
any profits it could have made in the reproduction of the dresses and the time
required to find new factories and partnerships to ensure safety of the product in
Cameroon. But perseverance has paid off with Oprah Winfrey’s best friend Gayle
King wearing the dress she had ordered when it was first picked up to the recent
Black Panther red carpet. The designer spoke of the hardship she had endured.
“Picking up from this loss has been one of the hardest. It is still hard. I waited to
see her (Gayle King) wear this dress and got tired. I was hoping she will wear it
and cause another uproar of orders… I gave up and moved on. Kept braving the
tough times in business. Our factories ended up closing. Two days ago I woke to a
picture of Gayle wearing this dress for the Black Panther premiere. It inspires me
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all over. Your orders are on the way. We are now working with independent
tailors back home.” Kibonen Nfi, Facebook quote.
Ultimately if managed well and selected with care, a celebrity endorsement can
bring fantastic promotional opportunity and give credibility to an established
brand. Having designs worn on any sort of leader or celebrity recorded in the
media is something to add to a brands media pages and is an endorsement that
gets the brand in the public eye. It is however not a quick fix or strategy to rely on
for brands, rather something to be ready for and make the most of in terms of
ongoing social media and marketing of the brand. The Black Panther
phenomenon is an incredible platform for African designers and those engaged
are using it well. But the importance of having systems and business strategies in
place to manage the immediate hype of a product is critical, as the hype dies just
as quickly as it comes as shown by Kibonen NY.
Government support and Infrastructure for Fashion
A key factor that appears to have a significant impact on business models in any
region is the infrastructure and government/community facilities and support,
the planning of a city around retail, social enterprise and entrepreneurial
developments. What was very evident in South Africa and even more particularly
in Capetown was the investment by government in spaces especially for retail,
hubs designed to facilitate studio and retail spaces; some far more successful
than others. There were large market spaces with booths for South African
designed and made products in a number of main Capetown city spots, the
waterfront market space obviously designed to attract wealthy tourists visiting
the wharf and the major art galleries situated along the area. In Johannesburg
city there were multiple major shopping centres with car park spaces dedicated
to pop up design markets and tourist markets on more regular basis. There were
also spaces being developed that were dedicated to young and upcoming
designers. Spaces such as Maboneng Precinct were designed to essentially
gentrify and bring fresh communities into old industry areas. Some of these
spaces had a dynamic feel and others felt that they had not quite hit their mark
with a lack of investment in the broader picture and support networks for
designers.
Capetown’s markets on the waterfront and in the Old Biscuit Mill attracted
masses of tourists and looked to be successful for the makers of high quality
jewellery fashion and design items. The quality matched the spaces provided. In
Johannesburg it was more hit and miss, precincts that were set up were half
filled, still under construction and only open on certain days in some cases, which
made it more difficult to access. The marketing was certainly there, online
websites for the precincts themselves advertised great experiences and what I
witnessed at Maboneng was that the precinct attracted a local community of
young African people, they were more of a social and party scene than a retail
space and whilst this shows engagement of local communities, there was a lack
of focus and the retail and design aspects felt secondary to the community
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development. The spaces were created but investment in those that took up the
spaces was lacking in Johannesburg in comparison to Capetown.
That said Jakarta was one of the most difficult cities to find any sort of retail
except for major luxury brand shopping centres. To do any shopping you must
find the shopping centres, it is here that you can source all things high fashion
and once in there find spaces especially allocated to support and encourage the
purchase of high end batik brands. Jogjakarta and Jakarta both had massive
medina style markets where tourists got lost and locals bartered and traded their
batik wares, a very particular experience that can be had in many countries in the
Southeast Asian region. Unlike Africa it was clear that there wasn’t the
government support or investment in high end tourist spaces and experiences to
support design and locally made markets like I witnessed in Capetown, only the
luxury end of the market, which had resulted in the majority of luxury brands
being international.
In both regions there was very limited if any available government funding
programs and most designers were relatively unaware of any supports available
to them. There was generally the agreed perception that you had to know
someone in government or high up in the fashion chain to get support. However
in relation to the general expectation of funding and government support for
programs this did not seem exceptional. In Australia funding is a much more
expected aspect of government support, in Africa the investment appeared to be
in precincts assigned to the promotion of South African brands, and in Jakarta in
major high end shopping venues. What was obvious across the board was that
designers from across these regions and internationally were not expecting
government support and as such this was not actually a perceived barrier for
them, the result was innovative and entrepreneurial approaches in the
businesses that were not only staying afloat but succeeding.
Fashion Business in the Digital Age
Business models across the international diaspora of designers as well as
designers based in Africa and Southeast Asia have many variations but also
common traits and a presence and online store was on every designers mind.
Business models across the board incorporated digital platforms. It seems almost
obligatory that designers have a social media presence, at minimum a page on
instagram but many have and are very quickly developing online selling platforms
in terms of websites. A plethora of online stores and virtual marketplaces have
been established for designers, taking away the need to develop ones own. On
these platforms consumers can scrutinize fashions from across the African
continent, purchase designs and cloth from all cultures and nations. A number of
designers I met had their fashions featured and sold on major fashion store
platforms that presented multiple designers. In South Africa there was Spree
(www.spree.co.za) which featured South African brands and labelled them as
such, providing clear differentiation between international and South African
brands. There were others themed especially for African made fashions such as
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@africaboutik created by fashion blogger African Prints in Fashion Kukua Odoi
featured in a case study in this report.
The first business model I encountered was the pre digital model, this model was
retail with minimal digital presence and it highlighted the incredible amount of
work involved in creating audience and generating sales pre-digital platforms and
the fast tracking clever management of digital marketing can provide for a
designer. Many of the businesses in Kuala Lumpur had only just begun to venture
into the digital realm and ran small factories with retail stores attached. They
relied upon platforms such as Malaysia Fashion week and opportunities to
present at trade events to build their audiences and develop wholesale
partnerships. They were only just setting up instagram accounts. Others I met in
the U.S who had traditionally worked the trade fairs and with home studios were
also just starting to shift their models to incorporate digital platforms.

Greta Wallace – Designer and owner of Simply Greta
Key Insights
-

Owning your brand and selling it, being the marketer and face of what
you are presenting.
The industry is tough, you have to prioritise the best spaces to present
your works, the key events that involve sales and audiences you are
targeting to make the physical effort and cost worth while.
Style and presentation are key factors to get you noticed, there is so
much competition that you need tricks and skill to gain attention and
ensure people remember your work.
Collaboration is key – working with other skill sets, recognizing your
strengths and engaging others from differing areas of the industry to
support your product and brand development and presentation to be at
the highest level.
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Simply Greta was one of the first designers I met who invited me into her home,
which also functioned as her studio in Brooklyn, New York. Greta was a stunning
woman, whose collection shone at the Harlem fashion week; not just for its
designs but for the bold colour, the fantastic styling, the brilliant confidence and
sway the models wearing her designs presented and particularly Greta herself,
who was the perfect marketer and model of her brand at the event.
Her designs incorporated a particular type of neoprene and were designed to suit
all shapes of women, as outerwear, bold in vivid colour with individually painted
panels and striking patterns. These were combined with another designer’s
incredible millinery and fantastic neck ware made simply by Greta herself.
In visiting her studio it was evident that she was a designer who had been in the
industry a long time, with multiple ranges, and favorite best selling styles she had
across ranges. Greta had been working in the industry for over 20 years and
spoke of how she had hoped she would have cracked the platforms to have it
easier by now. She talked of how tiring it is to haul her racks of clothing to the
trade fairs, travelling the country to fashion shows, and events. Greta was yet to
move her business online but recognized the importance of it and the growing
necessity for online presence and thus had a website in the works, and a small
online social media presence. The main way to see her and buy her clothing was
to give her a call and visit her studio. Over her many years she has developed a
loyal following of clients, and tailored her clothes to the women of her local
Brooklyn area, running special events for her local clientele including sales and
clever bargain opportunities to sell off older ranges and keep her stock moving. It
was all Greta, she travelled the country promoting her works, selling her
collections and getting the word out there, building her audience and network
through the old fashioned way of being present at the right gigs.
Greta had a clear sense of her own style and talked of the importance of keeping
true to yourself in your designs, representing who you are in your work. She
talked of how hard the industry was and the need for collaboration to support
one another and break down the barriers between us. Sharing skills, style and
collaborating on events and presentation was a key to her styling and mode of
presentation.
Greta did not make the clothes herself, she ordered her fabrics from international
stockists and had tailors she used who were interstate. She operated purely on
the level of the designer with creative inspiration and worked with others who
had the necessary skills to produce her concepts.
Her style and colour palettes referenced her Tobago/Trinidad roots, with an
obvious Rastafarian feel, that made her work ultra cool in a way that defies trend
or the latest fashion buzz. In asking after her impressions of Harlem fashion week
she said it had not translated to sales for her, that she was still waiting for the
sales to take off for her newly innovated neoprene range, finding the right
audience was key and she was yet to get there. She had the confidence of
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someone who has been doing this for a long time and knew that it would take off
at the right moment. It was interesting to get her take on the fashion week event,
it was definitely a branding opportunity, getting the collections out there, but
there was also a sense that it was preaching to the converted, not necessarily
broadening the reach beyond those who are local and already buying the brands
presented at the runway events.
Image Source: Harlem Fashion Week – Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/pg/HarlemFW/photos/?ref=page_internal)
Further References
http://my.accessmobilewebsite.com/m/12292
@simplygretadesigns

African and Southeast Asian designers based in their home regions are impacted
by state infrastructure, costs to access internet and limited freighting services,
but there has been no real deterrent to the engagement with the digital platform
as a core part of their business models. Most businesses, particularly those based
in international cities such as New York and London relied on their social media
presence and websites to do the majority of their marketing and sales. In New
York, designers identifying as African utilised online platforms and stores to sell
their fashions, and most did not have bricks and mortar shop spaces, most likely
due to the high cost but also representative of the audiences they engaged which
are global members of the African diaspora spread throughout the continent and
the globe. These designers and their brands catered to audiences in the ready-towear and custom-made sphere, they provide unique designer pieces and the
opportunity to support individuals and home-grown brands rather than mass fast
fashion. These models were generally younger and up and coming designers who
had not yet hit the luxe or high-end ranges or audiences but were aiming there.
Nigerian born designer Busayo NYC has an online platform and works in a studio
in her home in Brooklyn NY where she provides bespoke and custom made
services to her regular clients and ready-to-wear through her online presence.
Her fashions are influenced by her Nigerian heritage and are predominantly made
in Nigeria, including the creation of her own prints influenced by the African print
trends and combined with wax-print designs. Her means of reaching audiences
physically was to invest in short term pop up stores that she toured around
America and Canada with support from her networks and connections. Her
events are promoted through her online platforms and she markets her online
store options to customers who visit her physical pop up stores, building her
clientele.
This model allows a designer to control the production of their pieces, to take full
sale price rather than having commissions to other retailers, and avoids the
overheads of a permanent retail space. For short-term pop-up store experiences
the designer has an opportunity to develop special collection items to encourage
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loyal brand followers to visit along with new customers. The designer is able to
prepare stock levels and special feature pieces to attract customers. This model
appeared to be a popular platform to begin a business, utilising the virtually free
marketing platforms of the digital world and avoiding the financial risk and
pressure to create large quantities of product without pre-orders or product
testing with buyers. This model allowed control of production, space to
experiment with styles and test them with online followers. The model of online
selling allows clothing to be made anywhere in the world.
Another point to note is that Busayo has her own podcast, The Busayo Podcast
where she ‘explores ideas and connects with amazing artists entrepreneurs and
thinkers’ particularly focusing on African diaspora. Branching into multiple arms
of the fashion and art world was a trait a number of designers shared, whether it
be podcasting, blogging, writing for fashion mags, styling, even curating art
exhibitions. Designers tended to broaden their networks through involvement in
multiple platforms, following their passions but also increasing their reach to
audiences through those platforms.
Precincts for South African design
In Africa many designers engaged with the establishments of art and fashion
precincts which provided small spaces with a pop up high-end market feel to
attract tourist and younger audiences with weekly markets and cafes within
those spaces. These spaces attracted a wide variety of designers in regard to
style, from streetwear to more established high-end ready-to-wear
contemporary fashion brands that were showcasing on the national runways.
Fashion precincts provided a more affordable and dynamic space than a
permanent retail space in the larger shopping centres and attracted a more
middle class customer than the tourist market spaces. Designers in these spaces
benefited from the active social media platforms the precincts create as well as
their own online presence.
Mantsho by Palesa Mokubung is an example of a designer capitalising on the
precinct model with a store at the 27 Boxes precinct recently opened in the
wealthier gentrified area of Melville Johannesburg and in the more permanent
pop up store spaces of Workshop Newtown, both spaces dedicated to South
African designers and makers. Palesa is an established designer in South Africa,
presenting on the SA Fashion Week runways as well as multiple international
catwalks and developing a solid following of women for her bold ladies wear
fashion brand that she began in 2004. The brand uses fine silks, woven fabrics
and quality textiles from South Africa to create bold shapes and designs, designed
by Palesa who began her career as a designer for another major South African
fashion brand Stoned Cherry. She also has undertaken study in fashion and won
multiple awards. Mantsho has online presence with a website, instagram and
facebook pages, but does not sell online, that still requires a phone call or a visit
to her venues to purchase the collections you can view online. Her collections
and brand are promoted on the websites and social media pages of Newtown
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Workshop and 27 Boxes which promote more broadly to tourists and buyers
looking to support and buy local industry design and fashion.
Designer Boutique Models
The next bracket of designers were more established as they had their own
physical boutiques in major fashion malls and capitol city retail areas supported
by websites with online stores and presenting multiple collections at national and
global runway events. An example of a successful ready-to-wear African Print
design model is Titi Ademola, a designer highlighted by the Fowler Museum in
their African Print Fashion Now exhibition. Her brand KiKi Clothing provides
internationally recognised ready-to-wear designs showcased at international
runways across Africa and in London. Kiki Clothing has come a long way from its
early beginnings creating off the rack children’s wear with a tailor in Titi’s back
shed to the operation of two successful high-end boutique fashion stores in Accra
Ghana fashion mall and city centre. Kiki Clothing has an online website platform
which includes an online store where her ready-to-wear designs can be
purchased and posted anywhere around the world.
Titi Ademolas business aims include opening more stores in Africa, to access
increased international clientele through her online store and to “promote
quality products made in Africa”. What is particularly interesting about Titi
Ademola is that she was schooled in London and interned in New York before
returning to Ghana to build her brand. Her collections target urban professionals
of Africa and international markets. Her designs celebrate African print textiles
and the curvaceous shapes of women’s design in Africa whilst still drawing on
contemporary western styles and influences. 20
In a number of case studies I have explored the ways in which luxe brands have
been established by African designers both on the continent and in international
spaces. Cases such as Dent De Man, Maxhosa and Duro Olowu give examples of
high-end luxe and expensive collections that involved highly curated marketing
campaigns across digital platforms, each brand working closely with exclusive
boutiques in fashion capitols and in some cases running their own specialised
boutiques such as Duro Olowu in London. These brands showcase the varying
models that exist within the luxe fashion area.
Social Enterprise Fashion
A model I wanted to acknowledge which is used by a number of African brands
that present their designs to Australian audiences with success support micro
business and are social enterprise models. Yevu and Global Mamas are both
Ghanaian based fashion brands, whose designs are created in Ghana and sold
internationally. Yevu fits the more typical early development business model
targeting young markets with an online store, marketing across digital platforms
including engagement with African musicians and dancers wearing their gear.
They utilise African print and their team in Ghana sews the designs.
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‘YEVU is a social enterprise, its primary objective is to address urban poverty
through economically empowering disadvantaged micro enterprises, micro
producers and artisanal manufacturers in Ghana’s informal sector.’21 YEVU has
provided a production space and creates all of the items in their men’s and
women’s clothing lines in house. The makers and business operators include
Ghanaian small business owners, seamstresses, tailors, support staff and textile
manufacturers, and they are engaged in full time work in the small scale factory
in Ghana. Living and accommodation facilities are provided and the wage paid is
far above the minimum and higher than the living wage of those in Accra. The
company provides training and skill development with international designer
support and runs purely on its profits without any external funding. The skills
attained support the makers with their own businesses and broader community
of Ghanaian businesses working in local fashion and textiles.
YEVU was begun by an Australian in the international development field and so
had its first popups in Sydney with a sell out collection. It has since produced six
ranges and opened several pop up stores around the world, including East
London, Melbourne and Sydney.
Global Mummas is another version of the social enterprise model, empowering
African makers in business and opening up international market opportunities.
Global Mummas have been in operation since 2003 producing hand-crafted
products using traditional techniques, maintaining local artisanal skills such as
batiking, bead-making and Shea butter production. They employ nearly 350
producers from 7 different communities in the Global Mamas network
throughout communities in Ghana and rely on international volunteers and
interns to provide hands on training to their networks of makers.
The Global Mammas program market the ‘know your maker’ emphasising the
artist behind the design and the process of fashion. They personalise the
products and emphasise the story behind the brand that supports women to
build business and earn wages that empower them and their families to enjoy an
improved quality of life with more control over their situations. They are
particularly targeting the development and employment of women in Ghana, and
through their employment of women and payment of higher than average wages,
they generate further employment with those women able to employ their own
teams.
“The impact of employing women is exponential as most of the Mamas employ
other women, use their earnings to send their children to school, and spend the
money they make in their local community.” 22
Their model incorporates an online store, but has been established by wholesale
partnerships to stores around the globe, including Australia. They encourage
donations and have programs they are working towards with the help of donors,
which they promote on their online platforms. Their products include clothing
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ranges for women and children, jewellery and accessories, so they are a much
bigger operation supporting small businesses across Ghana.
Both of these models work from a community and international development
standpoint. Focusing on the development of small and micro business to support
people in Ghana. These models are particularly effective when selling
internationally given that a good wage in Ghana is less than half the minimum
wage in Australia but can support entire families and build a business that makes
profit margins worthwhile. This is an effective model in regions such as Ghana.
This model type has been successful in altered versions in Indigenous Australian
art contexts such as the well established Tjanpi Desert Weavers, a social
enterprise arm of the NPY Women’s Council in Alice Springs, Babbarra Designs in
Arnhem Land and more recently Marnin Studios through Marninwantikura
Women’s Centre in the West Kimberley.
The models in our indigenous communities have variations to the African models
but they have seen long term success and support of groups of artists, supporting
development, training and economic opportunity. Arguably the Indigenous art
Centre model across the board reflects and could be considered a larger social
enterprise business model.
There are particular positives to the model and similarities to what we do in
Australia. The personalised nature of the artists behind the designs, the socially
enterprising message and empowerment of remote community artists are stories
that are already present with the production of art and textiles in Indigenous
Australian art centres, and these should continue to be capitalised on.
Ultimately what these examples and case studies have shown throughout the
report is the many variations that exist when it comes to business models. They
are dependant upon many factors not excluding the personal needs and passions
of the designer themselves. There is no right or wrong but success is reliant on
knowing the area of fashion and the audience being targeted. Appropriate
marketing and presentation of the brand to reach that target audience is key to
sales and growth along with a well managed and strong visual story on digital
platforms with as many online networks promoting the brand as possible.
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Business Model - Key Learnings –
-

Digital platforms are the most cost effective way to get your brand and
message out to your audience.
Knowing your area of fashion and your audience are key to branding and
marketing of your business.
Younger designers and those establishing businesses are relying more on
digital platforms and less on physical spaces.
It is more established designers that rent spaces, that are specifically
boutique or have their own social media campaigning that assist with
marketing and promotion.
South Africa has invested in local industry development through the
establishment of spaces specifically for local designers and young
audiences.
Java and particularly Jakarta’s focus on larger scale high end shopping
malls has prioritised international luxury brands over local brands.
Designers building networks through multiple activities in the industry
gives them wider reach.
Online multi-designer stores are a way for designers to be seen by
broader audiences and they can be reached by customers around the
globe.
The category of modest fashion and Muslim consumers are one of the
fastest growing areas of fashion to consider when designing and
marketing fashion collections.
Luxury brands are in high demand and a key marketing tool to attract
customers prepared to spend more on quality.
Customers expect ethical and transparent business from brands that claim
luxury status, this category of fashion applies well to Indigenous
Australian textiles if the quality in fashion design supports the luxe fabrics.
Business models depend in most part on the individual designer and their
personal needs.
Celebrity endorsement is a bonus for marketing and promotion of a brand
if appropriately aligned with the brands story. It is not a strategy to rely on
for business growth however.

Reflections for Australian Indigenous Fashion Industry Development
My travels across regions found that there were many common traits between
business models, and the variations were dependant upon the individual
designers and the area of fashion they were engaging in, and particularly the
audiences they were targeting. There are varying levels in terms of investment
and financial risk that can be taken on and there are clear tiers when it comes to
the model a designer works with in terms of their financial capacity and audience
base. Knowing your audience and exploring the best means to target them is
key.
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The clever use of social media and free digital marketing has certainly supported
business development for new designers and brands and allowed for more
development without the overheads of physical retail spaces. Online platforms
allow for reach across the globe for all designers, however the better your
networks in the industry, the alignment with larger fashion platforms be they
online or physical spaces, supports the spread of marketing of a brand to larger
audiences.
In the case of Indigenous Australia we have the opportunity for the art centre
models to provide the hub for Indigenous artists who produce textiles and
clothing, just as we do with our art production. Art centres are incredibly
effective models to utilise and build on. But as evidenced they are not the only
model and as most who have worked in these spaces know they are already
stretched in the services they provide for artists and their resources available.
This is something to seriously consider. Supports to develop individual artists
skills and fashion expertise are critical to the development of the industry. There
needs to be further support provided to art centres on broader strategic levels
specifically in regard to the fashion industry.
There are artists who are connected to art centres who are establishing their own
brands in fashion exclusive of but supported by the art centre. Rukaji Designs in
Fitzroy Crossing is a small family business working in textiles supported by
Mangkaja Arts. Lisa Waup an artist member of Baluk Arts created her own
fashion collection in collaboration with Australian designer Verner, which was an
exclusive partnership, not facilitated through the art centre. Then there are
Australian indigenous designers and textile artists who are going it alone
particularly in the Eastern states and Urban Capitol cities and they have just as
much to offer to a broader Australian Industry.
It is essential that we build upon these models for Australian Indigenous industry,
to develop broader marketing and promotional strategies that platform the
beauty and cultural value of the incredible fashions, textiles and accessories
Indigenous Australians are creating. The development of capacity, access to
support and training to ensure that the product quality continues to develop and
reflect expectations of consumers is vital to this growth. The growing area of luxe
fashion is something for Indigenous artists to seriously consider, there is a distinct
luxury aspect to Indigenous Textiles and fashions, which allows for higher asking
prices for the use of the handmade fabrics and designs.
Injalak Arts is a key example of a business model that is appealing to multiple
audiences; they produce hand printed fabrics for sale, as well as bags and
accessories made with these fabrics, woven jewellery and even novelty thongs.
They sell through multiple platforms, wholesaling fabrics to high-end
seamstresses such as Raw Cloth and the gallery promoting Indigenous textiles
and design Nomad Art in Darwin. At the same time Injalak lists their smaller price
point products on etsy – a mainstream online platform, and has a regular stall at
Mindil Beach markets in Darwin capitalising on the tourist trade. This branching
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across audiences increases sales opportunities as well as giving more artists the
opportunity to engage in this area of industry.
The development of products in multiple areas of fashion is a serious possibility.
Brands create varying price point products just as we do in art centres, appealing
to a range of customers and this should be considered in the development of
fashions and products to enhance economic opportunities. Whilst a brand may
develop in the luxury realm, that does not have to exclude accessory options at
lower price points or fashions that are marketed to key customer bases such as
modest fashion. It is important that Australian Indigenous fashion brands
consider the multiple opportunities and models that exist in the fashion industry
when defining their brand and their buyers.
Garnering support from Indigenous leaders in the developments of the industry
but also in the promotion of fashions is also an area to further develop. June
Oscar, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner
recently wore a jacket made with Injalak Arts fabrics at her public presentation of
her speech for the 10th Anniversary of the Apology. This kind of support is
invaluable. It shows pride in Indigenous fashion development and not only that it
looked luxurious and unique. Indigenous Australian fashions should be accessible
to the populations that make them. In some communities fabrics have been
incorporated into funeral clothing, uniforms and local events, this is also a key
role that the industry can play in building sales to local industry into the model,
shifting sales habits to support locally made designs in community. Business
models can consider local buyers, national and international through the
development of their business model.
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Runways – To Walk or Not To Walk
‘The catwalk show has remained at the heart of fashion.’23
Despite incredible changes to the platforms we engage with in the new digital and social
media age, the catwalk and runway remain a stalwart of the fashion industry. If anything
fashion weeks that build the drama, the excitement and the prestige have only increased
the development of an ever growing formal and international fashion circuit. From the
long standing traditional homes of fashion in London, Paris and New York, now to the
catwalks of Johannesburg to Jakarta, Accra to Miami, there is an endless number of
fashion weeks to attend across the globe. They are all centred around the tradition of
the catwalk.
All young designers training in the multiple fashion courses across the globe aspire to see
their collections on the runways of New York and Paris, and now they have multiple
platforms to choose from, but ever more competition. To ascertain the current role of
the runway and fashion week events and platforms in the development of trends,
fashion and careers of young emerging and established Indigenous designers I attended
fashion weeks, beginning with New York fashion week and the many events that occur
over the period in New York City.
New York fashion week itself is the platform for major brands. A spot on these fashion
capital catwalks is not only costly but is limited to the few that have the right credentials,
alongside the major names. 2017 runway was heavily numbered with designers from
Asia and China, high level tailoring and qualifications from major international fashion
schools. There was no sign of African or Indonesian designers, no batiks, Ankara or what
may be defined as cultural or traditional fabrics to be seen on the catwalk, there was
very limited cultural expression in the form of Indigenous design on the runway for the
main event.
There was challenges to culture and tradition by the likes of Yajun, a young up and
coming Chinese designer who challenges the notions of femininity and a women's place
in her culture through her designs. She like most designers shown had schooling in a
major fashion institute, Parsons, and had won a prestigious competition, which gave her
access to major designers, manufacturing opportunity and promotion through Vogue.
Her very brand name ‘Yajun’ is similar to a word in Chinese meaning second place, the
position her father believed she as a female held and the ongoing battle that she
explores in her designs that break boundaries and tradition in garment construction.
24
This collection and definition of a brand was the closest I could spot to referencing
culture and tradition and telling stories with design. But overall the experience of this
major fashion runway was telling in its fierce clean and controlled mechanical operation,
this is the space all designers strive to reach.
For those who don’t fit the trends for the season, or in most cases don’t have the funds
or the prestige to gain a position on such a main stage there are multiple themed events
run off schedule during the New York Fashion Week. It was at these events that I found
the designers I was looking for, those referencing their culture, heritage and telling
contemporary stories with their designs. These events held across the city are self
funded themed fashion events, run by fashion designers themselves and sometimes
agencies who represent them to provide platforms for either a few or in some cases
numerous designers and collections. The many runway opportunities give viewers the
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potential to see multiple runways and featured collections over the weeks from the
emerging first collections of young local designers to the major international names and
brands on the ultimate New York runway.
I attended a number of these platforms, all are welcome to if you will pay the entry fees.
It was in these spaces that I explored the role of the runway for emerging and up coming
designers, independent and smaller brands. Despite not being the main stage there was
still great expense involved in these events. These included the models and all that goes
with their styling, the lighting, sound and staging costs, venue hire and the importance of
the prestige of the venue itself, not to mention of course the cost of the collection that is
being presented. Most importantly these events worked on attracting media attention
and the engagement of photographers to record the runway collections. The record of
the event went on to inform weeks of social media, branding and promotion for each of
the designers showcased across various social media platforms.

Variations on the runway theme - Off Schedule Catwalks
Large Agency Presentation Platforms - Couture Fashion Week
The first runway event I attended was Couture Fashion Week, held in a venue very close
to Time Square on Broadway. Multiple designers from many nations presented
collections at this event over multiple days, some stunning, some curious, and some that
looked to have been quickly thrown together by ambitious fashion students who ran out
of time. This raised some questions over quality control and selection of designers for
the events, there was no clear theme or connections between the shows and it felt more
to be an agency offering opportunity for designers to show in New York than a curated
show of the top running couture. The impression was supportive of points made by
other event organisers I met with who spoke of large fashion agencies who create such
events and chase up many designers to fill their books for these events, hiring expensive
spaces and thus needing a high number of designers to cover the event running costs.
With this model there appeared to be no clear specialistion and thus a blurring of styles
and brands that perhaps was not such an effective means of presenting for these
emerging designers. The costs to designers to participate are very high and thus the
alignment of the brand alongside the others shown in a fashion event would be a key
factor in branding. However this showcasing had many modest fashion designers but
also intermittent shows of almost the opposite with a Russian designer in between
showing what could be defined as cocktail dresses and very revealing clothing. It left me
as an audience member confused about the tone of the shows and whether the expense
was really gaining the attention the designers were after, were the right audiences being
targeted if the design styles were so different?
There was a heavy presence from Asia with Indonesian and Malaysian artists featuring,
highlighting the growing industry of modest fashion. There were Indian and Russian
designers, a whole global presence featured at the Couture events. There was a huge
press gallery, a wall of cameras and video and the focus of the event appeared to be
mainly branding, with the majority of the media being international. The audiences that
attended each show were in the majority connected to the designers of each showcase,
whilst there may have been some buyers there it appeared to be more an opportunity
for these international designers to showcase in New York and to develop media
campaigns around this event back in their home countries and regions, capitalizing on
the prestige that comes with associating your brand with New York fashion week events.
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Independent curated Community Fashion Platforms - Harlem Fashion Week
Harlem Fashion week is an event that represents another form of this agency
presentation model. It is a more targeted platform, with community development at the
heart of it. Set up by a mother-daughter design team, their passion and drive to support
the people of the Harlem community in New York and at the core of it to celebrate the
rich cultural heritage of Harlem. Yvonne Jewnell the daughter in the team and a young
up and coming designer created the platform with the assistance of her mother a
teacher and established community member in Harlem, both also members of Harlem
Arts Alliance and Harlem Business Alliance. On their website they state that ‘their goal
for Harlem Fashion Week is to produce an event that will showcase the fashion industry,
provide business education for emerging designers, grow Harlem businesses, create a
cultural platform and just have fun!’
The selection of designers showcased at the 2017 event was clearly curated and had
multiple shows that included more established designer showcases and then emerging
designer showcases and competitions. All designers appeared to be African American
with connections to Harlem or the broader northern New York communities. The
collections targeted an audience, which was obvious by the attendees at the event,
majority African American women and members of the Harlem community.
The
fashions showcased were vibrant colourful and utilized Ankara fabrics as well as other
designs and shapes that reflected on cultural heritage of the designer.
The Harlem fashion week event is held in the Museum of New York on 5th Avenue, a
prestigious venue that borders Harlem and Manhatten, a symbolic and effective choice
of venue. The venue was impressive with the idea to have different shows running on
different leveled hallways of the building, capitalizing on the stunning architecture of the
space and the inclusion of imagery of old new York in those hallways was not lost when
considering the title of the event to be the 21st Century Harlem Renaissance.
Like all other events there was a press gallery and VIP spaces, the media and recording of
the event was a critical focus and informed multiple social media platforms after the
event and in promoting the designers and future events. The Harlem Fashion week team
also run other fashion inspired events through the year including a pop up shop, a
fashion and beauty business symposium, designer open house events and support local
music and performance talents by engaging them for opening gala nights and events
around their fashion week runways.
This model was quite obviously an effective community engagement tool, a supportive
space for young designers from the Harlem community and a branding and promotional
event that would bring more awareness to their designs and media attention at least on
a local platform. It also had a smaller number of designers being showcased thus giving
those designers more opportunity to be remembered by audiences and to garner press
and media imagery with less competition from too many designers on the runway.
Whether this platform is effective in broadening the audience for designers that are
more established and looking to grow their reach is questionable and I explore this with
designer Simply Greta in her case study. However ensuring that the reliable and definite
client base is afforded the respect they deserve as the key buyers is important to these
small businesses that are reliant on regular client and local customer base.
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Independent Artist Funded Runway Events
A number of African designers held their own fashion events through the New York
Fashion week to launch their new collections to audiences and buyers, the burrow of
Brooklyn being a key spot for African designers including Mashood and Everrything
Rrouge.
Mashood a business that has been based in Brooklyn with a solid following for the past
22 years put on their own Brooklyn show, creating a large catwalk that walked out from
their store onto the main Fulton St strip of Brooklyn and drew a huge crowd creating a
major public event. The show was purely to showcase their designs and provided them
with local media and attention, great imagery of their current collection that can be used
in ongoing promotion and media. The local support it garnered was clear and likely that
this event only reinforced the client base of local Brooklyn buyers and those who are
followers of the store and its Lagos inspired ‘Afrikan Spirit’ fashions. It is an in-house
operation with tailors on hand the designer and his wife running the store and racks of
clothing available as well as an online presence. The impression was that the event was
to celebrate and encourage supporters to engage with their new ranges, and that the
major catwalks and expensive runways were not a priority here. Instead utilizing their
own store and street as the venue, building a lifted catwalk for crowds to stand around,
they created their own event and excitement and then had the space ready with
products and direct sales to generate from the showcase.
Mashood has been shown globally over the years, winning many awards and recieveing
recognition for supporting young designers and events and has clearly established a
strong enough client base and reputation to be in a position to dictate the way they
present their fashion and avoid the high costs of agency run and international runways.
A second model of this type, a collection debut, was Everrything Rrouge by Melody
Aherman, who like many African designers that I found in New York, operated solely
from an online platform and pop up events, rather than a bricks and mortor space that
would attract high rental costs for an emerging designer. Similarly to the Mashood
event, her collection debut during New York Fashion week targeted and was marketed
through the networks of the clients and buyers already established by the brand. The
designer hired a space, a cultural and education centre in New York, brought in
photographers, put up all the costs for the event including marketing materials. The
event was then posted across multiple social media platforms for the many months
following the event and used to promote her latest collection to her buyers, a very much
African inspired women’s range, with a clear audience that she was marketing to.

Regional Themed Runways
African Fashion weeks are held in multiple fashion capitols to time with the major
runways, particularly in western capitols such as London, Berlin and Amsterdam.
These themed runways provide a space for designers from particular regions to
reach educated audiences including diaspora and to be spotted by larger fashion
organisations and industry specialists. They also provide spaces for designers
from the regions being promoted to network , share and learn from each other
and also collaborate. These runways are marketing opportunities, providing
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international experience and branding activities for designers both based in the
respective country and those who travel from the continent to attend.
An example of this model that Australian Indigneous designers have already
begun engaging with is London Pacific Fashion run by Ana Lavekau and
representing designers from the South Pacific region. This platform is a step up
from the off schedule shows that are not themed or specific, it is a targeted
program with limited numbers of designers and more awareness of the unique
stories that inform the collections it represents, giving designers more chance of
being recalled through association with stories that otherwise are not visible on
the main stage.

Ana Lavekau – CEO and founder of London Pacific Fashion LTD
Key Insights
-

-

-

Work with the connections and networks you have, utilize the
knowledge on hand, the venue access, the spaces that will attract
attention.
Venues are key, they pull in audiences and give credit to what you do
Collaboration is a means of building audiences, networks, connections
and pooling resources.
Media attention is vital to the survival of a brand and its designer, it
takes time to build a reputation, it is smart business to work with those
who have established themselves and have the connections and media
attention to support your brand to be seen.
Exclusivity, unique product with a new fresh and genuine story,
highlighting and making the most of your point of difference is key to
getting attention.
Collaborate with similar platforms - working alongside those doing
similar things will also build your audience and get the word out there.
This platform builds on the cultural strengths of designers highlighting
their point of difference from a standard fashion show
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-

Social media and visual representation is vitally important to a brand
and the success of events.
Included in her stable of designers are the Australian Indigenous
Warlukurlangu artist’s collaborations with Fork Leaf project, dresses
that were seen at DAAF Fashion shows in 2016 and 2017.

Ana Lavekau is the brains behind the company London Pacific Fashion Ltd. Her
original reason for developing this platform that brings fashions from the pacific
to the UK, was to make an audience for Pacific art and specifically her brother’s
art work, a well known Fijian painter Rusiate Lali, represented in Australia by
Gallery Gondwana. Initially approaching galleries in London with his work and
seeking representation, she was met with responses such as what is Pacific art?
What is Fijian art? Ana knew that fashion was a more accessible space to start to
begin educating audiences ignorant of the culture and arts of our incredibly
diverse region and so established the platform of London Pacific Fashion inviting
12 designers from the Pacific to come to the UK and showcase their collections.
Over the five years since Ana has gained much knowledge and experience in
regard to the cut throat industry and techniques on making the most of her
connections, developing audiences and attracting top media for her stable of
designers. There are only a few exclusive opportunities offered to few for a spot
in the official and internationally renowned London Fashion weeks each year.
She and others like her have established events that coincide with the fashion
week, capitalizing on the potential media, industry and audiences that are in
London during fashion week for designers that sit outside the main channels to a
space in London Fashion Week itself. Organisations like hers support designers to
get around those limitations and be seen. Her point of difference is that she
limits her designer group to those exclusively in the Pacific region and keeps her
showings to between 5-8 designers maximum.
“Every February and September we have fashion agencies that run off schedule
fashion shows, there are so many. During London week in February in the same
week they run events for multiple designers, up to 20 designers. Now London
Pacific on the other hand specialises in Pacific fashion designers, for the past five
years I’ve been working on branding London pacific, so when Londoners hear
about my platform or Pacific fashion, they know they come to my platform to
watch the best. Its emerging but its fresh, its new, day in day out.” Ana Lavekau
After the first year Ana designed her own fashion label, Reload Tribal in
collaboration with her brother and experienced things from a designers
perspective. She also works with themes each year tying events to major Pacific
celebrations including the Rugby World Cup and the release of the Disney film
Moana, and thus selecting designers from countries that related to those events.
In 2017 and 2018 her theme is climate change, with the aim of raising the
awareness and concern of the British public to the impact climate change is
having on the Pacific, and tying it with major climate change events and funding
support.
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The platform of London Pacific Fashion involves online and print marketing, two
runways a year organized in prestigious spaces. Ana works in the British forces,
and the London Pacific Fashion is something she manages alongside her career.
She is clever in her use of her connections and support, her role in the British
forces has given her knowledge and access to exclusive spaces such as the Royal
Military Academy of Sandhurst where she held her teaser for the major fashion
event in 2017. The venue being the space that all British military undertake
training, in particular the likes of Prince Harry and royalty. The follow up venue
for the main event was located in central London at the National Liberals Club,
another prestigious space.
“We held the main show case at the National Liberals Club which is literally next
door to Big Ben, a Central location. The minute people hear about London Pacific
Fashion the first thing they ask is where do you show? And the National Liberals
club is Winston Churchill’s club, so you cant go wrong.”
Ana couldn’t stress the importance of the venue enough, the majority of costs of
the event starting with their locations, but it is this focus that has seen
attendance by the high commissions and embassy leadership staff of the Pacific
Nations located in London. The next important aspects were photo shoots and
social media, ensuring that the designers are seen, and holding events constantly
to create more imagery and get attention for her unique platform amongst the
masses of general fashion on offer in London.
“The way it works here - its all about social media and when it comes to fashion
its all about visual.”
Her platform of London Pacific Fashion attracted major press in recent years
including a segment on SBS World, with designers speaking to and showing their
designs featured in the show. Whilst the BBC only wanted Ana, she negotiated
for four designers to showcase works for their collection and showed four
different nations including the Fork Leaf project collaboration with Warlakurlangu
Arts, which is her first Indigenous Australian designs on the Pacific London
Runway.
“Its taken me five years to get my London Pacific Fashion Week branding
recognized by international media. We were interviewed by BBC World. Who
cares about London fashion week, it’s the media, we just got broadcast for 10
minutes by BBC world, to an audience of millions.” Ana
Like most of these events across the globe designers have to fund themselves to
participate in the major event of London Pacific Fashion, finding the funds for
their flights and travel costs once in London, whilst Ana does what it takes to get
everyone seen. Designers have been asked to pay a fee to participate in the main
showcase, and given the teaser opportunity for free. Ana does the rest in terms
of media and promotion.
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“I will do whatever it takes to get you seen, I will only push if it’s a platform that
will be fantastic for you, there’s a reason behind everything we do.”
Designers have been offered the opportunity to undertake co-ordinated Fashion
Workshops through London Pacific Fashion in partnership with Universities in the
UK since 2012. Another workshop will occur in 2018 with Cambridge University
and Southampton Solent University. Fashion Designers and Artists will get an
opportunity to exhibit and also present their work to Fashion and Arts Creatives
in both organisations.
Ana holds smaller show case teaser through the year to keep up a presence in
key locations, partnering with sponsors to assist with covering costs and ensures
that the Pacific designers are not forgotten in such a competitive market space.
She is in talks with her closest competitor or neighboring platform, which is
African Fashion Week London, who have been chasing her to collaborate and
show case a teaser at their events in August each year.
“Really we should be teaming up to get as much promotion as possible. Most of
the audience going to Africa fashion week are the ones who we are trying to
attract to buy our clothes. The majority of their audience are women of colour so
they are ready. But at the same time we want to broaden our audience further. “
Ana is very aware of the benefits of collaboration and the power of working
together. She noted the varying range of funding and opportunity across the
Pacific, where designers from Fiji and Papua New Guinea had no funding or
support and were covering the costs themselves to get their work seen
internationally, while countries such as Australia and New Zealand have much
larger pools to draw on and support networks like the Australian art centres.
Ultimately the more countries involved the more opportunity to find support and
funding from a region.
“Instead of just doing Fijian fashion, I decided to do Pacific fashion because
collectively we have a stronger voice.”
Ana sees the future to be wide open for collaborations between art and fashion’
She begun this company with the aim of opening up opportunities for her
brother’s art in London and she is very excited by the possibilities of collaboration
with Indigenous art and fashion from Australia. There is certainly scope to
develop partnerships and connections we each have in our respective sectors to
cross over and showcase fashion alongside art and if anyone can make that
happen it will be Ana Lavekau.
Image Source: Ana Lavekau, London Pacific Fashion Ltd.
Further Resources
@londonpacificfashion
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Major National Runways
“I wouldn't compare AFW NY with LFDW in Lagos - lots of cities across the US are
hosting African Fashion Weeks now but none of them have a real industry
recognition. The big fashion weeks in Cape Town, Lagos, Accra
showcase established and up and coming designers from the continent and are
in the process of being recognized as Fashion Cities and important influences as
well as trend setters.” Kukua Odoi, fashion blogger APIF interview.
There is growing recognition of runway events in major capitol cities of the
African continent and Asian countries. These events now attract press and buyers
from London Paris and New York. Not only do they provide runway platforms
with mass media and national recognition, they often include trade fairs and
retail opportunities that recognise the need for supporting emerging designers to
find retail and sales opportunities beyond the runway shows. South African
Fashion Week is one such platform that I would argue is well positioned to be
one of the top fashion weeks in regard to the business support and pathways it
presents to designers in South Africa. The program includes important
partnerships with major retail chains and retail/wholesale management and
representation for designers to grow their sales and networks. The core aim of
these programs is to facilitate industry development within South Africa and it is
attracting both national and indternaional press and business. This model is one
that should be seriously considered when it comes to the development of
industry here in Australia and particularly for Indigenous Australian fashions.

Lucilla Booyzen – CEO and Founder of South African Fashion Week
Key Insights
-

The importance of retail and the development of platforms for
designers with a critical aspect of learning and engagement by designers
in that retail chain.
The positioning of the organisation and the maintenance of its
reputation as a business-to-business platform, maintaining strong
connections with key industry nationally and internationally.
Getting designers on trend and ensuring that quality is up to the level of
international competition.
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-

-

-

The focus on broader industry development, job creation and local
industry arms in all aspects of the value chain within South Africa.
The importance of education and training, constantly learning skills and
techniques in design and creation as well as business strategies to
develop brands and build sales for sustainable businesses.
The fashion agent provides a mid point to address the gaps in retail and
wholesale opportunities and connections for designers who have not
yet developed those skills, it maintains the standard and quality of work
being made and sold, ensures respectful business on all sides.
Important focus on media platforms and engagement of media, the
need for brands to be seen across platforms from pop up shops to main
retail spaces, high end catwalk events, trade events and online.
The importance of a connected sector, working together, SA fashion
week is connected with major fashion colleges, retailers, small
businesses, international fashion specialists, manufacturers, media
outlets, big brand and corporate brands for sponsorship etc.

Lucilla Booyzen is the force behind the leading fashion business platform in South
Africa, SA Fashion Week. Recognised with awards including Most Influential
woman in Business in 2012 by CEO magazine, Lucilla has an impressive CV, with a
prior career in teaching, followed by years as a model and producer in the high
end global fashion world working in the major fashion capitols, her experiences
and connections qualifying her to establish the optimal platform for designers to
start, develop and grow their businesses (annual report 2016). Lucilla woke one
morning with the her mind made up that she would hold a fashion week for
South Africa and that is how South African Fashion week began in 1997, creating
the first catwalk runway event that had been seen in South Africa. Since then the
company has grown and has created a business-to-business platform based on
five pillars; Business, reputation, education, innovation and digital and
investment. The model incorporates an all-encompassing approach to the whole
value chain of fashion with the overall aim to build industry and job creation
across the sector in South Africa.
A strong woman who does not mince words, speaking with a career of
experience and a company that is making significant and undeniable impact on
the development of industry in South Africa, her success ultimately comes back
to how much she cares. Lucilla’s hand is on every aspect of the business, from the
model castings to the fittings and editing of final images for press, she personally
trains every staff member. “We do everything in house as in South Africa there’s
no knowledge, and I train everybody. I sit in every single fitting I can see that the
quality is right, the hemlines are perfect, because I know there is no one who
cares enough, its that care, you need to really care… it is also very important to
be on par with the rest of the world. Needless to say I travel all the time so I
connect with all the fashion weeks. We are the only fashion week with real
fashion knowledge, the real value chain knowledge.”
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Over the past 19 years Lucilla has built a team and a model that has focused on
the development of an industry from the ground up. They have done all their
training in-house, teaching the skills that otherwise did not exist in South Africa,
taking the traditional skills of bespoke tailoring and local fashion to a global
standard.
“From the beginning we had only dressmakers so to speak, designers didn’t really
have stores, they did bespoke so they had clients. That is where it starts, so we
had to completely develop horizontally, we had to develop the designers to come
on trend so they can compete with the big departmental stores. We had to get
the manufacturing right, because the manufacturing was poor, the workmanship
was poor. At the same time we had to create retail platforms for them, because it
doesn’t help them if you get them on trend and they make all their garments
beautifully but now they have nobody to sell to. That is the biggest challenge,
they cannot sell.”
This model aims to avoid the fashion week and runway business models that see
major catwalk performative evenings, but minimal immediate wholesale followed
by retail and ongoing business outcomes beyond the media buzz that is created
by them. This business-to-business platform is based on seeing long-term change
for designers and the building of a national industry. Rather than focusing on
individuals it focuses on business and on the continued growth and education of
new designers, manufacturers and buyers in South Africa which in turn increases
their capacity for sales and attracts international industry.
SA Fashion week have been clever in building over time and creating ultimate
platforms for growth for the industry. A critical point of difference and success
with SA Fashion week was the initial establishment of a partnership and
sponsorship with Edgars, a major fashion group business, and now Woolworths,
another major fashion retailer in South Africa. Through these partnerships and
sponsorships Lucilla established capsule collection spaces within the chain stores
to promote and sell South African designers in store, providing access to the
majority of South African buyers. This is the keystone to their success and point
of difference from other fashion weeks.
Lucilla continues to prioritise opportunities for designers not only to showcase
their collections but provides platforms for them to sell and to learn from the
retail experience. As well as retail partnership opportunities, SA Fashion week
established a pop up retail space in the major shopping centres during SA fashion
week each year, working to the tastes and culture of buyers in South Africa, a
shopping centre culture. Designers get the experience of directly selling their
own wares, learning about the retail space. SA fashion week involves major social
media and online platforms, a wholesale agent that manages and promotes sales
of South African designers, alongside the more traditional catwalk and runway
collections each year. I have further explored the breadth of this organisation and
the many structures that make up the whole value chain approach to platforms
for the South African industry in this next section.
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Its also important to draw attention to programs that Lucilla has facilitated, a
particular one she was proud to share was a program that engaged textile and
craft makers in rural areas in design collaboration with designers. This model
recognised the expertise of township industry members and partnered them with
designers to see collections that showcased both high-level design and innovative
use and development of traditional skill and technique. This project was
undertaken over five years and ensured that payments were arranged with the
township craftsmen upfront, that people were paid appropriately and
transparently and ultimately celebrated the traditions that continue in South
Africa and the core inspiration that informs the many collections and designers
who are working to share their vision.
“I want the business to grow, I want designers to be serious about what they do
and about their responsibility as a designer in a country. They have a huge
responsibility. Its not about I’m so cool. It really is about creating jobs because
they have the power. “
SA FASHION WEEK – Biannual Women’s and Men’s Showcase
South African Fashion week is made up of key components that ensure a full
value chain development that focuses on industry growth and education of
designers.
The initial and core activity that provides the platform for its many other
functions is the runway shows held biannually including both women’s and men’s
catwalks.
-

Two seasonal weeks – S/S Collection March/April and A/W Collection
September/October
Criteria to be selected to showcase collections include 5 years in the
industry, and 3 retailing spaces, including online platforms as an option.
For those who don’t meet these criteria there are competition platforms
with prizes that include future opportunity to showcase on the runway
and entry into the trade shows, plus representation by the Fashion Agent.

Starting out with 17 designers in the first SA fashion week the shows in 2016 saw
61 designers showcased, many of those designers now accessing international
runways and platforms. They received over 90 million Rand worth of publicity
from media for one fashion show over two months including print and online
media. The fashion weeks have seen major growth and turnover for the company
and for the designers involved. They rely on major partnerships and corporate
sponsorship, and the involvement of key fashion leaders in all areas, which builds
the reputation of designers who are selected to participate.
To allow those who otherwise cannot meet the requirements to showcase there
are competition options that designers can enter which give them the
opportunities to be seen and grow through the programs provided by SA Fashion
Week. These include:
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-Luftthansa 1st Best 2017 Competition
- SA Fashion Week Scouting Menswear Competition
- SA Fashion Week Sunglass Hut New Talent Search
- SA Fashion Week Student Competition
- Brooklyn Face of Fashion Search
Both young designers, students and models have the opportunity through these
competitions to be seen whether or not they win and finalists are often granted
access to the trade events held in conjunction with the fashion week and thus
access to major buyers and industry specialists.
SA FASHION WEEK – Retail and Wholesale platforms
SA FASHION WEEK Trade Event
Held over two days following each SA Fashion Week Collection showcase, this
event provides a trading floor where designers can present their wares and
collections to store owners, boutique owners and buyers. It is a key marketing
and sales platform for designers and where they may not meet the criteria to
show in the collections runways, the trade event is open to younger and
upcoming designers and seen to be a key platform for marketing and sales and
establishing a brand presence.
In 2016 there were 40 exhibiting designers with 103 buyers in attendance at the
event.
The Fashion Agent
This Agency was established by Lucilla in 2012 and operates alongside the SA
Fashion week program year round. It is the only multi-label trading agent and
wholesale showroom for South African Designers, representing South African
Fashion labels and brands and supplying boutiques, retailers and online stores.
Key roles of the fashion agent are to:
- Facilitate a permanent professional wholesale showroom and business
platform for South African designer brands connecting them with
wholesale buyers from department stores and boutiques.
- Handles wholesale business and generate the sales and promotion on
behalf of designers, allowing designers to focus on their creativity and
collection generations.
- Supports designers by undertaking quality control, ensuring
manufacturing is correct and of a high standard before reaching retailers
and broadening production facility access for designers to improve their
standards of production.
- Creates order volumes that see job creation and increase in the need for
local production facilities, exporting and establishing international
markets for designers.
- Provides an all year round retail/wholesale relationship reducing reliance
on expensive events for sales for designers.
The agency has seen major increases in sales of South African designers, and has
ensured strategic partnerships are maintained and the quality of work being
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distributed keeps designers in the market and buyers keen to support local
industry. The designers who showcase their collections and winners of certain
competitions through the SA fashion week have the opportunity to be
represented by the Fashion Agent. The annual report of 2016 details a 32%
increase in wholesale turnover in the 12 months between Nov 2015 and Dec
2016 (SA FASHION WEEK ANNUAL REPORT p. 28).
Designer Pop Up Shop Brooklyn Mall
Each year in alignment with the fashion week collection runway showcase SA
Fashion Week holds a pop up capsule collection in a major shopping centre
allowing buyers to access designs immediately off the catwalk. It runs over three
days for a total of 24 hours. This is a main income generator for many of the
designers involved giving the vital space to sell their designs to the public. This
also is used as a training ground for designers to experience the retail sales space
first hand and build their brand presence and has seen designer’s sales increase
through the pop up store each year. They have seen a 10% increase on average
per stand with designers seeing average sales between 19000R (approx. $2000
AUD) and 50000 R (approx. $5000 AUD) in 2016.
SAFW X Edgars Designer Capsule Collection
Over a five-year partnership SA fashion week showcased South African designers
in a capsule collection store inside the major retailer Edgars in five capital city
malls in South Africa. Managed by the Fashion Agent these spaces saw close to
20,000 units sold, 42 designers engaged and a retail turnover of 16000000 Rand
($1,643,000 AUD).
This capsule collection showcased both female and male designers in relative
sections of the major stores and promoted South African designers with key
marketing, labelling and signage to attract buyers and educate them on where
the designs were from, encouraging buyers to support local industry. This
partnership has now been replaced with a new Woolworths partnership (another
major retail group in South Africa and who own David Jones in Australia) that
sees the items not consigned but wholesaled to Woolworths and again sold in
South African Fashion Week capsule collections. The collections are clearly
signed and promoted within stores, they are placed to attract the attention of
buyers as soon as you enter the stores and sold at standard retail prices within
those stores, providing affordable locally designed options without cutting profit
margins for all involved.
“Last season Woolworths took eight designers, this season they are on eleven and
they go onto five flagship stores and they sell online and the whole process gets
managed with the designer by the Fashion Agent, so its not over to the designer
at any point in time because they only get the knowledge with maturity and
confidence later, knowledge where they can go into a manufacturer and start
manufacturing.” Lucilla booyzen
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SA Fashion Week – Education and collaboration
“The role of South African fashion week is really education at the core of it.
Because without education there’s no sort of glamour or success or luxury.”
Lucilla Booyzen
Lucilla is committed to the learning that is required to grow the south African
fashion industry on all levels, and she is not only limited to South Africa but is
assisting other industries in other African countries, recently undertaking the
course she has developed in Cote D’Ivoire. She has developed and teaches 21
Steps to Retail program, which is undertaken over three months. It’s an intensive
training course for young designers to take them from designing to retailing and
producing quality products that will see them run sustainable business that
ultimately build the fashion industry within their country and thus add to job
creation more broadly.
“It takes a postgrad student exactly from design into retail… We really needed
something to help the students, they don’t know the tricks of the trade, they don’t
know where to buy the fabrics, they don’t have the contacts, they don’t know how
to cut with the right blocks, they don’t know the sizing, they don’t know the
grading, they don’t know the pricing, they don’t know merchandising they
actually know nothing when they finish with college.”
The course itself looks at the entire value chain of fashion, the practical skills
required to run a fashion business as well as the more practical creative skills of
fabric creation and design and the much needed contacts required to make it in
the local industry, particularly the manufacturing arm.
“It all forms inspiration, how to translate your inspiration into a collection, how to
get inspiration all the time because its one thing creating one collection, it’s a
different thing creating three or four collections a year.”
The SA Fashion Week team are connected with 32 colleges within South Africa
and are on the syllabus for some courses. The student competition each year
allows students to enter, to be seen and potentially win opportunities to build
their brand. It also gives SA Fashion Week an inside look at who is coming up and
who they need to watch for and support to keep them in the fashion business.
Many of South Africa’s big name brands came through the competitions and
collection showcases of South African Fashion week, it is a key platform for any
designer to build their brand and business in South Africa and internationally.
Image Source: South African Fashion Week
Further References
http://www.safashionweek.co.za
http://thefashionagent.co.za/profile
@safashionweek
@safashionhandbook
@thefashionagent
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Barriers to Runways
Amongst designers themselves the opinions around the role of the runway and their
engagement with catwalks and runway events vary considerably.There were a number of
accessibility issues that influenced their level of engagement, as well as other reasons
including business models, and the audiences they targeted.
A key barrier or access point was the cost. Every designer spoke of the cost of showing a
collection, the fees involved were more than most emerging designers could hope to
afford, and that was only if your collection was selected to be part of the major shows,
which is another process again and barrier to many. Many designers such as Imprint in
Capetown said that it was with sponsorship covering the fees that he had been able to
showcase on the main platforms and produce his collection, others would ultimately
have to take out loans just to cover those fees, let alone the many other costs involved in
showcasing. Alexis Temomanin (case study) spoke very frankly about the expense of a
runway show and the shift in the market and expectation of buyers that has only
increased costs over time to make it almost unreachable unless you have significant
financial backing or sponsorship.
“The model is very complicated and difficult. We don’t make everything, we make one
piece, one piece as a sample and then we get maybe 10% on the order and that’s what it
takes to produce. You have to have the money to go on the catwalk, and what are you
paying for? It lasts two minutes, you spend $10K, on the models, and all the things that
goes with that and you don’t sell anything, its an investment to create a buzz to go in the
newspapers.” Alexis Temomanin
The model historically was that a runway collection was shown, a buzz was made about
it through the press and then six to eight months later it would filter into stores and the
cheaper more affordable copies would make it into the mainstream in that time,
following the runway trends. There has been a shift now to beat the copies, major
brands have shifted to the ready-to-wear model, where the clothes seen on the runway
are immediately available and instores, brands such as Dior, Ives Saint Laurent, Dolce &
Gabanna have all followed this trend. This only further extends the cost of showcasing
and the difficulty for young designers to present their collection.

“That model doesn’t work anymore even for big stores, now they are made so
that when showing the collection you can buy directly, so us with no budget we
cant even pretend to go into that market anymore because we don’t even have
the money for production without orders.” Alexis Temomanin
With this knowledge of the costly nature of the events now combined with the
increasing artistic spectacle that has become the norm, it definitely seemed that
catwalks and runways were a very expensive branding exercise. Despite this it
was something nearly every designer I met engaged with as a core marketing
strategy expected in the fashion industry.
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Runway - Key Learnings
- The expense of the catwalk is a barrier to most up and coming designers. It is a
Financial backing is
necessary for engagement in runways and ready to wear fashion
collections.
Fashion weeks and runways are key branding tools, a vehicle
for recognition, a place for trade and potential retail success
Digital access to the fashion show has not diminished the exclusivity of
the event itself. If anything, it has only reinforced the air of elitism and
glamour that has always given fashion its unique cultural cachet
Media and images from runways provide designers with year round
marketing and promotional imagery to use in building their brands online
presence.
Many variations on the runway theme have been developed by designers
to suit their requirements.
Themed runways have become popular in European fashion capitols, they
provide culturally specific runways that draw particular audiences and
diaspora.
It is important for designers to carefully select the right platform that will
see them grow audiences and longer term retail opportunity.
National and capital city runways in countries such as South Africa have
significant impact on the development of local industry.
The provision of longer term support and retail strategies for designers in
addition to the runway event has seen major growth in South Africa’s
fashion industry.
South Africa Fashion Weeks partnerships with major retailers has seen
growing awareness of South African designers by mainstream customers.
highly expensive and involved branding exercise.

-

Reflections for Australian Indigenous fashion industry development.
The variety of types of runway that are engaged with provided multiple ways for
designers of varying calibres and financial means to launch collections and
brands. Whilst a very expensive exercise it seemed the marketing and imagery
that came from the events was critical to most brands campaigns to build their
audiences and retail opportunities. They provided platforms that could see them
picked up by retailers and buyers.
To be taken seriously as a designer it does appear that one needs to engage with
runway at some point and it is important that the selection of runway platform
targets and grows audiences and gives relevant branding opportunity. Alexis
Temomanin of Dent De Man made the point that he only does runway in
partnership with his high profile business supporters such as the UN Ethical
Initiative or Vlisco the high-end wax-print fabric brand that sponsor him so as not
to undermine the value of his designs and fabric choices. There is no point in
Indigenous Australian designers paying a fortune to off schedule runways where
there is no promotion of the important cultural, social and artistic story that
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comes with the products created. Placement is key and the themed runway
spaces are important.
There is the question as to whether tying Indigenous Australian designers to
culturally specific runways is othering and potentially detrimental to the
perception of the quality of our designs. A move that sees us categorised and
separated from mainstream fashion events, perhaps boxing us into a particular
area of fashion. These platforms are useful in branding and getting images out
into the public sphere that are specific and highlight the cultural capitol and value
of the fashions. In engaging with these platforms we must ensure that the
quality of the products themselves is at a level that sees them just as valued as
those in mainstream catwalk runway events and that the platform is drawing the
audiences and media that it promises. If the event is appropriately aligned with
the media and prestige required to get attention then at this stage of the
industries development the showcasing in culturally specific events is of benefit
and a key step in the growth and education of our audiences.
The platforming of Indigenous Australian designs and textiles has been key to
awareness raising and interest in the developing industry. Darwin Aboriginal Art
Fair (DAAF) and Cairns Indigenous Art Fair (CIAF) are the two renowned events
that have created regional and national platforms for Indigenous Australian
textiles and fashion design. Their continued support and promotion is crucial to
the future development of these business opportunities and the broader fashion
industry for Indigenous Australia. The pairing of fine art with textile and fashion
design at the DAAF attracted controversy however the positive response by
buyers and artists alike has been overwhelming. Textiles and fashion has been
united with the broader process of Indigenous artist’s experimentation with
artistic mediums for both economic and artistic diversification. Collections
presented in Darwin have inspired artists across the country to explore these
areas. There are now more than 20 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art
centres producing fabric and fashion as a core part of their business. (Bab-barra:
Women Printing Culture, Claire Summers, Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair, 2018)
The platforms Indigenous fashion engages with currently fit within the more
themed runway space, similarly to the African Fashion Week and London Pacific
Fashion Week events. Here in Australia some have been particularly strategic
and have tied runway events to art events such as DAAF. DAAF’s annual event
attracts national and international Indigenous art event audiences that are
already aware and engaged with Indigenous Australian art practice. The DAAF
Country to Couture shows in recent years have attracted a great amount of media
and have been sold out events. This has been a highly successful strategy and can
certainly be built on. Focusing on growth in retail opportunities and longer-term
strategic support for designers and textile makers would assist in making more
economic return on the expenses that come with being involved in runway
events such as these.
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The model from South Africa Fashion Week is of particular relevance to us in
Australia and can be drawn on by organisers of these major events in Australia.
South Africa Fashion Week’s development of their Fashion Agent alongside their
main runway events is an important strategy to consider and potentially build
upon. The development of partnerships with major national retailers, and a
fashion agent space managing and supporting opportunities for designers, textile
makers and wholesaling have been a successful year round strategy. It has seen
ongoing opportunities for designers and local fashion industry that capitalise on
the runway hype for designers. There has been major growth in the number of
South African designers retailing their collections, development of those
designers and their brands to improve the quality of their manufacturing and
fabric choices, and assistance with training and skills development, to ensure
growing success in business for local industry. The model has also provided a
space that is more accessible to wholesalers and buyers and gives an easy point
of communication and negotiation which smaller designers not yet equipped to
manage the critical business aspect of their brand.
It is vital that artists and their art centres (for those aligned with the art centre
models) are able to capitalise on the media and attention they receive through
runway events. This is reliant on the business models they are engaged with and
the development of skills and expertise in sourcing and retaining retail
opportunities.
The SA Fashion Week and Fashion Agent model is also relevant for art centres
supporting artists who are developing textile and fashion developments, art
centres are already extending themselves beyond the resources available to see
as many opportunities as possible for their artists. Support is required on a
broader strategy level to engage with the larger fashion industry and provide a
point of reference and information on training and development opportunities
for artists.
1 Corner, F. Why Fashion Matters, Thames and Hudson, New York, 2014 p.4
2 General data as per Fashion United Trade news USA – South Africa Fashion Week Annual Report 2016, SA Fahion Week:
The Business of Fashion, Annual Report 2016, p.5
3 Arnold, R. (ed) 30-Second Fashion; The 50 key modes, garments and designers, each explained in half a minute, Ivy
Press, UK, 2016, p.96
4 Arnold, R. (ed) 30-Second Fashion; The 50 key modes, garments and designers, each explained in half a minute, Ivy
Press, UK, 2016, p.106
5 Corner, F. Why Fashion Matters, Thames and Hudson, New York, 2014 p.11-12
6 https://www.notjustalabel.com/editorial/slow-fashion-movement
7 https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/opinion/op-ed-the-muslim-fashion-market-is-not-a-monolith
8 https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/03/fashion/what-does-modest-fashion-mean.html
9 https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/opinion/op-ed-the-muslim-fashion-market-is-not-a-monolith
10https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/opinion/op-ed-the-muslim-fashion-market-is-not-a-monolith
11 https://maas.museum/inside-the-collection/2017/12/07/faith-fashion-fusion-muslim-womens-style-in-australia/
12 https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/271/766/RUG01-002271766_2016_0001_AC.pdf
13 https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/271/766/RUG01-002271766_2016_0001_AC.pdf
14 Corner, F. Why Fashion Matters, Thames and Hudson, New York, 2014 p.16
15 http://www.euromonitor.com/australia
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16 https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/271/766/RUG01-002271766_2016_0001_AC.pdf
17 https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/271/766/RUG01-002271766_2016_0001_AC.pdf
18 http://tdsblog.com/celebrity-endorsement/
19 http://kibonenny.com/about/
20 https://kikiclothing.com/pages/about-us
21 https://yevuclothing.com/pages/impact
22

http://www.globalmamas.org/Info/MeasuredInNumbers
23 Corner, F. Why Fashion Matters, Thames and Hudson, New York, 2014 p.16
24 http://nyfw.com/yajun
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Pathways to Fashion: Education and Collaboration
Of the numerous designers and industry members I met there was a general
consensus that university courses in fashion, the education platforms currently
accessible to students were not preparing them for the real world of fashion design
and the cut throat industry they were entering. I heard it from designers, industry
members and even university lecturers themselves. In South Africa this was
prompting major shifts in the provision of training and programs both within the
university sector and in the industry building agencies and event providers such as
South African Fashion Week and Jakarta Fashion Week.
Many designers I met with particularly those who had developed luxury
international brands had undertaken study. While some had attended the top
international fashion colleges, many had not actually studied fashion. The likes of
Duro Olowu, Walé Oyéjidé of Ikiré Jones had qualifications in law, Imprint designer
Mzukisi Mbane a qualified accountant, Alexis Temomanin studied PR. This
demonstrated that the act of undertaking study may contribute to the skills required
but that the accredited study of fashion was not a necessary step to fashion success.
So why then is the demand for top fashion courses increasing? What benefit does a
qualification at a top school afford you and what other pathways are available to
aspiring fashion designers, particularly those from typically more disadvantaged
backgrounds.
Firstly one of the main pathways to accessing the major runways for emerging
designers is attendance and successful completion of fashion studies at major
university courses, fashion schools in the main capitols of fashion – London, Paris,
new York. It was rare to find a designer on those major runways who had not been
through the big name colleges, such as Central St Martins in London, Parsons in New
York, two of the top ranked fashion course providers globally. Even then if you make
it into those colleges there are only a small number of places for the top-level
students to access the major platform.
Even more importantly holding a qualification from these top ranked fashion schools
will certainly get your foot in the door for employment by major fashion brands.
‘Indeed graduating from a leading institution is the surest way to gain employment
in the fashion industry.’1
However it was not the case for every course or provider, there are major statistical
gaps in the employment stats comparisons between schools. With a rising number of
fashion graduates, there is in fact an oversupply of new graduates to jobs in fashion
in the US currently making the skilling of students for employment critical. Studies
have found that the ‘schools most successful in training their students to secure
employment are deepening industry ties, investing in innovative technologies and
digital resources and evolving their curriculums and course structures.’
2
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There has been a shift in courses to broaden skill sets, and the introduction of
postgraduate specialist fashion business programs that incorporate far more
business sector development and industry connections for students. The focus on
placements and practical experience is also growing. New terms and ways of
approaching fashion including ‘creative thinking’ are key words being thrown
around. Frances Corner head of London College of Fashion noted “Creative
Leadership is sought after across all sectors. For example Angela Ahrendt’s moving
from Burberry to become Apple’s Senior Vice President demonstrates the problemsolving, enquiry led approach that you get with creative studies, learning to work
autonomously and innovatively to become reflective, independent and strategic
thinkers and therefore effective decision makers.”3
I met with the newly appointed head of the fashion department at the University of
Johannesburg Thea Tselepsis to get an understanding of the courses being offered
by education facilities outside of the major fashion capitols and how they were
addressing the employability of their students. Thea was in the process of a
complete overhaul of all of the creative department courses, developing a new
approach that champions the idea of creative thinking and the entrepreneurial
attitude that South Africans have successfully incorporated into their township
economies. A process of incubation and shifts to mindset to see young designers
and artists thinking as entrepreneurs and problem solvers was key to her
methodology. Thea completed shifted my expectations of a university course and
her approach was one that could certainly be of benefit to our industry here in
Australia.
Thea Tselepsis Head of the Fashion Dept - University of Johannesburg
Key Insights
-

-

-

-

To shift mindsets from chicken/victim and reliance on a central locus of
control, to an eagle/entrepreneurial mindset taking ones own agency and
using platforms to grow skills and build on our knowledge and traditions in
innovative and new ways.
Collaborative process across disciplines and collective creativity is critical in
developing entrepreneurial thinking, it builds networks and skill bases,
expands creativity and innovation, it builds readiness in designers and
translates to more sustainable business practice and competitiveness in the
industry.
Building families and communities as supports for individuals so they can
afford to take reasonable risk and not fear failure.
Creating academic models that reinforce peer support, institutional program
support and shifting institutional structures to work on enhancement and
building rather than perpetuation of systems that create singular thinking
and mimic international models.
Learning from but not simply replicating international models, investigating
and bringing our own skills to the table.
Bringing the world to the township and using technology and multiple
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-

industry methods to do so, celebrating the value of what we have, who we
are and enhancing it.
Remaining agile and frugal in innovative and creative ways to stay ahead and
remain competitive.

Thea Tselepsis is the recently appointed head and senior lecturer of the fashion
department in the Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture at the University of
Johannesburg (UJ).
Thea’s research has included a major in clothing management, a Masters in
consumer science focused on early adolescents evaluation of the fit of their
garments and a PhD researching ''the development of an entrepreneurially oriented
design model for the South African small business that offers custom-made apparel'',
which focused on local clothing owner-designers' behavior with regard to
entrepreneurial orientation. Her specialization now is in the areas of entrepreneurial
and small business development with specialization in pre-incubation and collective
creativity in the clothing industry.
Thea granted me a meeting at UJ with her to discuss the programs being offered and
an insight into her methods and strategies to shift students from their comfort zones
to entrepreneurial readiness and innovative risk taking in business development in
the fashion industry.
Thea’s passion and belief in the skills and the possibilities of South African designers
was infectious. She has spent her career not only theorizing but practically
implementing the very ideas she is professing to her students, thus propelling her to
a well positioned place of leadership. Her insights were exciting and challenging, and
there were definite points of similarity and reference to the potential growth of an
Australian indigenous fashion industry particularly in relation to the development of
mindset and movement away from state enforced limitations which, over time, we
internalize, as well as the incredible potential of collaboration in building successful
business.
Thea herself studied and lectured at the University of Pretoria but it was her own
research and study into the industry models that continue to exist in the townships
of South Africa that saw her shift from the traditional and expected business fashion
studies that exist in many fashion schools and university courses to the model she is
developing currently. Thea found the model of business and commerce with fashion
modules was fine for those students from entrepreneurial business families, but
problematic for those from the township economies who had limited exposure to
the networks and modes of operation that are necessary to succeed in big business.
The history of apartheid in South Africa and the strict laws that prevented township
women from visiting and engaging in business development in the cities, right up
until 1994, had significant impact on the development of industry and skills. What
Thea has found in her research and is thus building on with her students is that
within those historical limitations there have been very agile and frugal business
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skills and entrepreneurial models developed in township clothing industries.
However these developments were not being addressed or looked on favorably by
the major universities and the local fashion industry which, instead were looking to
international programs for inspiration.
“We want to take away the rural, take away the not so sophisticated, we want to
take away the indigenous, we want to follow New York, which is wrong for Africa. As
far as textiles and frugal innovation is concerned and bespoke ware we are the
leaders on this continent because we have never known different. All of a sudden
Europe is going to this custom-made model, we’ve been doing this for ages and for
the first time I have hope for our fashion industry because we will be the forerunners
for change.”
Rather than continue to work in systems that perpetuate the patronizing and
devaluing of township industry and indigenous systems Thea left the University and
started an incubation hub in Pretoria. To overcome the challenges for students that
couldn’t afford expensive fashion courses, she established an ‘earn while you learn’
program which allowed for the real life issues of covering expenses to attend the
hub.
“It took me a few weeks then I saw this whole texturized brilliant way of being
frugally innovative and using little cut offs and how resourceful my students were
because they came from townships.”
Thea went to the townships and found herself a mentor with a model that
reinforced success and built on a strength-based system. “I realized for this type of
study field I also need to be socially entrepreneurial. So I got myself a mentor who
works in the townships, the model that he uses works and that is families; pulling in
the families to support the person, having the whole family on board and really
cementing the African way first before we try and change, we don’t want to change
we want to build, and that’s the big shift in mindset I think South Africa has to make
in some instances and it needs to translate to the fashion industry as well.”
With the establishment of incubation programs Thea sponsored some key figures in
the township industries, “I sponsored a few mammas from the local township, they
brought their skills and I simply broadened their world a bit. Doing due diligence and
respecting what they have to do, they are serial entrepreneurs, most of them
running four or five businesses. I think if we can concentrate on what they really
bring, because they are ever trying to catch up, in their language they are behind and
that’s the wrong way of looking at it. That’s how I ended up at UJ. I’ve got to bring in
textile technology, exposure and seeing how we can broaden mindsets but also
incorporate the Indigenous knowledge in a way that’s fresh, new and innovative.”
Now at UJ under Thea’s leadership first year students of the department enter a
program that is about pre-incubation, mindset and readiness to shift into
entrepreneurial thinking. She sees the barriers, not just as the state imposed
historical limitations and the ongoing impacts of that, but the actual mindset that
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those structures have imposed on the population, which perpetuates systems that
hold back development and promote singular thinking.
“With the state funding we created a chicken mindset, with an external locus of
control, ‘we want’, ‘we need’, ‘we cannot move’, a range of I can’t moments in these
people’s minds, they are not thinking that they can.” Thea saw many processes that
reinforced this mindset, the over empathetic ‘we must give’, ‘we must create
pathways’, rather she feels people must be shifted to an ‘eagle’ mindset where they
make their own path and use the opportunities that come their way rather as
platforms to grow and spring from.
“Stepping into yourself and leaning into who you are. You will make it because
you’ve discovered your own agency. That’s the entrepreneurial mindset, the eagle
mindset – stepping into yourself, discovering your own agency, ‘I can’. It’s a
celebrating moment. The garment is just the product of that moment, so if we don’t
work on mindset we might as well give up the fight. “
Her focus was to firstly address the readiness of students, to shift them from the
chicken/victim mindset to the eagle/entrepreneurial mindset. “My journey in this
whole fashion industry has become more about the designer, its not about the
clothing, its about getting the mindset right, when I say right I mean getting that
enterprising readiness.”
Thea defines readiness as such; “it means awareness of my incompetencies, it means
I have a network where I know where I can get more exposure, I have the support of
my people, I have a vision that is greater than me and I’ve got proactivity,
innovativeness, risk taking down. Awareness is most important, as long as your
aware of your incompetency, that person will make stuff happen, they know ‘I’m not
quite competent with this yet but I crutch myself’ and that crutch might not be
another person it might be a system, a tool, advise from a person but not a person
that I bring into crutch and then forever perpetuate the situation.”
These rather large concepts are confronting for students but they are being
implemented in a system that should see them more prepared for the realities of the
industry they are aiming to succeed in. Students at UJ in their first year have to
incorporate these new ways of thinking into their mindset. Firstly with a paper ‘On
whose shoulders I stand’ they address who they are, where they come from and who
their support networks are. Celebrating their families, their knowledge and
connections, the networks that hold them, their traditions and histories. They then
in first year enter a pre-incubation program, here they have to shelve their
preconceived ideas of fashion and what it means to be a designer and collaborate
with students from the many disciplines within the department. Together they must
work on projects incorporating all their fields and skill and shifting their thinking to
that of an entrepreneur.
“I went radical from fashion to pre-incubation, forget the fashion - first get your
mindset right because your expected to be a problem solver as a fashion designer,
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you’re an architect of the environment that’s closest to your body, its an
environment, its something that must communicate like architecture does, we look
down on it like its just clothes, I don’t know why, its way more important than a
building, your social identity that’s carried out, its an empowerment tool, it’s the
way you carry yourself.”
Thea noted that dropout rates in the fashion courses are high, but they are finding
success with the incubation programs and further developing them to build support
and networks for students. This includes a mentor from third year for first year
students, providing the first year student with peer level guidance and the third year
student with leadership experience they can refer to and draw on. They also bring in
industry specialists and practical experience. There is much collaboration with other
faculties, particularly the college of business, where the students develop business
plans together. There is use of 3D technology with the incorporation of industrial
design students and support for website development to get students immediately
in touch with the outside world and working with digital technology and marketing.
Continually keeping in mind that “Instead of taking people out of the township as if
the township is the problem, we are saying how do we bring the world to them?”
Ultimately the programs at UJ are shifting the students out of comfort zones and
misconceptions of what it takes to be a designer, they are also shifting the structures
and university systems to build on strengths, Indigenous and traditional knowledge,
to enhance the already established systems rather than continue the perception that
those intricate industries of bespoke and custom made traditional wear are any less
sophisticated than international fashion systems. Thea is working on the system, the
university culture and the mindsets of the students who are the future of industry in
South Africa, to engage in entrepreneurial thought and collective creativity, to build
on and be proud of their culture, their heritage and the knowledge they bring, to
extend and build. This training at this level while still on a platform that provides
supports and safety networks prepare students with knowledge and strategies to
take into the highly competitive and cut throat fashion industry. Thea’s research
highlights the value of collaborative and creative collectivity in enhancing business
sustainability and competitiveness, which is ultimately the key to survival in the
fashion industry.
In meeting with Thea Tselepsis I got a lot more than I bargained for, the knowledge
she shared, the insight and respect for traditional industry and the possibility for
South Africa was inspiring. As Thea said herself “I’m happy to be here while all these
things are happening, I feel we are at the center of the change.”
Further References
The Southern African Journal of Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management ISSN: (Online)
2071-3185, (Print) 1015-3977
https://repository.up.ac.za/bitstream/handle/2263/58250/Tselepis_Collaborating_2016.pdf?sequenc
e=1
https://www.uj.ac.za/contact/Pages/Thea-Tselepis.aspx
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Access to the local colleges let alone top international colleges is arguably a barrier
to a majority of indigenous designers located outside of these capitols, and with
greater historical ad socio-economic disadvantages to overcome. That is not to say
that there are not those who have very much done so. I met designers and saw some
that had done just that, Laduma Ngxokolo Maxhosa a young and very successful
designer in South Africa, he has overcome the barrier of apartheid that prevented
his mother a wool designer in the 80s from growing her business. He was trained by
family members and studied in South Africa before being awarded a scholarship to
study in St Martins College London and is one of the fashion leaders in SA right now.
Whether a barrier or a choice to learn through practical training and placements
rather than educational institutions, there are other pathways and options to gain
skills and training for fashion business development. South African Fashion Week
CEO Lucilla Booyzen personally facilitates the 21 Steps to Retail program, which is
undertaken over three months. It’s an intensive training course for young designers
to take them from designing to retailing and producing quality products that will see
them run sustainable business and build the fashion industry within their country
adding to job creation more broadly. Lucilla has run this in South Africa as well as
other African fashion hubs to support aspiring designers and industry development.
Collaborative Developments
Practical on the job training and skills development through collaborations across
sectors and between makers and designers were also a key way that designers were
developing their talents, cross pollination was happening in the arts, technology and
fashion industries with exciting results. Many of the designers featured throughout
this report are examples of this process on the ground, undertaking collaborations
with other designers and in some cases other fields. Laduma of Maxhosa for
example had collaborated with tech brand Sanlam to design the Mna Nam wrist
band that incorporated a QR code to help people save money and connect to their
bank savings accounts in elegant luxe design.
Broader international arts organisations were supporting this growth in
collaboration and extension of designers and industries. The British Council invests in
multiple international programs that see training and development of emerging
fashion industries in many global regions. Fashion DNA is a series of the British
Council that ‘encourages designers to consider their cultural heritage, local
traditions and crafts skills, personal identity and how these are represented in their
design and communicated globally. The program aims to instill cultural value in
fashion.’4 It provides training programs some short-term and others much longerterm to support the improvement of local skills and capacity to create more
sustainable fashion businesses and grow international industries. It has included
programs in Nigeria, Lagos, Pakistan and the Ukraine.
The program promotes positive social and cultural value in fashion internationally.
One of their most successful such long term programs that I witnessed in action at
the mammoth event of Jakarta Fashion Week was a major partnership that has
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existed for six years called Indonesia Fashion Forward. It was a collaborative program
that addressed industry development on all levels from the support and training of
individual designers to international exchanges and involvement with government
policies.
Indonesia Fashion Forward
2017 marked the sixth year of the Indonesia Fashion Forward (IFF) program.
Originally designed to be a 3 year program, its success has seen it continue with no
apparent end in sight. Indonesia Fashion forward is an international collaboration
that began in 2012 between Jakarta Fashion Week, The British Council and the
Centre of Fashion Enterprise and is supported by the Ministry of Tourism and
Creative Economy of Indonesia. It is a program that fosters creative exchange
between the UK and Indonesian fashion industries with a focus on nurturing an
innovative and economically sustainable Indonesian fashion industry.5
The program is multifaceted and has seen over 50 Indonesian emerging designers
supported through a one year full-time training program with experts from the
industry in both Indonesia and the UK Centre of Fashion Enterprise. The program
includes business planning, branding strategy, marketing, production cost and
product price calculation as well as legal aspects. The IFF also gives designers the
opportunity to showcase their work at leading overseas department stores and trade
shows, as well as showcasing them in Jakarta Fashion Week and affiliated programs.
Through the training the connections with industry that are facilitated and the
presentation at Jakarta Fashion Week (JFW), the biggest fashion event in South East
Asia they have seen a rise in uptake of Indonesian designers into international
retailers and programs. The event continues to attract an even greater number of
foreign buyers and features a large number of local brands, especially those under
the capacity building program.6
Participants are selected each year based on a variety of criteria that not only focus
on creativity and talent alone, but also the readiness and commitment of designers
managerial and financially to penetrate the international market. They must meet
several requirements including consistent presentation of collections for at least two
seasons. In terms of business they are also required to have small teams and have at
least two stockists and special orders. 7
The program has opened up access to international trends and training for
Indonesian designers to improve the quality of their design practise as well as their
understanding of broader business strategies. It aims to take designers from local
business and bespoke providers to international standards, raising the profile of
Indonesia as a visionary fashion hub on the world stage. The program facilitated a
Sustainable Fashion forum that convened fashion practitioners and designers with
government policy makers to consider the role each would play in the building of a
sustainable industry for the country.
The program includes an annual Graduate Fashion Week International Residency
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Award which sees collaboration between UK designers and Indonesian emerging
designers each year. The focus of the collaborations are celebrations of Indonesian
culture in contemporary ways. In 2016 two Indonesian brands working to ethically
reinvent traditional textiles and cultural heritage have collaborated with two
talented UK graduates. The British Council also brings British designers to Jakarta
events, in 2017 designer Derek Lawlor presented a stunning collection of woven
fashions reflecting traditional Indonesian techniques on the Jakarta Fashion Week
runway as part of the British Council presentation in the program.
The program involves leading colleges and creative from the UK as well as those
from Indonesia in a collaborative approach that has seen major growth in design
quality and a growing presence of Indonesian designers on the international fashion
stage.
These larger international collaborative programs were the most exciting find on my
travels. They were facilitating change on all levels, from individual designers to global
connected industries with socially conscious and transparent operations. They
promoted the importance and value of the unique cultural practises on major global
fashion platforms and are seriously driving the rise of new fashion capitols around
the world.
The Ethical Fashion Initiative was a program first brought to my attention by
designer Alexis Temomanin. He was one of the many designers invited to participate
in the program which had seen him create a line of sports wear incorporating handwoven fabrics from Kenyan artisans, the collaboration facilitated by the Initiative.
This ensured the artisans were paid appropriately for their work and highlighted the
value of traditional textile skills that are often unrecognized by the fashion industry
at large. Other designers I met had also participated, Duro Olowu had cushions in his
London boutique that incorporated woven fabrics, and I purchased a Mimco bag that
had shibori-dyed leather from another Kenyan group. This program was the
juggernaut of social enterprise models explored previously, it platformed cultural
and traditional practises and skills in the broader industry context and set the bar for
socially responsible business.
The Ethical Fashion Initiative
The Ethical Fashion Initiative was founded by Simone Cipriani in 2009 and is a
flagship program of the International Trade Centre, a joint agency of the United
Nations and World Trade Organization. Simone Cipriani began the project by
developing a cooperative in the slum of Korogocho in Kenya with a group of microproducers. The project has expanded and now encompasses projects in Burkina
Faso, Mali, Ghana, Haiti, West Bank, Ethiopia and Cambodia.
The concept of responsible and slow fashion underpins the Ethical Fashion
Initiative’s business model. The model supports the development of micro business
and artisanal manufacturing in the informal sectors of the countries economies. But
in a departure from the traditional development ‘intervention model’ it facilitates a
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direct link with the fashion industry. The Ethical Fashion Initiative connects talented
but marginalised artisans – the majority of them women – to the international
fashion industry. It partners leading designers and international fashion brands with
artisans to produce fabrics and accessories that become integral parts of these
brands collections. And in selecting its designers it supports Africa’s rising
generation of fashion designers, and encourages them to forge sustainable and
fulfilling creative collaborations with local artisans.
Based on artisanal manufacturing, this model enables micro-artisans to produce
directly for brands that distribute products worldwide. Product development is done
in collaboration with fashion brands. This ensures that designs are tailored to the
capabilities and craftsmanship of the micro-artisans and that there is a global market
for the final product.
Numerous communities can participate in production, with the final product
assembled, controlled for quality and shipped from the hubs set up in Nairobi,
Ouagadougou and Port-au-Prince. The first ever project was the creation of a
production hub in Nairobi, Kenya, which has now become a successful and thriving
company, Ethical Fashion Artisans Ltd. specialising in the artisanal manufacturing of
ethical fashion accessories (bags, pouches, key rings, tassels, jewellery and shoes).
The model varies according to the skills and traditions of the regions it engages with
and the demands of the designers that collaborate in the projects. In Haiti, the
Ethical Fashion Initiative team provides technical expertise and assistance in
managing production and quality control as well as facilitating capacity building
workshops. Where as in Ghana the initiative supports the growth of fashion brands
by young African designers within the formal economy to act as a catalyst for wider
job creation in all areas of the fashion industry. Other countries facilitate particular
traditional textile developments for use in designs; in Burkina Faso its women
weavers that spin and dye yarn which they hand-weave into beautiful cotton fabric
and in Mali, artisans with expert bogolan and indigo skills, create fabric following the
design input of fashion houses.
Throughout the process of the projects there are Impact Assessments undertaken to
monitor and evaluate the effect and impact of responsible fashion orders on the
lives of artisans. The Initiative aims to show the broader fashion industry that socially
responsible fashion and engagement is possible and adds significant value when
incorporated into design and fashion house collections. The Ethical Fashion Initiative
is a strong supporter of the African fashion industry’s potential for growth. It
supports the rising generation of fashion talent from Africa and encourages the
forging of ethical, sustainable and creative collaborations with artisans from the
continent.
Big brand partnerships have included Sass and Bide, Stella McCartney and Vivienne
Westwood, alongside up and coming and established African designer brands
including many of those featured in this report and additionally AKJP, Anita Quansah
and Christie Brown to name a few. The results of these partnerships are featured in
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runway events and on the major catwalks of the fashion capitols of the world.
The products are luxe and carry their ethical tags which have QR codes linking the
buyer to further stories about the product they have bought, the artists involved, the
process and benefits that the program is producing. The Ethical Fashion Initiative
believes in a responsible fashion industry, where workers earn a living wage, are
offered dignified working conditions and minimises impact on the environment.
Not Charity, Just Work.
http://ethicalfashioninitiative.org
Key Learnings
-

Fashion studies at leading institutions are a massive advantage for finding
employment with major fashion brands internationally.
Undertaking study at these institutions increases opportunity to access the
major fashion capitol runway events such as NY Fashion Week.
There are shifts in education courses to grow creative thinking and business
skills, giving students more practical skills necessary to survive in the highly
competitive industry.
Many African designers that are currently leading the industry have not
undertaken study in fashion highlighting that it is not a prerequisite to
success.
Encouraging designers to be innovative, collaborative, frugal and proud of
their heritage will improve their competitiveness in a highly saturated
industry.
Building on community strengths, cultural and traditional knowledge and
innovative practices is critical rather than mimicking current fashion industry
practise in industrialised western capitols.
International Collaborative programs fund, develop and promote cultural and
traditional skills in fashion. These programs are supporting the growth of
new industry in countries such as South Africa and Indonesia.

Reflections for the Indigenous Australian Fashion Industry.
The University of Technology Sydney was recently ranked as the highest Australian
university in fashion when focusing on graduate employability. There are many
courses across Australia and a history of involvement by some more regionally based
institutions in supporting Indigenous Australian fashion development, Bachelor in
the NT is a key one that comes to mind when thinking of Australian textile
development. The reality for young and aspiring remote based indigenous textile
makers and designers is that access is a barrier to fashion courses in Australia. This is
due in major part to distance and remoteness, costs and the general barriers to
access to university and higher end learning that Indigenous communities
experience. The developments in Australian Indigenous textile creation to date has
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relied heavily upon key individuals from the fashion industry who have provided
training in communities over the past decades to develop skills. This has seen
incredibly unique developments in terms of design, aesthetics and technique.
Our Australian population doesn’t have the same history of centuries of textile
making and sewing that regions such as Asia have, we haven’t grown up with sewing
and design happening all around us as many young designers I met in South Africa
and Java had. But for Indigenous Australians the incredible strength of culture and
art practice gives them a unique voice to share, and it is the skills in fashion design,
technique, new technologies and fashion business where there needs to be
continued development and investment in skills for the industry to grow.
Collaboration is key to these developments and it has formed the basis for the
beginnings of the Indigenous fashion industry that we have today. Collaboration is a
critical strategy in the growth of fashion industries in Africa and Asia. Whether it be
collaborating within the fashion industry, with other arts industry disciplines or with
training and industry organisations; it is the practical sharing of skills and learning
that will help with the growth of a sustainable Indigenous Australian fashion
industry. There are a small number of examples of successful collaborations with
Australian indigenous artists exploring the fashion world in partnership with
established designers and companies. These are exciting developments to celebrate
and build upon.
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Lisa Waup X Verner X Craft
Award winning Gunditjmara and Torres Strait Islander artist Lisa Waup and
Melbourne based fashion designer Ingrid Verner collaborated on a new collection
presented by Craft and funded as part of Creative Victoria’s Creative State program.
This collaboration process saw the development of a high-end and limited release of
a clothing collection that feature the stunning drawings of Lisa Waup with the design
and patterning expertise of Ingrid Verner.
“It’s a niche, limited edition. Its art. The whole experience has been great. I’m really
proud of that collection. I feel very fortunate. I think it has set a standard for future
projects, it has set a bar.” Lisa Waup
The collection was first launched as part of the Virgin Australia Melbourne Fashion
Festival, Global Indigenous Runway and NGV Design Week and sold through Craft
Victoria. It has since been distributed by Verner through its online platform and
network of boutique retailers in Australia.
Creative Victoria approached the
participants to undertake the collection aligning this project with their aims to
deliver a ‘capacity building program to promote the work of Victorian Aboriginal
fashion designers and provide pathways into the fashion industry.’
(https://creative.vic.gov.au/creative-state/progress-report/backing-creative-talent)
‘For me it was a dream come true, I’ve always been so interested in fashion. Even as
a child I use to make my own clothes. My grandmother was a seamstress in Italy so
its something that we’ve always done.’
Lisa is a multi discipline artist and has found the project an enhancement to her
practice. It was a major learning experience for her, her first foray into fashion and
the experience was one that she would like to build on, particularly in the design of
patterns and shapes for collections in future. Lisa provided her visual diary of
drawings and Ingrid Verner selected four of the striking artworks imbued with
powerful cultural stories to be applied to the clothing patterns that were developed.
Four original works were drawn on to build the series; Homeward Boundaries, Land
Mapping, Family Circles and Protection. The final designs fuse art with fashion,
drawing on strong traditions of language and symbol with the contemporary art
practice of Lisa Waup and Ingrid Verner.
The attention to detail on every aspect of the collection is evident, down to the
labeling of the products and Lisa’s use of off cuts to create woven jewellery and
accessories to accompany the collection pieces on the runway. The project also
incorporated jewellery created by Lisa’s daughter emphasizing the importance of
family and intergenerational support in the process. The creation of that line was
further funded by Craft and also presented through their store.
‘To see these 2d images that I’ve had in my visual diary for years, 2d images that
were just flat and then for them to be made 3d and come alive and be animated, the
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pieces and placement of the designs, it was just mind-blowing.’
This particular collaboration is one that showcases the possibilities of collaboration
between artists, sectors and government to see industry development. It is exciting
to see the success of the project and encouraging for future developments for
Indigenous Australia. The high level of production, the limited editioning and
marketing that featured the stories and cultural capitol of the pieces make this
project a great example to draw on for future collaborative projects for Indigenous
artists and designers.
“Its still on this momentum and its growing. There is a bit of a wind, with different
artists working with fashion designers to collaborate. I think that idea of
collaborating with a non-Indigenous artist or really just a person with completely
different art practice is very effective.” Lisa Waup
The brilliance of the collaboration between Waup and Verner is reinforced by the
structures and supports of the Victorian arts organisations involved; Craft and
Creative Victoria. A key aim for Creative Victoria is to ‘strengthen the sector, develop
the careers and practice of Aboriginal creatives, and raise the profile of Aboriginal
arts, culture and creative product – locally and internationally.’ This highlights that
there is recognition from at least state organisations that there is support for
Indigenous industry development and that interest is something Indigenous
Australian artists should be capitalizing on. The organizational supports in Indonesia
have come from international agencies such as the British Council but we in Australia
are in a privileged position where we have similar agencies with the potential to
provide the same supports to developing industry and growth through our state and
national programs.
That’s not to say that international collaboration would not also be of great benefit
and should be established. The development of international partnerships would
only further enhance these opportunities and the visibility of Indigenous Australian
fashions to a global audience who are constantly looking for new industry and
products to engage with. Every designer and industry specialist I met through my
research was open to and encouraged ongoing communication to see the
development of potential collaboration with Indigenous Australian artists and
designers. There is so much we can share and learn from, cross-promotional
platforms, skills sharing and industry development that could be capitalized on
through collaborative programs and projects.
Image Source: http://www.craft.org.au/lisa-waup-verner
Further References
http://www.craft.org.au/lisa-waup-verner
https://verner.co
@verner
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1 https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/education/will-going-to-fashion-school-actually-get-you-a-job
2 https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/education/will-going-to-fashion-school-actually-get-you-a-job
3 https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/education/will-going-to-fashion-school-actually-get-you-a-job
4 https://design.britishcouncil.org/projects/fashion-dna/
5 http://www.fashion-enterprise.com/indonesia-fashion-forward-launches-for-2017/
6 http://www.fashion-enterprise.com/cfe-international/indonesia-2/
7 http://www.jakartafashionweek.co.id/indonesia-fashion-forward/
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Recommendations for Indigenous Australian Fashion Industry Development.
The recommendations that follow relate specifically to the development of the
Indigenous Australian textile and fashion design industry. The models provided and
examined in the report involve successes and challenges and provide key insights
and or strategies that could be adapted to support Indigenous Australian industry
development.
When referring to the Indigenous Australian fashion industry I am addressing all
Aboriginal artists, textile makers and designers based nationally and working in all
conditions, this includes individual artists and business owners and those artists
working with representation and/or as part of a broader art centre and artist studio
model. These recommendations position Indigenous artists and industry members
at the head of developments and growth of the industry and in equal collaboration
in all aspects that involve external partners.

These recommendations are drawn from the four major sections of the
proceeding report and there are examples of the models and strategies in
case studies throughout the report. The recommendations presented here
form an ideal picture, and it must be noted that many of these require
funding, whether continued or yet to be sourced.

The most prevalent

challenge for most artists and fashion industry members, art centres and the
bodies that support them is access to funding and resources to provide
required programs. In light of this, while the recommendations can be seen as
a whole strategy,

individual steps may also be considered for

implementation.
The first of the recommendations and a number that follow address the need for
research and documentation, industry connections and the development of a hub
that would provide more evidence to advocate for funding and support programs to
invest in the development of the industry. These recommendations also aim to build
on current practices and reflect movements in the industry at large.
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1. Research and Resource Development
Further research and documentation are needed to determine market potential,
the range of audiences and economic opportunity for national retailing and
wholesaling to support an Indigenous Australian fashion industry.

The

development of resources and collation of current industry data for use by
Indigenous artists and art centres is required. There is also a need for the
development of resources to inform potential partners and the broader industry
about Indigenous Australian textiles, fashion developments and levels of operation.
Research and resources required:
•

Market research and audience analysis (Australia and international)

•

Detailed supply chain and logistics for textiles, ready-to-wear and luxury fashion
within Australia and Internationally.

•

Directory of current available resources such as license examples and all
Australian textile and fashion related documentation to date.

• Handbook designed for artists and Art Centres to draw on for assistance in
understanding the process of brokering collaborations and commercial partnerships.
• A prospectus for potential partners to understand the nature of the Indigenous
textile art movement.
2. Collaborative Strategies and a connected sector
Collaboration is key to the growth of an Indigenous Australian fashion industry.
We must look to the continued development of programs that see Indigenous artists
and textile makers partnered with fashion designers, textile makers/designers and
industry specialists that will support ongoing practical skills development and
business knowledge. These partnerships can continue to support the creation of high
quality creative outcomes that grow economic opportunity and audiences for the
industry.
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Collaboration programs to consider/work towards:
-

Artists/art centres partnered with designers/fashion houses, Australian and
international, in a collaborative process that celebrates what each brings to
the table and builds marketing potential, audience reach and produces
unique fashion.

-

Collaborative partnerships supported by Art and Fashion Companies and
organisations both public and private. This includes involvement of funding
bodies and peak regional bodies that support artists and art centre
development.

-

Platform to Platform collaboration – The collaboration of Indigenous state
platforms such as CIAF and national platforms such as DAAF with mainstream
fashion and art platforms in Australia and internationally.

-

Business to Business partnership – the engagement of commercial fashion
retailers with Indigenous owned art and fashion businesses, presenting
Indigenous Australian capsule collections through major retail stores.

The sector needs to remain connected, with regional peak bodies and art centres
meeting together to discuss: common issues and ideas for growth and development,
sharing resources and skill development opportunities and connecting up for
marketing and promotional opportunities. The peak bodies that support the regions
are key to this process. The arts industry and art centres that support Indigenous art
and exploration are critical to the development of the broader industry
3. Support Indigenous Fashion Platform Developments
Continued support for fashion programs run by Indigenous promotional platforms
that pair textiles and fashion with art, is critical.
Further development by those platforms to support the growing fashion industry is
required. Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair (DAAF) has facilitated the growth of the textile
and fashion industry by providing a major national promotional platform in the
Country to Couture runways. DAAF and regional platforms such as CIAF provide rare
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opportunities for networking within the sector, marketing to the broader arts sector,
and development of audiences for Indigenous Australian fashion development.
These platforms have provided inspiration for artists from across the country and are
a key to the industry’s development thus far. There is opportunity for these
platforms to engage with similar international platforms to present Australian
collections internationally as well as share international Indigenous collections with
Australian indigenous artists. They are best placed to facilitate these collaborations
for artists and art centres to provide a unified voice that celebrates the diverse
cultural and artistic talents of the sector whilst ensuring a professional level of
engagement.
4. Establish Australian Indigenous Fashion Industry Hub
The establishment of a national hub is required to connect indigenous artists and
art centres with the fashion sector in an effective, consistent and professional way.
The hub would be responsive to the varying positions of artists and conditions that
they work within; urban, regional and remote, individual and represented artists. It
would create a professional buffer for artists and assist with the successful
engagement with the broader market and the constrictive demands it can place
upon artists and designers.
Currently Art Centres are having fleeting and varying experiences in their
interactions with the fashion industry. There are supports from regional bodies and
industry specialists on a case-by-case basis.

For the industry to develop in a

connected and supportive way alongside the arts sector it requires a focused body
that can support development and provide a link up service.
Key activities the Hub could undertake include:
-

Undertake and commission required research and development of resources
for artists and art centres and for those interested in partnering with them.

-

Be a point of information and resource sharing for artists and art centres

-

Support access to the broader fashion industry and be a connector between
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industries.
-

broker partnerships and programs with arts and fashion industries

-

Source funding opportunities for industry program development.

-

Develop partnership opportunities with fashion designers and fashion houses
for artists and art centres.

-

Assist with the connection and facilitation of partnerships between
Indigenous artists/designers and fashion houses

-

Develop relationships with training providers and universities and broker
programs to support the training needs of artists and art centres as
requested.

-

Develop collaborative and trade opportunities with national and
international organisations and platforms.

-

Provide a marketing platform and promotion for the industry to grow and
educate audiences with a website, social media and marketing materials.

-

Organise events and professional development opportunities in the forms of
forums, exchanges and networking events to support skills development and
connections across the industry.

-

Provide a sales point for wholesale and retail sales of artists and art centre
brands and product, by creating a range of retail opportunities through an
online sales platform, pop-up stores

-

an agency that represents the interests of those artists and art centres who
require marketing and sales support and or additional sales platforms.

-

represent artists and art centres at contemporary and design art fairs.

The hub has the potential to support wider sales and marketing of the industry.
Similarly to the Fashion Agent arm of the SA Fashion Week there is the need for an
agent to provide an easy access sales point to textiles and fashions, to manage
wholesale partnerships and support Indigenous artists and art centres through this
process. It would also provide a point of connection for fashion industries outside
the indigenous art sphere. This model gives control to the artists and art centres and
would need to be guided by a board if an organisation of its own. If an arm of an
existing organization such as the model with South African Fashion week it would
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require an advisory committee that could include Indigenous leadership from the
arts sector, peak body and art centre representation, fashion industry specialists and
specialist bodies such as Arts Law, Viscopy and the Art Code.
This model would need to grow overtime inline with the needs and demands of the
Indigenous artists and art centres engaging with or looking to engage with the
fashion industry. This model has seen major growth in South Africa and could be
adapted to support the development of the industry here in Australia. It would
support the connection of all arms of the industry and develop broader fashion
industry opportunities.
5. Professional Development, Diversify and Quality Control
Funding to establish Australian Standards that guide the industry as a whole in
regard to quality control and manufacture. This will support business investment
and confidence and assist in the blocking of cheap trade imports and low grade
replications of products by unsolicited parties.
Continual development of skills in both production techniques and business is
required to ensure that Australian Indigenous designers and textile makers are on
trend, are producing high quality product and can capitalize on retail markets and
connections. It is important that there is continual improvement and development
of the quality of products being sold and that the quality of the manufacture reflects
the depth of cultural value in the designs and art on fabric.
Indigenous Australian textiles and designers already have the art market engaged
and the quality of design and artistic presentation is unique and unlike anything else
being produced globally. What needs to be further developed is the fashion
design/pattern making and sewing abilities of current and upcoming generations.
A diversification of products and fabric types/printing techniques will allow for
interaction with varying markets - from mainstream consumer access to high end
luxury designs. This will broaden economic opportunity and allow for ranges of
products that are different price points and have varied requirements of artists time
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in their production. This includes varying the fabric choices and ensuring the fabrics
that are printed on and used in designs are of a high quality.
Financial and industry support for ongoing training programs and partnerships
with industry specialists are needed. Exploration with technology, fabric and luxury
materials through training and collaborations will see further growth for artists and
art centres. The way in which training is undertaken depends upon the artist and art
centre and the areas they seek to develop in. It may involve training in community
as part of broader art centre programs, accredited training programs for individuals,
and/or exchanges with designers and fashion houses. The key point that all
designers and international industry members made was that the learning never
stops and one must continue to experiment and innovate to remain competitive and
sustainable.
6. Develop Digital Technologies and capabilities
Investment in training and access to digital technologies is essential for the
promotion and marketing of the industry at large. Social media and online
platforms are the fastest means of consumer access and they require high quality
imagery. Development in digital skills, social media engagement and understanding
of online protocols is vital. Indigenous designers and artists, and their art centres
have the opportunity to market themselves on these free platforms and attract large
and global audiences if they are digitally adept and have the means and technology
available.
The mastering of digital print making and fabric design is also an area that provides
future opportunities for Indigenous textile makers and designers. Developing skills
in this area opens up possibilities and increases the range of fabric choices the artists
can work with. It also speeds up process allowing for diversification in products. The
continual advancements in this technology and reductions in the costs are making it
more available and able to cross tiers of textile qualities from cheap cottons to luxe
velvets for example. Keeping up to date on these advancements and training
younger generations will set them up to engage and further develop the industry in
the future.
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The development of photography skills and courses for younger artists in all things
image making is a key area to focus on for art centre development along with film
and movie making technology. Top streetwear and fashion photographers are
quickly shifting into movie making areas as the music video and movie becomes the
new mode of promotion and communication for younger generations through online
platforms.
7. Consistent voice and continued alignment with our art sector
It is vital that our indigenous fashion industry builds on our strengths and they are
very much based in our artistic practice and the Indigenous Australian arts
industry. It is vital that we continue to align our textile and fashion developments
with our art practice and art centre models. That we continue to work with our
gallery partners and museums to retain the quality and acknowledge the cultural
capital that is invested in the fabrics and designs produced. It is important for growth
and necessary for sustainability that Australian Indigenous fashions and textiles
reach broader markets beyond the niche markets we currently engage with. It is just
as critical that we retain and reinforce our relationships with the support systems
and promotional systems we already engage with including platforms such as DAAF,
regional art fairs and gallery exhibitions. The majority of the designers and fashion
industry members I met with were eager to access the arts sectors, to reach those
audiences and see the products they created valued as high end. The fabrics and
designs Indigenous Australians create have cultural and artistic value embedded
within them and thus it is the manufacturing quality of the products and marketing
that is key.
Carefully selecting platforms, partnerships and collaborators is crucial to
maintaining our quality and ensuring that we are representing the industry in a
consistent and appropriate way. Marketing and promotion, platforms and runways,
sales points and retailers, celebrities and commercial contracts should all reflect the
story and cultural value of our products. The fashions and fabrics created are loaded
with value and this is something that if consistently marketed reinforces the value of
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what we produce. The cultural, social and wellbeing aspects as well as the economic
development these creations foster should all form part of the story of the products
and brands, just as they do with our artworks. This should be incorporated into all
labeling and promotional materials.
8. Continued training and engagement with archive specialists for collection
and archive management.
The recording of developments, tests and experimentation in regard to the
designs, patterns, clothing and product development should be prioritized by
artists and art centres. These inform research, academic enquiry and the
development of resources for the industry. This all informs future exhibitions and
production of documentation that can be used in the process of educating audiences
and value adding to the industry. The more that is written and recorded about the
industry and its development, the more established the industry will become in the
broader academic, artistic and public spheres.
Funding and continued training programs in conservation and archiving of records,
materials and digital images is necessary for ongoing collection development. The
programs offered by regional peak bodies such as ANKA have seen conservation
skills and knowledge growth amongst art centre staff and government and
institutions should continue to invest in these programs. In future years these
developments can inform future generations’ practices. The processes and materials
involved in the development of fabrics and fashions have particular archival
requirements and the ongoing engagement with archiving specialists is important for
the sector.
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